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PREFACE

The Partnership and Business Development Office (PBDO) of Canada's Interna-

tional Development Research Centre (IDRC) was founded in 1992. Its mission is

to increase, through partnership, the funds available for the development research

of IDRC's Southern partners. As IDRC's work in this area has progressed it has

became obvious that an understanding of the foundations, philosophies, and

mechanisms of the various forms of official development assistance (ODA) would

be essential. It would enable IDRC to confidently approach its partnership work

with every expectation of success and benefits for its Southern partners. This series

of publications — Profiles for Partnership — presents background, descriptions, and

analyses of development-assistance systems around the world.

Partnership with developing-countries institutions — and particularly with

nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) — is a founding principle of the "IDRC

approach" to development assistance. Larger bilateral and multilateral donors have

for many decades cofinanced large infrastructure projects, because any single donor

or development financier would be unable to assume full financial responsibility

and the entire risk. However, it is only recently that larger donor organizations

have significantly expanded the use and scope of partnering to work together in a

more systematic fashion. In April 1997, for example, the World Bank created its

Partnership Department, and now most organizations have partnership units, albeit

using many different monikers, including resource mobilization, revenue

generation, resource expansion, and cofmancing.

To its critics, however, partnering is simply the latest trend in a long series

of tested and discarded ODA practices. I disagree with these critics. Two factors

have made the pursuit of partnerships an essential part of development work, both

of which seem to have become permanent fixtures of the development landscape.

First, the 1990s have born witness to rapidly dwindling financial resources for

ODA. Second, both stakeholders and beneficiaries have demanded that aid be more

efficient and that duplication and overlap be avoided. These issues are no secret to

even the most inexperienced aid practitioner, but they can be addressed through

effective partnership.
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This first book in the Profiles for Partnership series describes Japan's ODA

system. We begin with Japan for a number of reasons: some obvious, others less

so. Japan is currently the largest contributor of ODA. In the area of partnership,

however, Japan is generating little in the way of new models or approaches. To

increase its output in this area might significantly affect the supply of aid to a large

portion of the developing world, not to mention making the already powerful nation

of Japan an even stronger and more relevant actor in the development arena. With

this background and with IDRC's mission to support development through

research, PBDO initiated a dialogue on partnership with the Research Institute for

Development Assistance (RIDA) of Japan's Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund

(OECF). Oddly enough, at about the same time, and actually overtaking us in this

initiative, RIDA's Managing Director, Kizumu Goto, visited IDRC, in June 1997.

With support and assistance from a number of sources, including the authors of this

book and Charlie Manger (a lawyer from Seattle, Washington), IDRC and RID A

have undertaken detailed discussions on priority areas for joint research and are

planning a number of collaborative initiatives. This publication is a direct result of

partnership work between IDRC and RIDA and between the Canadian International

Development Agency and the Japan International Cooperation Agency.

IDRC has embarked on a serious long-term quest for sustainable partner-

ships to expand resources for the benefit of our Southern partners. Along the way,

we continue to collect and update information on the ways and means of current

and potential partners. It was only a modest step for PBDO to decide to share this

information with development workers and colleagues around the world in a series
of publications, which I hope will both be informative and stimulate better partner-

ships for better development.

Alain Berranger
Series Editor

Alain Berranger is the Director of IDRC's PBDO. Mr Berranger has more than 30 years
of experience in international development. He obtained his experience in project
management primarily in the private sector (heavy industry and engineering consulting)
and through management consulting for CIDA, the World Bank, and the United Nations
Development Programme, and his work has focused on the development of the private
sector, small-business joint ventures, human-resource development, small- and medium-
scale industries, and the informal sector. Mr Berranger's current interests include building
partnerships for international development, improving the efficiency and effectiveness of
development assistance, and private financing of development research.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Japanese official development assistance (ODA) has drawn a lot of interest be-

cause of Japan's meteoric rise from recipient of ODA in the 1960s to the top

donor country since 1989. In 1997, notwithstanding an announced budget reduc-

tion of 10% (from the general account budget, described later on), the overall dis-

bursements totaled 1 132 billion Japanese yen (JPY) (9.36 billion United States

dollars [USD]),1 an increase of 10.2% from the year before, which was due

mainly to the cycle of replenishment to multilateral development banks (MOFA

1998). Japan remains the top donor, providing 17.1% of the total ODA flows to

developing countries, followed by France (6.35 billion USD) and the United States

(6.17 billion USD). Japan is the top donor in 50 developing countries. In many

developing countries, Japanese ODA provides an important portion of the overall

government budget and Japan's decisions on the allocation of funds have an

important bearing on the recipient government's policies and programs. Japan has

also become an increasingly important player in the international community, not

only through its ODA but also through its own economic growth and its member-

ship in the Group of Seven.

Because of the impact of Japanese ODA flows on developing countries and

the increasing role of Japan in the international community, many donors have

started to establish joint cooperation with Japan on ODA. Since 1984 the Canadian

International Development Agency (CIDA) and Japan have held consultations on

policy issues and undertaken joint cooperation at the project level. Recently, the

International Development Research Centre (IDRC) initiated discussions with

Japan on possibilities for cooperation.

The people in CIDA, IDRC, and elsewhere who are actually working with

the Japanese ODA system have no tool at their disposal to serve as a guide to its

complex, often confusing underlying structure, the respective roles and responsi-

bilities of the profusion of organizations, and the various types of ODA used as

inputs into joint cooperation. Frustrations arise because of unmet expectations and

1 USD conversions are calculated using the following DAC exchange rates: 1995, 94.07
JPY = 1 USD; 1996, 108.82 JPY = 1 USD; and 1997, 121 JPY = 1 USD.
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misunderstandings. For Canadians especially, the situation is difficult. The Cana-

dian ODA delivery system is very simple. Although the approach is constrained

by the total budget available for a project or program, it is flexible in terms of the

content and inputs of projects and programs. This is very different from the

Japanese system, which has many players who all seem to get involved at some

point or other in projects, but their role is unclear. Canadians (and Japanese) tend

to think that the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) is like CIDA,

which is not the case. Canadians do not understand the roles of the various Jap-

anese ministries in JICA's projects. They do not understand the nature of the

Japanese nonprofit nongovernmental-organization (NGO) sector or the relations

between the private and public sectors. They do not appreciate the depth of the

difference between a Canadian team leader who is under contract to CIDA and a

Japanese project team leader who is a government official. There are constraints

no Canadian would imagine, as a result of the different sets of rules and regu-

lations. Assumptions are made based on the system each side is familiar with, and

these assumptions turn out to be misleading when applied in dealing with the

other system.

Many publications are available on Japanese ODA. Japanese government

publications are numerous, but each one is narrow in focus. The description of the

actual delivery system tends to focus on the various types of inputs Japan provides

to developing countries — grant aid, technical cooperation, and concessional

loans. At first, it seems simple enough, but it becomes more and more complicated

and convoluted in the actual process of joint cooperation. For example, the

Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) is responsible for grant aid, but JICA ad-

ministers its implementation. Technical cooperation is under JICA, but MOFA

actually makes the decisions; the Overseas Economic Co-operation Fund (OECF)

is responsible for yen loans, yet decision-making rests with a group of ministries.

JICA projects require the support of the relevant ministry to go ahead. Because,

by regulation, the various ministries provide experts for planning and implemen-

tation of JICA's activities, the availability of ministry personnel largely determines

the scope and type of activities that can be included in a project design. All deci-

sions require consensus among various players who may be unknown to outsiders

working with Japan on a joint cooperation on ODA. Understanding the situation

becomes very difficult.

The Japanese government publications neglect to outline the cast of or-

ganizations involved in the whole project cycle for everyone of the inputs or

"schemes," as they are called in Japan. Every organization reports on its own

activities and presents ODA from its own perspective. Even Japan's Official
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Development Assistance Annual Report, which is published by MOFA and is the

official government report on ODA, adopts the perspective of this ministry, with

only a passing mention of the total amount of ODA provided to other (non-

MOFA) ministries from the general account budget. If one wishes to know about

the ODA activities of the other ministries, it is necessary to request their

publications. When they are available in English, they draw no distinction between

the activities funded through the ministry's own budget and those funded through

JICA. The distinction between public- and private-sector participation in ODA is

blurred and difficult to understand for non-Japanese people. Official government

publications do not even mention the activities of the private sector in Japan's

official ODA. The research published by David Arase (Arase 1994) clarified the

importance of the role of the private sector in Japanese ODA. This goes beyond

financing activities in developing countries. It also exerts an important influence

on policy formulation and project identification. Information is also difficult to

find on the roles and importance of other players in Japanese ODA, such as

Japanese municipal governments and NGOs, and the constellation of organizations

created by the various ministries.

This handbook has been written with two objectives in mind: to provide

a better understanding of the full range of the Japanese ODA system and to assist

those involved in initiating joint cooperation activities with Japan in development.

It attempts to bring under one cover, an introduction to the cast of players and the

overall framework within which they operate and a description of the range of

tools available in Japanese ODA — a sort of "who's who" and "what's what" of

Japanese ODA. It does not claim to be all encompassing. Documentation was not

available from all the ministries. Also, it is an almost impossible task to do an

inventory of all the organizations created by the ministries that receive subsidies

from the ministries' ODA budgets to conduct their activities in developing

countries; only a sample can be provided here.

This handbook attempts to make available in one publication an insight

into the Japanese ODA system and a summary of the activities of the diverse

players, as described by various researchers on Japanese ODA and as provided by

the publications we were able to get in English, either from the players or from

the Internet.

Aid policy

Basis for ODA: economic cooperation

Japan brings a unique approach to development cooperation with developing coun-

tries. Western donors have traditionally viewed their relationship with developing
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countries as a moral obligation of the rich North to help the poor South. The ter-

minology itself reflects this approach: official development assistance, recipient

and donor countries, aid to developing countries, etc. To this day, the focus, at

least for Canada, is still very much in assisting the poorest of the poor. Interest-

ingly, in the Japanese language, ODA is referred to using the terms economic co-

operation, development cooperation, or international cooperation.

Economic cooperation forms the basis of Japan's relations with developing

countries. Economic cooperation has a wider meaning than Western donors asso-

ciate with the term ODA. It covers all aspects of Japan's economic relations with

developing countries, including trade and foreign direct investment (FDI). In this

context, funds falling under ODA, as defined by the DAC of the Organisation for

Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) (OECD 1996), are only a part

of a continuum of yen flows to developing countries. The Japanese government

advocates the view that developing countries need to take responsibility for their

own development, choose their own priorities, and mobilize their own efforts.

Japanese economic cooperation changes the nature of the donor's relations with

developing countries from one based on humanitarian assistance to one based on

a partnership for growth. Developing countries have been asking for years for

trade, not aid. Japan has been successful in using public-sector financing under the

OECD-DAC definition of ODA to leverage financing for, and investment in, de-

veloping countries from the Japanese private sector. Japan is very proud to point

to its active involvement in bringing about the Southeast Asian miracle as a model

for other donors to pursue with developing countries.

For the purpose of this handbook, we will keep using the term ODA. But

for people working with Japan on development cooperation, the basic philosophy

of economic cooperation manifests itself in all aspects of its approach to ODA,

colouring even its management system. MOFA has for years emphasized the fact

that Japanese ODA is based on requests received, making project identification the

responsibility of the developing country. Responses to requests are based on the

availability of resources in Japan, rather than on a proactive assessment of

developing-country needs, which is the approach often used by donors. JICA

mostly does the planning after the project has been approved, by sending a long-

term expert to work out with counterpart institutions what they require and what

Japan can provide, leaving a much wider latitude for the direction of the project

than is possible under most projects undertaken by Western donors. The question

of responsibility for achieving results is also approached differently, with a much

greater onus on developing countries to effectively and efficiently use the re-

sources provided through ODA.
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Economic cooperation originated as a key policy area in Japan with a

Cabinet order in 1953 regarding the war reparations to be paid to the Asian

countries that had suffered under the Japanese during World War II. This marked

the beginning of Japan's ODA. At the time, the private and public sectors were

working in close collaboration on the reconstruction of Japan, and the war repara-

tions were seen as a way to promote exports and secure access to resources. The

implementation of economic cooperation was based on a close working relation-

ship between the private and public sectors, with the active involvement of every

Japanese ministry. At the end of the 1950s, the system was rationalized through

the rise to prominence of the Ministry of Finance (MOF), MOFA, and Ministry

of International Trade and Industry (MJ.TI) and the creation of OECF and JICA

as implementation agencies, with organizational structures incorporating the partic-

ipation of the various ministries.

With the creation of OECF in 1960, war reparations gave way to yen

loans. OECF was combined with the Japan Export-Import (JEXIM) bank, which

originally provided loans and equity investments only to Japanese private-sector

firms wishing to expand their activities in Asia. In 1965, Japan joined the OECD

and, in compliance with the DAC, started to provide loans through OECF to gov-

ernments of developing countries to enable them to buy products from Japan. The

1970s oil crisis brought forcefully home to Japan its reliance on natural resources

for economic growth, and it began to extend economic cooperation for the purpose

of securing access to these resources.

The economic growth of the 1980s shifted the emphasis from export promo-

tion and the accessibility of resources to the promotion of Japanese FDI to enable

Japanese companies to move production overseas. In the late 1980s, as Japan

began to have a greater role in the global economy and an increased stature in the

international community, its foreign-policy interests widened to include global

issues, issues of concern to the international community as well as to Japan.

MOFA gained a greater control over the ODA-policy agenda. Japan's ODA

Charter (adopted 30 June 1992) gave clear evidence of this shift (MOFA 1997a).

The ODA Charter made Asia a priority region for Japanese ODA and indicated

that Japan would pay particular attention to the least among less developed coun-

tries (LLDCs). Japan is committed to working with developing countries in

addressing basic human needs (BHN), poverty, environment, human-resource

development, social and economic infrastructure, emergency humanitarian aid,

support for the private sector, and structural adjustment.
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Since then the ODA budget has soared. Japan became the top donor, and

its role as a leader in development increased. But it has very much the same deliv-

ery system as it established in the early 1960s, based on economic cooperation.

Global issues and Japanese ODA

Japan's ODA plays an increasingly important role in the context of globalization.

Whereas some countries have effectively harnessed the benefits of the interna-

tional trend toward globalization and economic interdependence to power their

own economic development, others have not been so fortunate. As the debt crisis

in Mexico and, more recently, the financial crisis in Asia have shown, participa-

tion in an interdependent economic system can create severe adjustment problems,

as well as opportunities. Meanwhile, global problems have emerged that affect

peace and security worldwide. The environment, poverty, infectious diseases, and

regional conflicts in Africa, Asia, and the former Soviet Union all threaten global

peace and security.

Self-help efforts of developing countries, with assistance from developed

countries, will be decisive in the search for solutions, and in this regard Japan is

a strong supporter of the OECD-DAC Development Strategy for the 21st Century.

Japan believes that ODA can assist in providing security and peace for the interna-

tional community, as many of the regional conflicts and much of the ethnic strife

are deeply rooted in the problems of poverty and broad disparities in income.
Poverty and efforts to achieve rapid economic development also contribute to an

increasing deterioration of the environment locally and globally, jeopardizing the

future of the human community. Economic growth, environmental conservation,

and poverty alleviation are interlinked, and assistance from the industrial world

will be decisive in tackling these issues. Accordingly, Japanese ODA will become

more important, not less so.

Most industrialized nations prefer the direct approach, that of assisting the

poorest of the poor to eradicate poverty, and have moved away from financing in-

frastructures. Japan is unique in its provision of ODA to assist developing coun-

tries. Whereas some Japanese ODA is provided through the direct approach, most

takes the form of loans intended to assist the recipient country build economic and

social infrastructure. Japan's view is that many developing countries require capi-

tal to build infrastructure for continuous economic development and that the coun-

tries cannot build enduring democratic systems, with continuous improvements in

living standards, unless economic growth backs their efforts. Sustainably improv-

ing the living standards of the poor through their own self-help efforts is possible

only when the economy of the country is fundamentally sound. The general belief
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in Japan is that its support for development in Southeast Asia — through a combi-

nation of ODA, trade, and private investment — played an important role in the

region's economic development and increased standard of living.

Investment in infrastructure provides the additional benefit of attracting

FDI from the private sector, which the international community increasingly sees

as a crucial element in the sustainable development of developing countries.

According to the World Bank, between 1.2 and 1.5 trillion USD will be needed

to finance projects in infrastructure in the Asia-Pacific region (World Bank 1997).

ODA and public revenues available to developing countries will be insufficient.

It will be necessary to harness private-sector capital. In view of the risk con-

fronting infrastructure investments in developing countries, the pragmatic approach

adopted by Japan is to fund projects initially with ODA and thereby encourage

more investment from the private sector.

Assistance in addressing environmental issues is also seen as crucial to

development. Japanese ODA has been instrumental in helping many developing

countries tackle their pollution-related ills and address issues in biodiversity,

among other environmental problems. At the 1992 meeting of the United Nations

Conference on Environment and Development in Rio de Janeiro, Japan pledged

between 900 billion and 1 trillion JPY in environmental ODA over the next 5

years. It eventually exceeded this amount by about 40%. Japan provides aid for

forest preservation and reforestation, pollution control, the protection of natural

habitats and species, improvements in living environments (for example, building

water supplies), and disaster-prevention (for example, teaching disaster-prevention

techniques, building shelters). Japan sends environmental missions to developing

countries to emphasize the importance of environmental policies and to encourage

environmental assistance projects. Environment-related projects are also on the

agendas of Japan's annual consultations and regular high-level diplomatic missions

to recipient countries. In June 1997, the Prime Minister of Japan announced the

government's Initiatives for Sustainable Development toward the 21st century, a

set of policy guidelines to enhance future Japanese ODA in the environmental

sector.

Where regional conflicts have erupted, Japan has been attentive in pro-

viding assistance in conflict resolution, through working with the international

community and using both its diplomatic sources and the potential impact of its

provision of ODA. Japan also provides assistance to help reconstruct and rehabil-

itate countries after conflict. Its ODA activities include sponsoring ministerial

conferences, chairing international committees on rehabilitation and reconstruction,

implementing development projects, providing humanitarian aid and refugee relief,
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providing aid for reconstruction and emergency imports, and contributing to the

efforts of international organizations, such as the programs of the World Bank and

the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP); recently, the government

announced a fund for landmine removal.

ODA volume and breakdown

Total ODA Budget
According to Japan's Official Development Assistance Annual Report 1997

(MOFA 1997c),2 the total ODA budget for 1997 was 1 676.6 billion JPY (13.9

billion USD). In 1996, the net disbursement of Japan's ODA (including Eastern

Europe and the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development [EBRD]) was

9.6 billion USD. Excluding Eastern Europe and EBRD, the figure was 9.4 billion

USD. Japan's ODA spending represented 0.20% of its gross national product

(excluding Eastern Europe and EBRD), earning it a DAC ranking of 19th among

developed countries (see Appendix Al).

Japan sends other financial resources to developing countries, in addition

to ODA. On a net disbursement basis in 1995, other official flows (OOF) totaled

5.75 billion USD; private flows amounted to 22.97 billion USD; and private

voluntary agencies provided 215 million USD in grants (see Appendix A2).

Sources of the ODA budget

Japan's ODA budget was funded by various sources in 1997:

• 1168.7 billion JPY (9.7 billion USD) from the general account budget

(that is, the government's budget proper);

• 238.5 billion JPY (2 billion USD) from government bonds;

• 589.9 billion JPY (4.9 billion USD) from the Fiscal Investment and

Loan Program (FBLP);

• 17.6 billion JPY (145 million USD) from special account budgets; and

• 338.1 billion JPY (2.8 billion USD) from repayments of ODA loans (by

governments and private sector).

All figures pertaining to ODA volume and breakdown are from this issue.2
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This total budget is referred to as the operating budget. Confusion sometimes

arises with the general account budget. For example, when the government

mentioned that for 1997 there would be a reduction in the ODA budget, this

referred only to the general account budget, which is the government's budget

proper. See Appendix A3 for a view of both the general account budget and the

operating budget.

The FILP is often characterized as the secondary government budget.

Constituted by the savings mobilized through the postal system (in Japan, the post

office provides banking services) under the Ministry of Posts and Telecommu-

nications (MOPT), the FILP is used by the government to provide loans to gov-

ernment agencies to finance a range of activities nationally and internationally,

especially in the provision of infrastructure. The postal savings system is con-

sidered a major competitor with Japanese banks, and FILP constitutes one of the

sources for the OECF budget. According to the OECF Annual Report 1997 (OECF

1997a), FILP represented 52.5% of the OECF 1997 fiscal budget.

ODA breakdown by type of ODA

Out of a total of 1 676.6 billion JPY (13.8 billion USD), the ODA allocated by

type of ODA in fiscal year 1997 was as follows:

• Grant aid, 281.4 billion JPY (2.17 billion USD);

• Credits ensured, 179 million JPY (147 million USD);

• Technical cooperation, 388.1 billion JPY (3.20 billion USD);

• Contributions to international organizations, 368.5 billion JPY (3.04

billion USD);

• Loans, 9.767 billion JPY (8.07 billion USD); and

• Repayments, 338.1 billion JPY (2.79 billion USD).

See Appendixes A4 and A5.

Note that here the term grant aid refers specifically to a scheme admin-

istered by MOFA, with the assistance of JICA. Sometimes, the term is used to

cover all the donated Japanese ODA.
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There is no attempt in the annual report to match the sources of financing

with types of ODA. It would appear that funds for bilateral grants are allocated

entirely from the general account budget; technical cooperation funds are shared

between 19 government offices and are appropriated from the general account and

other budgets (for example, the special account budgets of the ministries). No

mention is made of whether the technical cooperation budget includes the salaries

of the government employees, whom JICA has, by regulation, to use as experts

for planning and implementation of its activities. JICA's budget only covers the

expense of their dispatch overseas.

Total OECF commitments for fiscal 1996 amounted to 1 271.3 billion JPY

(11.68 billion USD). Total disbursements amounted to 616.3 billion JPY (5.63

billion USD).

The outstanding balance of total ODA loans and private-sector investment

finance reached 9 072.3 billion JPY (83.36 billion USD) at the end of fiscal 1996.

This balance is nearly half that of the World Bank group (International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development [EBRD] and International Development As-

sociation [IDA]) and ranks with the combined balances of the four regional

development banks: the Asian Development Bank (ADB), the Inter-American

Development Bank (IDE), the African Development Bank (AfDB), and EBRD.

(OECF 1997a).

ODA breakdown by region

In fiscal year 1996, total ODA (on a net disbursement basis) was allocated as

follows among the regions:

• Asia, 4.11 billion USD (49.6% of total ODA);

• Middle East, 560.89 million USD (6.7%);

• Africa, 1.06 billion USD (12.8%);

• Latin America, 985.90 million USD (11.8%);

• Oceania, 197.69 million USD (2.4%);

• Eastern Europe, 200.30 million USD (2.4%); and

• Unclassifiable 1.1 billion USD (14.4%) (see Appendix A6).
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Major recipient countries of Japan's ODA.

In fiscal year 1996, the top 10 recipients of total bilateral ODA from Japan were

(in descending order):

• Indonesia, 965.53 million USD;

• China, 861.73 million USD;

• Thailand, 664.00 million USD;

• India, 579.26 million USD;

• Philippines, 414.45 million USD;

• Pakistan, 282.20 million USD;

• Mexico, 212.84 million USD;

• Egypt, 201.32 million USD;

• Bangladesh, 174.03 million USD; and

• Sri Lanka, 173.94 million USD (see Appendixes A7 and A8).

In fiscal year 1995, the last year for which statistics were published on this topic

in the 1997 annual report, Japan was the largest donor to 55 countries (see
Appendix A9).

ODA breakdown by income group

Most of Japan's bilateral ODA is allocated to lower middle-income countries

(LMICs) and low-income countries (LICs). In fiscal year 1996, Japan extended

• 3.21 billion USD (39.2% of its bilateral ODA) to LMICs;

• 2.70 billion USD (33%) to LICs;

• 1.17 billion USD (14.4%) to LLDCs;
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• Minus 85.7 million USD to upper middle-income countries; and

• Minus 121.6 million USD to high-income countries.

Sixteen percent was unclassifiable (see Appendix A10).

ODA breakdown by sector

In fiscal year 1996, Japan committed

• 6.78 billion USD (40.7% of ODA) to economic infrastructure and

services — transport, communications, energy, banks, and financial,

commercial, and other economic services;

• 3.47 billion USD (20.9%) to social infrastructure and services —

education, health, population programs, water supply and sanitation,

public administration, and other social infrastructure and services;

• 2.92 billion USD (17.5%) to the production sector — agriculture,

fisheries, forestry, mining, manufacturing, construction, trade, and

tourism; and

• 819.31 million USD (4.9%) to multisector projects — environmental

conservation, Women in Development (WID), etc.

The rest was for items such as commodity assistance, assistance for structural-

adjustment programs, food aid, debt relief, disaster relief, NGO expenses, and

administrative and similar costs (see Appendix All).

ODA breakdown by organization

It is interesting to note that Japan's Official Development Assistance Annual

Report 1997 focuses on the allocation of ODA by type of inputs, regions, sectors,

etc., while providing no information about the allocation by delivery channel. Only

the budget for MOFA is specifically mentioned in the report; MOFA receives

585.0 billion JPY (4.83 billion USD) out of the total ODA operating budget of

1 676.6 billion JPY (13.84 billion USD) (see Appendix A5). MOFA's budget

includes the budget for JICA.

Appendix A4 indicates that out of 388.1 billion JPY (3.20 billion USD) for

technical cooperation, JICA received 179.5 billion JPY (1.48 billion USD), less
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than half of the technical-cooperation budget. Who got the rest, that is, 208.6

billion JPY (1.72 billion USD)? The English version of the report for fiscal year

1997 for JICA had not yet been distributed. In 1996, JICA reported expenses

totaling 154.2 billion JPY (1.27 billion USD). This includes 1.01 billion JPY (8.38

million USD) for their loan program.

Appendix A4 also indicates that from the 1997 ODA operating budget of

1 676.6 billion JPY (13.9 billion USD), OECF received 939.7 billion JPY (7.76

billion USD); this was part of the budget of 976.7 billion JPY (8.07 billion USD)

allocated for loans. OECF's Annual Report 1997 indicates its budget for fiscal

year 1997:

• 386.5 billion JPY (3.19 billion USD) in capital subscription from the

general account budget;

• 8.7 billion JPY (71 million USD) in grants from the government's

general account budget;

• 493.4 billion JPY (4.07 billion USD) in treasury investments and loans

(FILP); and

• 51.4 billion JPY (424 million USD) in OECF's resources.

The total was 940 billion JPY (7.76 billion USD).

Appendix A5 shows that 18 government offices received 583.6 billion JPY

(4.82 billion USD). The report gives no explanation of the allocation by gov-

ernment office or the use of the funds by government offices.

In its March special edition on the government's general account budget

for ODA, published only in Japanese, the Kokusai Kaihatsu journal (Kokusai

Kaihatsu 1998) does indicate the allocation of the general account budget by

ministry. For 1997, out of a total general account budget of 1 168.6 billion yen

(9.7 billion USD), the major recipients were

• MOFA (including JICA), 585.0 billion JPY (4.83 billion USD);

• MOF (including OECF), 441.9 billion JPY (3.65 billion USD);

• MITI, 55.8 billion JPY (461.4 million USD);
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• Ministry of Education, Science, Sports and Culture (MOE), 48.2 billion

JPY (398.7 million USD); and

• Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF), 9.9 billion JPY

(82.3 million USD).

See Appendix A12.

Cooperation with international organizations3

Overview
Japan has channeled substantial aid through international organizations to com-

plement its bilateral activities. In fiscal year 1997, contributions and subscriptions

to international organizations amounted to 368.5 billion JPY (3.04 billion USD).

Japan provides several types of assistance to multilateral institutions: dispatch of

experts under technical cooperation, assessed contributions (the amount given by

each member of an international organization is outlined in the agreement by

which the organization is established), voluntary contributions (the organization

requests an amount from Japan, and Japan decides how much to contribute), and

subscriptions (these amounts are decided based on the adjusted allotment rate

between the member countries, with consideration of the organization's future

activities).
The provision of funds to multilateral organizations enables Japan to

address problems that would be difficult for one donor to remedy or would require

a neutral implementing agency. Some of the other advantages are access to the

expertise and experience of the various members of the organizations to support

and complement Japan's activities, assistance to developing countries in areas in

which Japan does not have experience or an established implementation system,

and coordination of aid across many countries and regions. Japan's bilateral aid

is rigidly structured to assist on a country-by-country basis; multilateral channels

allow Japan to support regional programs.

Japan is actively involved not only as a financial contributor but also as

a player at the policy level. It strongly supports the need for reform within the

United Nations system and the move to increase the efficiency and effectiveness

of its programs. Japan brings a perspective in international forums different from

that adopted by Western donors. For example, Japan has been highly critical of

3 All figures cited in this section are from the Kokusai Kaihatsu journal (Kokusai
Kaihatsu 1998), unless otherwise specified.
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the structural-adjustment programs of the International Monetary Fund (IMF); it

promotes its experience in being instrumental in the Southeast Asian miracle; and

it advocates a clarification of the respective roles of the private and public sectors,

the use of ODA to support private-sector initiatives and export-led growth, and the

recognition of the need to address poverty reduction through strong economic

growth, etc.

Responsibility for the various international organizations rests with differ-

ent ministries. Each one formulates the position to be taken, presents the budget

requests to the MOF and provides disbursements directly to the institution for

which it is responsible:

• MOFA is responsible for contributions to the United Nations mul-

tilateral organizations in accordance with the quotas assigned to Japan.

These include UNDP, the United Nations Fund for Population Activities

(UNFPA), United Nations University, United Nations High Commis-

sioner for Refugees (UNHCR), United Nations Children's Fund

(UNICEF), International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), United

Nations Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA), and United Nations

Environment Program (UNEP).

• MOF is responsible for contributions to the international financial

institutions for development, including the IMF, the World Bank group,

ADB, DDE, AfDB, EBRD, and the Middle East and North African

Economic Cooperation and Development Bank (MNECDB). It is also

responsible for contributions to the Customs Cooperation Council,

OECD, Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC), Multilateral In-

vestment Guarantee Agency (MIGA), and United Nations Conference

on Trade and Development (UNCTAD).

• The Ministry of Health and Welfare (MOHW) is responsible for contri-

butions to the World Health Organization (WHO).

• MAFF is responsible for contributions to multilateral organizations

related to agriculture, forestry, and fisheries cooperation, such as the

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), World

Food Program (WFP), International Fund for Agricultural Development

(IFAD), and other organizations, such as the International Tropical
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Timber Organization (ITTO), Consultative Group on International Agri-

cultural Research (CGIAR), and the Asian Productivity Organization.

• The Ministry of Labour (MOL) is responsible for financial contributions

to the International Labour Organization (JJLO).

• MOE is responsible for the United Nations Educational, Scientific and

Cultural Organization (UNESCO).

Aid through United Nations organizations

In fiscal year 1997, Japan contributed 76.1 billion JPY (628 million USD) to

United Nations organizations (see Appendix A3). Japan has continued to contri-

bute to the following organizations:

• FAO, 53.073 million USD in fiscal year 1996 (MOFA 1997c);

• ICRC, 7.52 million USD for fiscal year 1998;

• UNICEF, 25.62 million USD for fiscal year 1998;

• UNDP, 91.32 million USD for fiscal year 1998;

• UNESCO, 636 364 USD for fiscal year 1998 (MOE 1997);

• UNEP, 5.29 million USD for fiscal year 1998;

• UNFPA, 66.45 million USD for fiscal year 1998;

• UNHCR, 77.52 million USD for fiscal year 1998;

• UNRWA for Palestinian Refugees, 11.6 million USD for fiscal year

1998;

• WFP, 19.26 million USD for fiscal year 1998; and

• WHO, 63.24 million USD in fiscal year 1996 (MOFA 1997c).
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Cooperation with IFIs

In fiscal year 1997, Japan contributed 292.4 billion JPY (2.41 billion USD) to IFIs

(see Appendix A3).

Cooperation with the World Bank group

In fiscal year 1996, Japan provided 12.4 million USD to the World Bank group,

and in fiscal year 1998, Japan contributed

• 19.553 billion JPY (161.6 million USD) to IBRD and IDA (CIDA);

• 643 million JPY (5.3 million USD) to the International Finance

Corporation; and

• 545 million JPY (4.5 million USD) to MIGA.

The World Bank has a Consultant Trust Fund (CTF) program, established by

donors to finance consulting services for World Bank assignments. Most of the

funds support the activities of the World Bank's lending program (for example,

project appraisal and implementation) but are also used to finance consultants to

engage in economic and sector work, policy research, and policy-oriented studies.

The CTF program comprises several types of trust funds: general consultant trust

funds; trust funds for special studies or targeted sectors, and regional trust funds.

The funds usually finance consultants whom the World Bank hires from
the donor country, but some funds from CTF are untied (that is, consultants may
come from the recipient country or other donor countries). Twenty-six donors,

including Japan, have provided 52 such funds within CTF. At least 25% of

Japan's contribution to CTF is untied. In 1996, Japan was the third highest donor

of CTF allocations, with 9.3 million USD. With respect to contributions (to re-
plenish the CTF) in fiscal year 1996, Japan contributed 12.18 million USD,

making it the largest donor (the total contribution was 72.4 million USD in fiscal

year 1996) (World Bank 1997).

Cooperation with regional development banks

Japan makes contributions to the following regional development banks:

• ADB — In fiscal year 1998, Japan budgeted 10.493 billion JPY (86.72

million USD) for ADB, which administers the Japan Special Fund

(JSF), established in 1988. JSF is used to provide grants to finance or
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cofinance technical-assistance projects and, to a lesser extent, to invest

equity in private-sector projects. JSF is the largest single ADB fund for

financing technical assistance on a grant basis, and the funds are untied.

Japan provided 9.03 billion JPY (82.981 million USD) to JSF in fiscal

year 1996.

• Asian Development Bank Institute — The Asian Development Bank

Institute (ADBI) is a subsidiary of the ADB, with separate funding and

staff. The government of Japan financed the establishment of ADBI in

1997 and will fund its annual operating expenses. The ADB Board of

Directors must review and approve ADBFs strategy, policies, work pro-

gram, budget, accounts, and annual reports. ADBFs professional and

support staff comprise personnel from the World Bank's member coun-

tries. ADBI will invite visiting scholars to participate in, and contribute

to, ADBI research projects. The ADBI office is located in central

Tokyo, and programs will be conducted in member countries of the

World Bank. In addition, some activities will be located at the ADB

headquarters in Manila, the Philippines. ADBI has two main objectives:

to identify development strategies tailored to the particular socioeco-

nomic circumstances of each ADB developing member country (DMC)

and to enhance the capacity of DMC development agencies and organi-

zations to effectively design and implement development programs and

projects.

ADBI will focus on broad policy issues of concern to policymakers

and the managers of public- and private-sector development organiza-

tions and issues of critical importance to the Asian-Pacific region. It

will gather information to be used to provide development-management

training to DMC policymakers and senior managers. ADBI will enable

scholars, development practitioners, and decision-makers from devel-

oped member countries and DMCs to discuss, interact, and share les-

sons and experience in development policy and management. To this

end, ADBI will sponsor seminars and conferences on current

development issues and lectures by scholars or development

practitioners.

• IDE — Japan budgeted 2.286 billion JPY (18.89 million USD) for IDB

for fiscal year 1998.
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• EBRD — Japan budgeted 2.889 billion JPY (23.88 million USD) to

contribute to EBRD for fiscal year 1998.

• AfDB — In fiscal year 1997, Japan donated 200 million JPY (1.754

million USD) for AfDB.

• MNECDB — Japan budgeted 68 million JPY (561983 USD) for

MNECDB for fiscal year 1998.

• Cooperation with the IMF — For fiscal year 1998, MOF budgeted

11.373 billion JPY (93.99 million USD) for the IMF.

Multilateral-bilateral aid cooperation

Multilateral-bilateral aid cooperation occurs when a country implements bilateral

aid in conjunction with a multilateral organization. Examples of this type of coop-

eration are OECF and JICA support for the structural-adjustment programs of the

IMF, cofinancing of projects between OECF and the World Bank, and joint coop-

eration between JICA and the UNDP. The sections on JICA and OECF describe

this kind of activity.

Cooperation with organizations and regional development institutions
not affiliated with the United Nations

Japan also contributes to the following organizations not affiliated with the United

Nations:

• Asian Pacific Telecommunications Community;

• Asian Vegetable Research and Development Center;

• CGIAR (including the International Rice Research Institute);

• International Center for Diarrheal Disease Research, Bangladesh;

• International Fund for Agricultural Development;

• International Telecommunications Union;

• ITTO;
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• Southeast Asia Fishery Development Center (SEAFDEC);

• Universal Postal Union;

• OECD; and

• APEC.

Public education and support for ODA
The public participates in ODA in Japan in many ways. As of July 1995,

18030000 people had joined the Postal Savings for International Voluntary Aid

(POSIVA) program, whereby 20% of the interest from their post-office savings

accounts is donated to international cooperation (see Chapter 5). The donors can

read about how their donations are spent through reports on display at the post

offices.

The public can also contribute directly to development projects by working

abroad as volunteers in programs such as JICA's Japan Overseas Cooperation

Volunteers (JOCV) or through public-interest corporations and citizen-led organi-

zations (see Chapter 5). JICA's Japanese Youth Program provides exchanges for

young people of developing countries and Japanese youth and their families. The

public is also invited to an International Cooperation Day, which is held on
October 6 to celebrate the anniversary of Japan's joining the Colombo plan, in

1954. An International Symposium and International Cooperation Festival com-

memorate the day and enable the public to learn more about development issues

and Japan's international cooperation activities.

Various ongoing avenues are available for the public to learn about Japan's

ODA. The Association for Promotion of International Cooperation (APIC) (a

public-interest corporation under MOFA) opened the Plaza for International Coop-

eration in 1993, as a place to obtain and exchange information on ODA. A num-

ber of ODA-related publications are available to the public (for example, annual

reports of MOFA, JICA, and OECF and monthly magazines published by JICA

and OECF), and the public can access many ODA-related Internet sites. ODA

officials provide information on Japan's international cooperation in television

interviews. Japanese embassies and the overseas offices of JICA and OECF

organize tours of ODA project sites for journalists. MOFA faxes ODA information

to the public, on request. MOFA and JICA hold development-education seminars

in Japan to educate teachers and students about ODA and hold ODA teach-ins at

universities. In some cities and regions, international development is taught in
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schools to foster public support for ODA, and MOFA publishes teaching materials

for this purpose. JICA organizes essay contests for junior high-school and uni-

versity students, with field visits as prizes. High-school teachers organize tours of

projects. Seminars are provided across the country for municipalities and local

governments.

Japan strengthens international public relations by inviting developing-

country government representatives and media to tour Japanese ODA project sites,

identifying Japan-funded supplies and projects with a special logo and publishing

brochures on Japanese ODA in several languages.

In general, the Japanese public is supportive of Japan's ODA. An opinion

poll conducted by the Prime Minister's Office in 1996 found that 32.9% of re-

spondents believed that Japan should increase its assistance to developing coun-

tries; 46.9% believed that assistance should be maintained at the current level;

12.9% believed it should be reduced as much as possible; and 1.8% believed it

should be stopped (12.9% had no comment) (MOFA 1997c).
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CHAPTER 2

THE ODA SYSTEM

Introduction to the ODA system and its players
Japan has become increasingly active within the donor community at the policy

level, as well as being proactive in seeking donor coordination and joint coopera-

tion. As a result, knowledge of the Japanese ODA system has become increasingly

crucial. Whereas at the policy level, discussions, exchanges of views, and mutual

support for positions of mutual interest between Japan and other donors are ongo-

ing, the implementation of joint-cooperation activities tends to be more com-

plicated and difficult than anticipated. Very little is actually known about the

delivery system. David Arase (Arase 1994) noted that because MOFA is the main

spokesperson on ODA policies, foreigners tend to forget the role played by other

powerful actors in ODA: MOF, MITI, and to a lesser extent EPA, each one pursu-

ing its own economic agenda in ODA. Also active in ODA economic cooperation

are the other ministries, the private sector, and a wide range of public corporations

sponsored by the ministries (including associations and foundations in the private

sector), all with ODA funding.

The concept of economic cooperation outlined in the previous chapter helps

in understanding this system and how it works. It includes the full range of Ja-

pan's relationships with developing countries (as explained earlier). Even though

the policy focus has shifted over the years, the delivery system has remained rela-

tively unchanged to date. As remarked earlier, the creation of the present-day sys-

tem dates back to the cabinet order of 1953 that established economic cooperation

as the policy area governing ODA. From a council of 11 ministries initially work-

ing on war reparations and economic cooperation, the system was streamlined to

comprise the four-entity system of today: MOF, MOFA, MITI, and EPA. In 1961,

the Foreign Economic Cooperation Advisory Council (chaired by the Prime Min-

ister and comprised of prominent business leaders) established the present-day sys-

tem of supporting organizations: JICA, OECF, and the Institute of Developing

Economies (IDE). This was intended to rationalize the involvement of the multiple

players in economic cooperation.

MOF, MOFA, MITI, and EPA meet regularly to discuss overall policy and

to review project proposals and decisions on the use of OECF loans. In addition
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to providing bilateral loans to developing countries, OECF, along with the Japan

Export-Import Bank (JEXIM), provides export loans and equity financing to

encourage and support the activities of the private sector in developing countries,

with the focus mainly on Asia. The IDE conducts economic-policy research and

analyzes the economies of developing countries. JICA implements technical coop-

eration. These are the main and most visible players in Japan's ODA system.

OECF is formally under EPA; JEXIM, under MOF; JICA, under MOFA;

and IDE, under MITI (IAM 1994). These are referred to as public corporations

(the Japanese term means a corporation with a special status), established by spe-

cial law as instruments for activities required by the state (IAM 1994). However,

in practice, the system provides for the active participation of other players. OECF

functions under the four-entity system, comprising MOF, MOFA, MITI, and EPA.

But OECF has a management council that includes the vice ministers of EPA,

MOFA, MOF, MITI, MOE, MOHW, Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisher-

ies (MAFF), Ministry of Transportation (MOT), Ministry of Posts and Telecom-

munications (MOPT), and Ministry of Construction (MOC).

JICA is under the authority of MOFA and serves as an executing agency.

It prepares project proposals and submissions to have experts or equipment dis-

patched to foreign countries or to receive trainees from foreign countries. How-

ever, as a result of the way the system is set up, JICA has to work closely with

the various ministries for all of its technical cooperation activities. By regulation,

experts and training for JICA's technical cooperation activities must come from
the ministries. These experts are involved in the whole JICA project cycle, and in

practice they play a key role in shaping all of JICA's activities. JICA's senior

management mainly comprises representatives from the ministries. The senior

manager in charge of each department in JICA is from one of the ministries, and

the vice presidents are senior officials from the ministries. Also, according to

Arase (1994), interministerial and other forms of personnel exchange cutting

across the boundaries of the vertically integrated bureaucratic system are common

practice in the Japanese government, and they allow personnel from the various

ministries to be assigned as staff to JICA and OECF for 2-3 years, on a regular

basis.

In addition to being involved to varying degrees in the activities of JICA

and OECF, all the ministries have direct access to the ODA envelope (see

Appendix A12). This access is not under the control of MOFA or any of the

others in the four-ministry system. It allows each of the ministries to pursue its

own agenda according to its own mandate, using its envelope to subsidize its

activities in economic cooperation in developing countries. A common practice for
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the ministries in Japan is to create and subsidize a range of public-interest corpo-

rations, sometimes in partnership with the private sector, and this practice is ap-

parent in the ODA delivery system. In line with the wider meaning of economic

cooperation, these organizations sometimes function along a wider band of interest

than just ODA, encompassing the range of interests of their sponsors. Public-inter-

est corporations can be subclassified into government-affiliated corporations, other

corporations, and citizen-led organizations with legal status. These include foun-

dations and associations established by individuals, corporations, or groups of

corporations. Because this phenomenon does not exist in the Canadian ODA sys-

tem, their identity, roles, and responsibilities are unclear for the CIDA and IDRC

people who come in contact with them (see Chapters 3 and 4).

Banded together in powerful associations, private-sector firms can exercise

influence in ODA policy-making and project implementation. It is common prac-

tice for private-sector firms to provide personnel to government ministries and

organizations, including JICA and OECF, while continuing to pay their salaries.

Private companies also actively engage in project-finding: they finance preliminary

project-design studies for developing countries lacking the necessary resources and

lead high-level missions of prominent business leaders to discuss project proposals

with developing-country officials. Companies can also obtain support for a project

from one of the ministries or agencies involved in decision-making.

Other, less prominent participants in the Japanese ODA system are local-

municipal governments and NGOs.

Policy-making
MOF, MOFA, MITI, and EPA are the most important players in the Japanese

system for economic cooperation with developing countries. They jointly meet to

formulate ODA policy.

MOF has a powerful oversight role because of its authority over the budget

and disbursements. MOF desires the conservative allocation of budgetary resources

and is critical of staff increases and new programs. MOF exercises constraint

through its control of access to the budget and its management of the international

balance of payments. MOF also provides each of the other government agencies

with the opportunity to pursue its mandate through the use and control of its own

ODA budget.

MOFA defines the overall foreign policy, which takes into account Japan's

domestic and international interests. According to Orr (1990), ODA is often con-

sidered as the most important foreign-policy tool of the government of Japan

which is used effectively to promote and support Japanese national interests
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abroad (mentioned in the previous chapter). At the same, Orr demonstrated that

MOFA has been very skillful in using the response of the international community

to Japan's use of ODA as a pressure tactic in pursuit of its agenda within the

Government of Japan. The Economic Cooperation Bureau (ECB) in MOFA has

the primary responsibility for ODA policy and relations with the international

community on ODA. At the same time, because of the interest and activities of

the other ministries in ODA, MOFA assumes a coordinating role within the gov-

ernment for matters relating to ODA.

MITI works with Japanese industry in ways that promote Japanese private-

sector interests nationally and internationally. MITI approaches ODA from the

perspective of private business and international trade and investment; thus, it pro-

motes the combination of official aid with direct private investment and favours

countries with close economic relations with Japan. The political weight of its

mandate within Japan ensures that the interests of the private sector also weigh

heavily in the use of Japanese ODA.

EPA is a public corporation under the Prime Minister's Office. EPA de-

scribes its role in the following way:

The forms and fields of ODA cover a wide range, which in turn implies

the involvement of many ministries and agencies in the administration of

ODA. This multi-faceted characteristic of ODA calls for intra-

governmental coordination in the setting of aid strategies as well as their
efficient administration. This is the role played by the Economic Planning
Agency.

(EPA 1993, preface)

The Coordination Bureau of EPA plans and coordinates basic policies for eco-

nomic cooperation. Although the EPA is a coordinator, differences in opinion

among MOF, MOFA, and MITI are resolved by higher political authorities.

According to Rix (1989), no single entity is responsible for administering

Japan's ODA. The four entities involved in the system have no clear delineation

of responsibilities, with the result that overlap and competition occur among them.

Also, ODA sometimes lacks focus, as each entity has its own vision and aid-

policy definition, and approvals suffer long bureaucratic processes within the

Japanese government to achieve consensus.

The private sector also participates in aid-policy formulation. Apart from

having its interests defended by MITI and having its voice heard in the ministries,

the private sector also has a more direct form of access to policy formulation. The

views and policy recommendations of the private sector are included in economic

cooperation through officially sponsored advisory councils. For example, Japan's
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prominent private-sector leaders stood on the Foreign Economic Cooperation

Advisory Council that effectively designed the framework of today's ODA system

in Japan. Associations such as Keidanren (Japan Federation of Economic Or-

ganizations) play an important role in shaping ODA policies and the structure of

the ODA system. Its Standing Committee on Economic Cooperation engages in

regular dialogue with the government, and its policy papers often lead the way for

changes adopted within the ODA system. Keidanren played an active role in devel-

oping the ODA Charter, adopted in 1992. When the government organizes study

groups to provide advice on policy direction for a variety of issues (including on

country programs), it usually includes prominent people from the private sector

and from universities. Keidanren often mounts its own missions with governments

of recipient countries and participates in some of the Japanese government's high-

level missions to developing countries. This participation of the private sector in

Japanese ODA-policy formulation is understandable, given the origins and the

context of economic cooperation.

A number of sectoral trade and business associations are each licenced by

one or more of the 16 main ministries and agencies (for example, the Engineering

Consulting Firms Association [ECFA] under MITI). They serve as intermediaries

between the relevant ministry and its private-sector clients. In addition to being

involved in project-formulation activities, ECFA studies and proposes ways to

improve the system for implementing ODA. The largest and most influential group

of ODA-related associations is clustered under MITI, and the second largest is

under MOFA. Informal study groups enable government officials and business

leaders to discuss policy issues. They are formed as needed to work out the basis

for public-private sector consensus to meet new policy needs.

In short, Japan's ODA policy-making can be seen as an ongoing process

for the reconciliation and accommodation of various interests. This explains why

the delegates in a Japanese mission sometimes stick so closely to their text, for-

mulated through a previous consensus with a variety of players and it may be dif-

ficult, at times, for the delegates to engage in a free exchange of ideas.

Project identification and formulation
A key role in the implementation of ODA policies is played by project identifica-

tion and formulation. Without projects to support the policies, the policies can

remain without substance. It is important therefore to understand the process of

identification and formulation of projects, who the players are, and their roles.
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Request-based approach

Bilateral and multilateral donors are continuously engaged in dialogue with recipi-

ent countries to participate in the identification and development of cooperation

projects. Until recently, the Japanese government distinguished itself from the

other bilateral and multilateral donors in officially adopting a request-based ap-

proach to project identification. MOFA presented this approach as both being

responsive to the needs of the developing countries and emphasizing developing

countries' responsibility for their own development. Only recently has MOFA

announced its intention to be more proactive, especially on global issues, such as

the environment, poverty, and BHNs. MOFA has created a new department in

JICA to carry out project identification and formulation, the Project Formulation

Study Department. Training programs have been developed for government em-

ployees, and missions to identify the needs for grant aid are being sent to de-

veloping countries. OECF has also adopted a more proactive approach.

High-level missions

In major recipient countries, MOFA organizes high-level missions with represen-

tatives from the relevant Japanese ministries and agencies. These missions hold

discussions with the government of the potential recipient country on the issues

it faces in development, as well as the concerns of the Japanese government. The

mission reviews with the country's government the potential grant aid, technical

cooperation, and yen loan projects to determine which applications this country

should submit through official channels. In addition, periodic missions (once every

4-5 years) pursue long-term strategies and policy dialogues.

Participation of the Japanese ministries

Whereas the official approach has been request based, there are unofficial ways

for various Japanese organizations to influence the process of project identification

and formulation before proposals are presented officially by recipient-country

governments to MOFA. Given the interest of the Japanese ministries in ODA, it

is normal to see their presence at this stage. Because of their sectorial responsi-

bility, it appears that sectoral strategies for economic cooperation are defined by

the respective ministries. As the percentage allocation of Japanese ODA per sector

in a developing country changes very little overall, ministries and their represen-

tatives in the Japanese embassies can identify the number and size of projects in

their sector in a country with potential for Japanese ODA financing, OOF, and

private-sector financing within the general context of economic cooperation.
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Using their own ODA budgets, they can commission the public-interest

corporations under their supervision to undertake sector studies, sectoral planning,

and project-identification activities in selected countries of interest. CIDA head-

quarters and missions in developing countries have received several such missions.

Usually, the people in CEDA do not know what these organizations are, what their

role is in the development process, or what their relationship is with the Japanese

government. Only recently, have they started asking questions along these lines

in order to better understand the situation.

The Japanese ministries assign employees to the Japanese embassies in

developing countries where they have an interest. Contrary to the Canadian prac-

tice, these officials cover both the commercial and ODA aspects of their sector.

They work closely with the Japanese private sector in pursuing discussions with

developing-country officials. As part of the Japanese embassy, a ministry official

may be used as the spokesperson for Japanese ODA in meetings with other do-

nors, as neither JICA nor OECF overseas personnel have official status (they are

not government employees). As the ministry officials are not development pro-

fessionals and cannot speak for other ministries, unless directed to do so, it may

be difficult for them to participate in donor-coordination meetings held regularly

at the country level in various developing countries, which incidentally, also

explains why donor-coordination meetings, as envisaged by Japan, usually involve

sizable official missions from Tokyo to developing countries.

Ministries can also assign their personnel as individual expert advisors in

selected ministries of developing countries under JICA technical cooperation.

Sometimes, the ministry can assign someone from the private sector in such a

position, through the process of using someone from the private sector detached

to work within the ministry, along the lines described by Arase (1994). Finally,

the ministries participate in the development studies undertaken by JICA and,

recently, in JICA's project-formulation missions, providing the experts from

among their employees as members of the study teams.

The scope and range of the involvement of the ministries in the crucial ini-

tial stage of project identification has been very useful in enabling the Government

of Japan to use ODA effectively as part of its relations with developing countries

on economic cooperation. This approach has not only provided the infrastructure

needed for sustainable economic growth but also attracted much-needed private-

sector investment in the developing countries, as well as contributing to the de-

velopment of an active private sector in these countries. With the widening range

of ODA-policy interests, the ministries are trying to adapt their participation in the

system to respond to this shift. Budget increases are requested to support new
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initiatives related to new issues, the best example being the appearance in many

ministries of environmental programs related to ODA. Projects have been identified

in the social sector in response to BHNs, poverty reduction, health, education, etc.

But a closer look at the projects reveals that the approach is still heavily oriented

toward the provision of infrastructure, such as building and equipping schools,

hospitals, vocational training centres, and research institutes, and its attendant

technical cooperation. If one wishes to look at some kind of international division

of labour, Japan plays an important role in this context, as it is probably the only

bilateral donor still willing to provide financing for infrastructure, and these kinds

of infrastructure are as important to the social development of the countries as

capacity-building, policy frameworks, community development, NGOs, etc. It is

also the bilateral donor most active in seeking joint cooperation with other donors

in order, in great part, to complement its range of activities.

Private sector

Given the structure and practices of the Government of Japan, it is very difficult

to separate the private- and the public-sector activities in economic cooperation,

especially at the project-identification stage. People move freely from one sector

to another. Employees from the private sector working within the ministries, JICA,

and OECF participate in the day-to-day activities of the regular employees.

The Japanese private sector is very active through its overseas offices in

identifying good projects for ODA to finance in part or in whole. As explained by

a trading firm at the conference on Access to Japanese ODA for the Canadian

Private Sector (December 1995, Vancouver, Canada), firms carry out a sectoral

analysis, sometimes with then- own financing, sometimes with ministry or JICA

financing. Projects are identified and discussed with the relevant ministry in the

developing country. The firms provide assistance to the ministry for the preparation

of the project. They can support the ministry in presenting an official request to the

Government of Japan for the use of JICA's development studies to plan and design

the project, or the Japanese firms can use their own financial resources to do so.

The firms also assist developing countries in mounting a financial package for the

implementation of a project, identifying which components would be eligible for

JICA or OECF financing, or both, and which ones would be eligible for financing

from one or more of the development banks, such as The World Bank or ADB.

The firms may assist in pulling together financing for big infrastructure projects

through partnerships with banks or other firms, or both. At the same time, the

firms look around the world for potential partners to be used in implementing
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various portions of the project, the selection being based on previous partnerships,

competitive advantage in terms of price and quality, or expertise in working in a

specialized area. In a sense, the firms act as brokers for the governments of recipi-

ent countries to develop and market project packages. The firms will use their

connections to further the approval of various pieces of the project, including the

ones presented as official requests by the developing country to the Government

of Japan for OECF or JICA financing. This occurs especially in infrastructure-

development projects.

OECF

According to the Japan's ODA Annual Report 1996,

If developing countries are to attain economic independence, it is es-
sential that they build up their economic and social infrastructures. To

achieve this, developing countries need large amounts of development

funds, but their access to such financing through market mechanisms is

very limited because of their high risk and the nature of such projects

which do not generate immediate returns. ODA loans play a complemen-

tary role to the flow of large-scale funds to developing countries — a

flow that tends to be insufficient. In addition, by imposing repayment

obligations on developing countries, ODA loans are aimed at, and have

the effect of motivating these countries to make self-help efforts directed

toward achieving economic independence.
OECF (1996a, p. 126)

OECF distinguishes between annual-based countries, target countries, and

others. Many developing countries draw up multiyear development plans that out-

line objectives and strategies and include a prioritized list of projects. For annual-

based countries that are major recipients of yen loans, "OECF carries out studies

of macroeconomic conditions and of various sectors of a recipient country based

on its national development plan and/or its five-year development plan. This infor-

mation is used to analyze development issues and identify the priority of projects

through policy dialogue" (OECF 1997a, p. 32). A developing country's inclusion

in the list of annual-based countries for yen loans is decided by the Japanese

Parliament. OECF has also developed its own unofficial list of target countries,

where it identifies projects more systematically and is responsive to these coun-

tries' requests. Other countries are dealt with case by case, according to specific

project proposals. According to the OECF Annual Report 1997,

In order to make the project more suitable for ODA loans, studies are

also conducted on the soundness of the project plan, its technical and
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economic feasibility, and its institutional aspects. OECF then appraises

the project and examines the soundness of extending ODA loans while
providing advice concerning the creation of appropriate, detailed project
implementation plans. OECF also carries out studies known as "Special

Assistance for Project Formation" ... as necessary to assist loan recipients

with project preparation.
(OECF 1997a, p. 32)

Relations have started between the OECF field offices and the CIDA staff

at the Canadian embassies to share the analysis of the macroeconomic and social-

development situation in the country, conducted by both offices, and explore pos-

sibilities for joint cooperation at the project level. The OECF field office appears

to function like the CIDA office at the embassy, with the same type of role and

responsibility for project formulation and identification. There are natural comple-

mentarities in our respective approaches to development, so a number of promis-

ing areas exist for parallel planning.

JICA

A few years ago, MOFA created the Project Formulation Study Department in

JICA specifically to identify and formulate projects in line with MOFA's ex-

panded aid policies (see JICA's organizational chart in Appendix A13). It was

argued that developing countries do not always submit proposals that address

global issues, such as poverty or the environment, and that it was therefore prov-

ing difficult to identify good development projects in regions outside the tradi-

tional sphere of Japanese ODA influence in Asia. Presumably, these new areas had

also not yet attracted sufficient interest from the project identification process of

the traditional delivery system, which created difficulties for MOFA in pursuing

its widened foreign-policy agenda. With the creation of this department, MOFA

is now better able to be proactive in the early stages of the project cycle. It also

enables MOFA to more effectively undertake joint-cooperation activities with

other donors.

But the number of projects from this department represents a small portion

of total JICA activities, which still function according to the request-based ap-

proach of the Government of Japan. This has meant that JICA's overseas offices

have a much more limited role than those of CIDA, as JICA's overseas offices are

mainly involved in providing some administrative support for the process leading

to official requests to the Japanese government. JICA has also been organizing

seminars to train government officials from developing countries on the content

and application procedures of the various schemes offered by JICA.
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Misunderstandings about the respective roles of the overseas offices have

created difficulties and frustrations regarding the process of identification of poten-

tial initiatives for joint cooperation between Canada and Japan. As CIDA is a

ministry, CIDA officials have diplomatic status as part of the Canadian embassy,

and they actively engage in dialogue with the developing-country government; but

in the case of Japan, this is the role of the embassy, not that of JICA, as JICA

officials are not government employees and therefore have no diplomatic status.

So the contacts and dialogue between CIDA and JICA at the local level sometimes

proceed no further and in many cases are not even reported back in Tokyo. This

difficulty is being resolved through a decision taken recently at the Tokyo

headquarters of MOFA and JICA to encourage dialogue on potential joint

initiatives between the JICA and CIDA overseas offices.

Sometimes, grant aid or the development studies funded by JICA may lead

to project identification, especially through the studies for the development of a

master plan for a region or for a sector. However, the results of the studies do not

automatically lead to project implementation by JICA or by the Japanese govern-

ment. Of the total number of loan-aid requests approved in 1994, 33% originated

from JICA-financed studies; 40%, from the potential recipient government; and

6%, from project-finding missions (Arase 1994). In some cases, the implementa-

tion of grant aid requires technical cooperation, which leads to the formulation of

a request to JICA.

Project implementation
After officially receiving requests for ODA, the Japanese embassy screens the pro-

posals, performs preliminary evaluations, ranks the requests according to pri-

orities and sends them to MOFA in Tokyo. MOFA processes grant-aid requests

and forwards the other types of requests either to JICA or OECF, with copies to

any other appropriate ministry or government agency. Informal rules require con-

sultation with the ministry whose sector of activity is concerned, as the ministries

have the technical expertise needed to assess the project, and, in the case of JICA,

the eventual implementation of a project will depend on the availability of the

ministry personnel needed to execute it. OECF and JICA influence the process

through their knowledge of the development needs of a potential recipient country,

its national development plans, and its development priorities.

Aid requests are examined on a case-by-case basis. Little is known about

the decision-making criteria or process. What is known is that the majority of

requests submitted for JICA financing are approved within an amazingly short

time frame, from the receipt of official requests at the end of the summer to
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approval by the beginning of April of the following year. By then, the Govern-

ment of Japan is able to indicate which ones it has approved, which ones are

retained for further studies, and which ones are not accepted. Presumably, where

the requests have originated through the informal process, approval is easier to

obtain, as the authorities in Japan are already aware of the project. Others would

probably require more studies before a decision would be possible. One interesting

point for the CIDA people to note is that the official documents signaling the

approval of the various types of JICA projects are very sketchy. They outline what

the problem is, identify a general statement of the objective for the use of Japan's

ODA (often couched in terms of providing some transfer of technology to resolve

the problem), indicate the actual number of long-term experts to be sent, and then

state that other inputs will be provided as required, such as short-term experts,

equipment, and training. The actual planning in the CIDA sense occurs after the

project has been approved, instead of before, as in the CIDA procedure.

MOFA holds decision-making authority over every aspect of JICA's activi-

ties, as well as over grant aid, sometimes to a degree of micromanagement that

may surprise CIDA people, who are totally unused to having any other authority

than what CIDA is delegated from the Treasury Board. ECB in MOFA has

specific divisions for every JICA scheme, as well as for grant aid, loans, etc. (see

the MOFA organizational chart in Appendix A14). In joint-cooperation activities,

CIDA people may find themselves unaccostumed to some of the rigidity of JICA's

implementation processes. MOF provides rules and regulations for every type of

activity involved in project implementation. Lack of awareness among CIDA

people of this characteristic of the JICA delivery system may lead to frustration

or even the suspicion that JICA is unwilling to cooperate. However, this is far

from being the case, and JICA will do its best to find ways to surmount the diffi-

culties encountered in this respect. Moreover, a positive aspect of this specificity

is that in cases in which joint activities do fall into established parameters, deliv-

ery can be extremely rapid. This framework for project implementation may have

been developed over the years to enable the various players to proceed quickly,

without having to resort to extensive consensus-building.

MOFA holds the decision-making authority over JICA but requires the

support and approval of the sectoral ministries. JICA does not contract out the

project for implementation but is the executing agency for MOFA. JICA has to

use personnel from the various ministries for project planning and execution.

Availability of personnel from the ministries is the most important factor affecting

project design and implementation. For example, planning missions rarely exceed

2 weeks (except in Africa, where it may extend to 3 weeks), as it is difficult for
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government officials to be away from their work for extended periods of time. On

the positive side, the use of government employees is a distinct advantage, owing

to the speed of deployment it affords and the control it provides over the project.

On the other, negative side, this means that most of the experts provided have no

development experience or experience outside Japan and may even have difficulty

speaking English or any other non-Japanese language. This may explain why the

focus of technical cooperation has usually been on the transfer of technology to

resolve specific problems encountered in developing countries. JICA is working

to resolve this problem by giving language training and training in development

cooperation to ministry personnel to form a pool of experts for future assignments.

JICA works with the ministries to prepare and conduct training under its

schemes for acceptance of trainees and under schemes for project-type technical

cooperation. More than 300 group-training courses are offered yearly, covering a

wide range of topics, from various aspects of government administration to tech-

nology transfer in almost every aspect of economic activities and social develop-

ment. The course calendar is updated annually and sent to the governments of

developing countries. A quota of seats is agreed on, and the developing country

sends requests for inscriptions of participants to the various courses, which may

last from a few days to a few weeks. Course materials are provided for the partici-

pants. Field visits are arranged (the courses are mostly held in Japan). Interpreters

are provided to assist with any language difficulties. Participants take up lodging

at the various JICA training centres in Japan.

The agency prepares lists for the provision of equipment to be reviewed

and decided on by MOFA, with the assistance of the Japan International Coopera-

tion System (JICS), a body created and subsidized by MOFA to assist with the

procurement process. (The specific functions of JICS are described later.) Finally

JICA contracts out the services of experts to conduct development studies and

evaluations. The contracts can only be awarded to Japanese firms, which are al-

lowed to include foreign consultants to form up to 50% of the team of experts

conducting the study.

Whereas only sketchy information is available on the process for loans

under private-sector investment finance (see Appendix B1 for the procedure for

implementing loan and equity investments), information about the process

accompanying loans for governments is quite detailed (see Appendix B2 for the

loan procedure for project loans). In summary, for the loans to governments,

MOF, MOFA, MITI, and the Economic Planning Agency (EPA) study the loan

request. OECF may conduct further studies, if required, or provide a Special As-

sistance for Project Formation (SAPROF) study, or JICA may be requested to
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dispatch a survey team. The ministries concerned may attend the studies if neces-

sary. MOF, MOFA, MITI, and EPA review the results of the studies and jointly

decide on the type of loan, amount, interest rate, and repayment period. MOFA

signs an Exchange of Notes with the government of the developing country. At

this point, the Japanese government ceases to be directly involved, and OECF is

responsible for the project. OECF negotiates and signs a Loan Agreement with the

developing country, and the recipient country is responsible for the execution of

the process, including the procurement of goods and services, using the interna-

tional competitive bidding process. OECF monitors the process to ensure compli-

ance with the rules. Whether the rules apply to the informal process preceding the

presentation of a formal request is unclear, although the participants from Japanese

firms who attended the series of seminars on Access to Japanese ODA for Ca-

nadian companies, in 1995 and 1997, indicated that participation in the informal

process of project formulation did not disqualify a firm from the bidding process,

as the process only applies after a formal request has been received by the

government.

Recently, through regular consultations, OECF and JICA have started to

coordinate ODA loans with technical cooperation. MOFA also links grant aid and

technical cooperation by providing technical cooperation to facilities financed by

grant aid.

The administration and coordination of ODA are successful in the Japanese

system, despite the large number of ODA actors following informal rules and

agreements. According to Arase (1994), this is because personnel transfers (cross-

ministry postings, secondments, exchanges) are prevalent in the ongoing opera-

tions of the Japanese government. They enable horizontal linkages in what is

predominantly a vertically integrated system and ensure that relevant ministries are

consulted. When these transfers occur between public and private organizations,

it enables the private sector to learn about the public sector's policy-making pro-

cesses and enables the government to form a better understanding of business

priorities and to use this understanding in developing policy. Arase estimated that

about 30% of government employees are on loan from the private sector, with

their salaries paid by their firm. They are indistinguishable from regular govern-

ment employees, unless one specifically asks them for the name of their home

office.

The main ministries and agencies place their own personnel on JICA and

OECF boards of directors and, together with their private-sector clients, second

their personnel to OECF and JICA line operations. OECF members also serve on

JICA's supervisory committees to monitor development studies. MOFA relies on
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personnel from other ministries, agencies, and private-sector firms to process

official requests for grant and loan aid. Similarly, MOF, MITI, and EPA rely on

loans of private-sector personnel, as well as secondments from municipal govern-

ments. The system for assigning personnel, combined with the variety of players

involved in identifying and formulating projects, plays a very useful role in Japa-

nese ODA. It brings not only valuable knowledge and experience to bear on issues

but also allows the government to function with a much smaller contingent of

ODA personnel than in other donor organizations.

Budgetary system at the implementation level

In contrast to the Department of Finance in Canada, the MOF in Japan delegates

very little spending authority for the implementation of ODA. The use of the

envelope is itemized to the micro level and the financial system allows no flexibil-

ity. In JICA, the budget for grant aid and technical cooperation is set up according

to schemes, rather than geographic areas. For example, there is a specific budget

for equipment, for training, and for the dispatch of experts. Even distinct subdivi-

sions are given for each kind of local cost. If a local cost occurs that is unidenti-

fied in the established regulations covering local costs, then that local cost cannot

be covered. No specific budget is given for a project; the agreement signed with

a recipient country for technical cooperation mentions no budget amount. It only

states the number of experts required for the life of the project. The agreement

only commits to providing other inputs as required.

Project budgetary planning is based on estimates of inputs required to im-

plement the activities in the work plan, which is submitted annually for each pro-

ject. The requirements for each type of input across all the activities for all the

JICA projects are summed. If the total requirement is greater than the allocated

budget for this type of input, then discussions are held to determine how to reduce

the demands for that input. This means that, for example, if the budget for experts

is insufficient to meet the needs of all JICA activities planned for that year, then

discussions are held to determine which projects can have their number of experts

reduced. This partition of the budget sometimes creates difficulties for project

management. For example, there might be enough budget to dispatch the experts

required for a project but not enough to provide the equipment they require. The

Japanese system does not have the flexibility that CIDA has in switching funds,

for example, to reduce the number of experts used in one year to provide for their

equipment and make up the difference in both items from the next year's budget.

However, OECF's budgetary process is more like that of CIDA, giving

each project its own budget. OECF disburses the loan to the various contractors
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as requested by the recipient country, according to the progress made. The execu-

tion of the project is essentially the responsibility of the borrower.

The processes for allocating the ODA budget by country, sector, type of

ODA, and government agency are unknown.

Project evaluation and follow-up
MOFA, JICA, and OECF regularly evaluate their own aid activities. MOFA's

evaluations tend to focus on its ODA activities at the policy level, whereas JICA

and OECF focus on technical and operational aspects. JICA and OECF are

exploring ways to conduct joint evaluations. MITI and the other ministries and

agencies also evaluate their own ODA activities, and members of the Foreign

Economic Cooperation Advisory Council inspect projects.

MOFA's evaluations

MOFA's evaluations are called ex post facto because they are conducted several

years (usually 2-4 years) after the completion of a project, during the time when

the recipient country is operating and managing it. MOFA's Evaluation Division,

which is part of MOFA's ECB, performs the evaluations. The Evaluation Division

sets evaluation policy, reviews results, and manages MOFA's evaluation program.

MOFA has an Aid Evaluation Reviewing Panel, comprising outside experts, to

study evaluation frameworks and methods and dispatch members to on-site project

inspections and evaluations. MOFA annually reviews 140 projects in 50 countries.

Currently, MOFA evaluates project aid but is also examining ways to eval-

uate nonproject loans and nonproject grant aid. MOFA evaluates various factors,

depending on the type of project. In general, it examines the project's relevance,

effectiveness (for example, its contribution to the recipient country's economic and

social development), sustainability, implementation (that is, efficiency), impact (for

example, on the environment), and lessons learned. The lessons learned and prob-

lems identified in MOFA's evaluations are used to determine whether the recipient

country needs further assistance and to find ways to improve future assistance.

MOFA uses the results to guide future aid-policy formation, and JICA and OECF

use them to improve the formulation and management of projects. The recipient

country also uses these results to make any necessary improvements (for example,

it might improve its equipment maintenance if an evaluation revealed that equip-

ment failed because the recipient improperly maintained it).
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MOFA conducts the following ex post facto evaluations:

• Country evaluations — MOFA sends survey teams, comprising policy

and administration experts, to the major ODA-recipient countries to

conduct overall studies of the assistance provided to specific countries

(for example, macroeconomic analyses). MOFA's representatives dis-

cuss findings with the recipient during evaluation seminars in the

recipient country or during annual consultations.

• Theme-specific evaluations — These are performed for specific sectors

(for example, the environment) or project categories. MOFA evaluates

the effectiveness of particular types of aid by comparing projects in

several countries or regions.

• Joint evaluations — Joint evaluations are conducted with other donor

countries or international aid organizations.

• Evaluation by experts — Japanese and foreign experts and those from

private NGOs evaluate projects. These include academics, journalists,

and people from private business.

• Evaluation by foreign specialists — Evaluations conducted by foreign

specialists enable MOFA to take advantage of their evaluation methods.

• Evaluations by Japanese overseas diplomatic offices — These offices

evaluate local ODA projects under their jurisdiction. Embassy personnel

involved in an aid project carry out the evaluations to determine a

project's social and economic effectiveness and the efficiency of its

management.

• Evaluations by organizations representing the recipient country —

These evaluations are commissioned by MOFA.

• Evaluations of ODA implementation systems — Projects in countries

with priority for Japanese aid are examined to determine whether funds

are used effectively and in accordance with Japanese aid policy and to

examine the suitability of projects and implementation procedures. As
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well, experts in policy and administration identify problems and make

recommendations.

MOFA publishes the results of its evaluations in the Annual Evaluation

Report on Japan's Economic Cooperation in English and Japanese and holds

evaluation-results seminars in Japan and in the recipient country. In addition, the

recipient country also learns of evaluation results during annual consultations with

MOFA. MOFA presents evaluation results during meetings with other Japanese

government divisions and circulates evaluation reports to the relevant divisions.

OECF's evaluations

Either OECF or a third party evaluates completed OECF projects. The Post-

Evaluation Division of OECF's research institute, the Research Institute of Devel-

opment Assistance (RIDA), carries out OECF's post-evaluation activities to ensure

that the implementation and management of the projects occur as planned and that

projects achieve their goals. These evaluations enable OECF to better identify,

appraise, implement, and monitor future projects and allow RJDA to study devel-

opment issues and extract lessons to be applied in other countries and regions.

Most of OECF's evaluations focus on single projects, but impact studies

include several related projects in a geographic area or sector. Post-evaluation

projects fall into three categories. For detailed evaluations, the group visits the
project site with independent experts. Sometimes impact studies are performed.

Desk evaluations use information at the Tokyo head office (the group does not

visit the site). OECF staff located at overseas offices perform representative office

evaluations, visiting project sites to gather information. Then RIDA reviews and

finalizes their reports.

As of March 1996, OECF had conducted 777 post-evaluations out of 995

projects completed with OECF loans (OECF 1997b). OECF publishes the results

of post-evaluations in its annual post-evaluation reports for OECF loan projects.

JICA's evaluations

The Office of Evaluation and Post Project Monitoring conducts several types of

evaluation:

• Evaluation on completion of project — Notwithstanding this English

expression used by JICA, this type of evaluation examines individual

projects when they are nearing completion, to ensure that they will meet

their objectives and be sustainable after aid is complete. JICA evaluates
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a project to determine whether an extension of the cooperation period

or follow-up assistance is needed. The departments that implement the

projects are primarily responsible for conducting this evaluation, but the

overseas offices, in conjunction with local personnel, perform some

areas of the evaluation.

• Ex post facto evaluations — JICA also conducts ex post facto evalua-

tions of completed projects to examine their rationale, efficiency, and

sustainability and to determine whether they achieved their objectives.

JICA uses these results to better plan and implement future projects.

JICA conducts several types of ex post facto evaluations:

Country-specific evaluation studies — JICA examines several types

of projects in various sectors to uncover aid-execution problems

specific to a country. JICA uses the data to formulate country-

specific aid-implementation guidelines.

Third-party evaluation studies — Academics and private-sector

experts conduct studies to improve future projects.

Evaluation on specific themes — Several countries may be exam-

ined in terms of a specific theme, such as a specific type of assis-

tance (for example, dispatch of experts) or sector (such as irrigation

or forestry).

Joint-evaluation studies conducted by recipient governments, aid

organizations, and local study staff— These evaluations study the

effectiveness of cooperation and identify problems arising during
the implementation of the project.

Overseas-office evaluation studies — JICA's overseas staff carry

out these evaluations, in conjunction with local personnel (for ex-

ample, consultants, academics, researchers), to evaluate the sustain-

ability and effectiveness of projects after their completion.

JICA publishes its evaluation results in evaluation reports. Feedback is also pro-

vided through seminars, report meetings in Japan, and summaries of evaluation

results.
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Follow-up

ODA loans

OECF conducts follow-up surveys of completed projects, with a focus on their

use, operation, maintenance, performance, and financial aspects. OECF conducts

these surveys for every project it funds, at 3 and 7 years after project completion.

This process includes a questionnaire and, for some projects, field surveys. In

fiscal year 1995, it conducted follow-up surveys of 95 OECF-loan projects (OECF

1996a).

If follow-up monitoring or an evaluation reveals problems, or if the re-

cipient country requests, OECF may provide Special Assistance for Project Sus-

tainability (SAPS). The purpose of SAPS is to study and identify problems that

hinder the effective operation or maintenance of a project and suggest remedies.

OECF may also provide technical advice to help improve project operation and

maintenance.

Grant aid

If evaluation results show it is necessary, or if the recipient requests, JICA con-

ducts follow-up surveys to determine whether the recipient needs more aid (that

is, repair teams) to repair facilities or equipment. If MOFA's evaluation of a pro-

ject's grant aid reveals deficiencies, it may implement a new project, dispatch
experts, accept trainees, supply spare parts, repair broken equipment, extend the
project period, or sponsor an evaluation seminar in the recipient country (to further

explain Japan's ODA policy and encourage self-reliant development), or any

combination of these.

Technical cooperation

JICA follows up on training, project-type technical cooperation, development

studies, and the provision of equipment for technical cooperation. If necessary, it

dispatches additional experts, provides spare parts, repairs equipment, or asks the

recipient to improve the operation and management of implementation organiza-

tions, or any combination of these.



CHAPTER 3

THE GOVERNMENT

Chapter 2 described the four-entity system, along with the roles of each entity in

the system. This chapter adds a few elements on each entity and then concentrates

on the other government participants in Japan's ODA system.

The four entities under the four-entity system

MOF

MOF is often referred to as the most powerful ministry in the Government of

Japan. MOF's regular budgetary processes determine the total volume of ODA,

long-term plans, annual levels, and breakdown into categories, such as grant aid,

loan aid, and technical cooperation. Each government ministry or agency presents

its ODA budget proposal to MOF. When applying for their ODA budgets, the

ministries and agencies strive to introduce new programs to respond to the most

recent issues of concern to Japan in order to justify requests for increases. For ex-

ample, after the Rio conference on the environment, all the ministries included

new activities related to the environment in their budget proposals. MOF prepares

the government budget to be approved by the Diet. When determining ODA vol-

ume and breakdown, high-level politicians consider factors such as the appropriate

level for Japan to contribute to the total effort of the international community,

support for specific issues, such as the environment, and for certain countries or

regions, foreign-policy interests, the balance with the rest of the government bud-

get, and the ability of the aid institutions to implement the aid. MOF's control

over the annual budget gives it power over aid spending. When high-level political

decisions are made, MOF may help guide the orientation of aid policy (see Chap-

ter 2). It also helps coordinate ODA with MOFA, MTTI, and EPA. In general,

MOF is conservative in its allocation of budgetary resources and critical of staff

increases and new programs. MOF is also responsible for contributions to IFIs and

development banks and for the F1LP budget. MOF supervises JEXIM and admin-

isters ODA loans, in cooperation with MOFA, MITI, and EPA.

Three MOF bureaus act on official aid: International Finance, Budget, and

Financial (see Appendix A15 for an organizational chart of MOF). The

International Finance Bureau has exclusive jurisdiction over issues with respect
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to multilateral financial institutions. It communicates and negotiates with its coun-

terparts in advanced countries while considering Japan's responsibilities in interna-

tional financial affairs. The Budget Bureau is mainly concerned with ensuring that

aid expenditures are made as efficiently and cost-effectively as possible. It sets

ceilings for ODA funds and examines the budget requests of other ministries. The

Financial Bureau administers FILP and issues government bonds.

MOFA

MOFA is the most important entity in the four-entity system in setting the tone

and direction of aid policy. An indication of its influence is the major shift in the

focus of Japan's ODA from chiefly promoting the country's commercial interests

and access to resources to such major ODA-related issues as BHNs, the protection

of the environment, poverty reduction, population and AIDs, conflict prevention,

and assistance in post-conflict reconstruction. The geographic focus is also shifting

(albeit slowly), with an increase in allocations to Africa and to Latin America and

the Caribbean and the inclusion of countries of the former Soviet Union. Japan is

using its ODA to support its role as a member of the OECD and responsible citi-

zen of the international community.

The major ODA-related activities of MOFA were described in Chapter 2.

MOFA officials head delegations to negotiate with recipient governments and to

consult with other donors. MOFA's Evaluation Division examines completed pro-

jects, as described in Chapter 2. One of MOFA's important responsibilities is to

explain Japan's ODA to foreign and Japanese audiences. It collects data and com-

piles statistics on international cooperation and provides information through sem-

inars and publications.

MOFA hosts donor meetings to coordinate aid policies with other donors
and international organizations (for example, the Consultative Group Meeting for

Mongolia, Tokyo International Conference on African Development), as well as

coordinating its efforts with those of other donors on individual projects. It holds

annual aid-policy dialogues with Australia, Canada, the European Union, France,

Germany, the Scandinavian countries, and the United States.

Within MOFA, the responsibility for ODA rests with ECB, but various

other bureaus also act on ODA, such as Foreign Policy, with its Multilateral Co-

operation Department; Economic Affairs; Asian Affairs; Latin American and Ca-

ribbean Affairs; and Middle Eastern and African Affairs. The head of ECB is also

the head of Japan's ODA and its chief spokesperson. ECB is responsible for the

full range of Japan's ODA-related activities (see Appendix A14 for an organiza-

tional chart of MOFA).
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Apart from fulfilling its responsibility at the policy level, MOFA provides

grant aid and technical cooperation to developing countries, in line with ODA

policy directions. In 1997, 46.2% of Japan's technical cooperation was allocated

to JICA, under the ODA portion provided to MOFA. Under JICA's technical co-

operation, in the 1996 calendar year, 11 807 persons from developing countries re-

ceived training; 14419 persons were involved as experts and members of study

teams; and 3408 persons were sent as volunteers (JICA 1997). JICA is a public

corporation created under MOFA to provide technical cooperation (see the section

"Public Corporations," below). Under MOFA's guidance, JICA plays a very im-

portant role, especially in its ability to address front-runner issues in ODA, such

as poverty reduction, pollution control and environmental protection, assistance to

economies in transition, grass-roots development, and, recently, the challenges of

bringing sustainable peace to countries torn by civil conflict. (JICA's programs

will be described later on. Decisions for JICA's activities rest with the ECB of

MOFA, which includes divisions for every JICA scheme.) It oversees JICA's ac-

tivities to a level of micromanagement that would be surprising to anyone familiar

only with the Canadian ODA system. In fact, working on joint cooperation with

JICA involves the de facto inclusion of MOFA at the decision-making level.

MOFA is also responsible for grant aid for the provision of facilities and

equipment. JICA provides support for the implementation of some of the grant-aid

schemes. According to JICA's 1997 annual report (JICA 1997), these were general

project grant aid, fishery grants, and aid for increased food production. (See the

section on JICA in this chapter for further details.)

MOFA uses another of its public corporations, the Japan Foundation, in the

provision of technical cooperation and grant aid in the area of culture, social sci-

ences, and humanities (see the section on the Japan Foundation in this chapter).

In addition, many government-affiliated organizations assist MOFA in a variety

of ways. These are nonprofit organizations with the legal status of public-interest

corporations (see the section "Government-affiliated organizations," in this chap-

ter). For example, the Foundation for Advanced Studies on International Develop-

ment (FASID) was set up with MOE, as a kind of development university to train

government staff on economic development, prepare experts for overseas assign-

ments, and conduct research to improve the delivery of Japanese ODA. JICS and

Japan International Cooperation Center (JICE) were created under JICA to facili-

tate the provision of services and the procurement of equipment, and APIC was

created for the provision of information and public-education programs about

Japan's ODA.
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MITI

Mill's role in the implementation of ODA was described in Chapter 2. MITI

approaches ODA from the perspective of private business and international trade

and investment.

The business community is interested in aid-generated business opportuni-

ties, as well as economic security, favourable international relations, and a strong

global economy. MITI favours combining official aid with direct private invest-

ment, distribution of aid to countries in close economic relations with Japan, and

qualitative and quantitative aid increases. MITI also administers insurance for Jap-

anese corporations to mitigate the risks of overseas investment, export, and supply

of technical services overseas. Like the other ministries and agencies, MITI has

its own ODA budget to finance its ODA-related activities.

Like MOFA, MITI also provides technical assistance to developing coun-

tries, especially in areas related to infrastructure and private-sector development.

In 1997, MITI was allocated 55.8 billion JPY (461.4 million USD) from the gen-

eral account budget (Appendix A12). MITI can use this budget to conduct surveys

and exploratory missions for project identification and development, sponsor

seminars and workshops, dispatch experts overseas, provide training in Japan for

public- and private-sector employees from developing countries, etc. MITI works

in close relation with the Japanese private sector through a large number of

government-affiliated organizations that receive subsidies from MITI for their
ODA-related activities. For example, MITI and the private sector work in close

collaboration with developing countries to provide training for private-sector per-

sonnel through the Association for Overseas Technical Scholarship (AOTS) (see

the section on AOTS in this chapter), with financing from MITI and the private

sector; 4 882 persons from developing countries benefited from this program in
1996 (JICA 1997). Likewise, for the dispatch of experts under the Japan Overseas

Development Corporation (JODC), 428 experts were sent to developing countries

in 1996 (JICA 1997). MITI also subsidizes ECFA, another public-interest cor-

poration, for the provision of engineering consulting services from its member

consulting engineering firms for the conduct of studies and projects in developing

countries — this is but a sample to indicate the range of opportunities provided

to developing countries through the use of ODA to leverage Japanese private-

sector participation and financing.

EPA

EPA plans, drafts, and carries out basic policies and plans for Japan's economy,

which are then submitted, first, to the Prime Minister and then to the Cabinet for
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approval. EPA delineates the basic directions of Japan's ODA in its economic

plans, and it participated in drafting the 1992 ODA Charter. EPA conducts basic

research on economic development and ODA policies, either through its own staff

or through the institutions it commissions to do research. The Coordination Bu-

reau of the EPA is responsible for economic cooperation (see Appendix A16 for

an organizational chart of EPA). EPA plans and coordinates basic economic-

cooperation policies and programs with MOF, MOFA, and MITI. It promotes

policy-based nonproject assistance. However, according to Yanagihara and Emig

(1991), EPA's coordinating role may only be theoretical, because higher political

authorities actually resolve differences of opinion among MOF, MOFA, and MITI.

OECF is officially under EPA, whereas EPA shares the responsibility for review

of, and decisions on, the ODA loans with MOFA, MOF, and MITI. EPA also pro-

vides experts to send to developing countries through JICA to train officials on

economic planning and development, statistics, economic modeling, etc., and con-

ducts training programs in Japan for trainees funded by JICA. EPA's portion of

the ODA budget for fiscal year 1997 was 8.8 billion JPY (73.3 million USD) (see

Appendix A12),

Public corporations
According to the Organization of the Government of Japan, a 1994 publication by

the Institute of Administrative Management, under the supervision of the Manage-

ment and Coordination Agency of the Prime Minister's Office,

public corporations ("Tokushu-Hojin" in Japanese, which literally means
a corporation with a special status) are established by the national gov-
ernment by special law as instruments for activities required by the state.

A public corporation is established primarily when particular activities
are better managed in the form of a profit-making enterprise, when effi-
ciency in performance is more likely to be achieved than under direct op-
eration by the national government agencies, or when more flexibility in
financial or personnel management is required than is normally possible

under the laws and regulations pertaining to government agencies.

(IAM 1994, p. 100)

The Japan External Trade Relations Organization (JETRO), JICA, OECF, JEXIM,

IDE, and the Japan Foundation are public corporations, not to be confused with

public-interest corporations, which are legally registered entities created by the

government, the private sector, or citizens' groups, including

• Government-affilitated corporations described later in this chapter;
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• Corporations described in Chapter 4; and

• Citizen-led NGOs with legal status, described in Chapter 5.

JICA

JICA was established under MOFA on 1 August 1974. MOFA appoints JICA's

president and auditors. JICA has representatives from other ministries on its exec-

utive board; usually one of the vice presidents is from MOF. The vice presidents

responsible for the three technical cooperation departments in JICA are usually

from the corresponding ministry; for example, the vice president responsible for

the three agriculture-, fisheries-, and forestry-related departments comes from

MAFF. The vice presidents' role in JICA is to advise the president, as well as

providing a link to their own ministries (see Appendix A13 for an organizational

chart of JICA).

JICA functions like an executing agency for MOFA. As it is a public cor-

poration, its staff are not considered government employees for purposes of salary

or compensation. In contrast to CIDA, it establishes its overseas offices separately

from the Japanese embassies, and JICA staff, like those of OECF, have no dip-

lomatic status. As in OECF, JICA's employees are the career development pro-

fessionals of the Japanese government. JICA has no involvement in policy and

programing, as this is considered the prerogative of MOFA. However, it covers
the full range of activities at the project level after Japan receives a project request

from a developing country. Recently, with the creation of the Project Formulation

Study Department, JICA has been more active in project identification. MOFA

bases its decisions on the analyses and recommendations of JICA.

The proposals are reviewed in JICA's Planning Department, which consults

with other parts of JICA before preparing recommendations to MOFA for ap-

proval or for further study. The process follows an interesting time line. Every de-

veloping country must submit its official proposal for a scheme to the Japanese

embassy by a set date in the summer. The project is reviewed; consultations are

made; and recommendations are prepared by the end of the spring in time for their

inclusion in the budget for the coming fiscal year (Japan's fiscal year starts 1

April). Agreements for accepted proposals are elaborated and signed between

spring and summer so that in the majority of cases the recipient-country govern-

ment has a signed agreement for funding its proposals within about 1 year after

presenting the official request.

However, in contrast to CIDA's process, in which the agreement is signed

after the project is planned and the overall budget is set, in JICA's process, an
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agreement is given at the very preliminary stage. The agreement essentially states

Japan's intention to implement the project, the duration of the assistance, the area

of technology transfer, a general overview of objectives, and a general indication

of inputs to be provided. The agreement contains no mention of a budget. The

magnitude of Japan's contribution to a project will be known only when the pro-

ject is finished. The only fixed numbers concern the long-term assignment of ex-

perts. After the agreement is signed, a fairly senior person is recruited from the

relevant ministry to fulfill the long-term assignment. He (women are scarce in this

function) is under no contract to JICA; rather, for him, this is simply part of his

work in the ministry. He acts as project team leader, and his first responsibility

is to work with counterparts in the developing country to develop the actual work

plan for the project and identify the required resources. This work plan is updated

yearly and serves as the basis for the mobilization of resources. The project team

leader does not have contractual control over the work of other Japanese experts

assigned to the project; rather, the relation is similar to that of a supervisor and

employees within the government, because the other experts will most probably

be from his own ministry. This should be kept in mind when working in joint co-

operation with Japan. In some situations, it may be difficult for these people to

relate to nongovernmental or private-sector experts contracted to work in the im-

plementation of CIDA projects. Their relationship with JICA would be different

than with CEDA. Some Japanese officials on JICA projects might feel uncomfort-

able with the difference in status and prefer to work with CIDA officials at the

embassy.

To assist in the process of joint cooperation with other multilateral and bi-

lateral donors, JICA created the Joint Cooperation Promotion Division (JCPD)

within its Planning Department. JCPD is also in charge of relations with local

governments and nonprofit organizations. Joint collaboration with other donors

(bilateral and multilateral) is done through consultations (for example, World

Bank-sponsored consultative group meetings), joint studies, expert meetings, joint

projects (for example, with UNDP, the United States, and CIDA), the joint spon-

sorship of symposiums and seminars (for example, the Joint CIDA-JICA Seminar

on Southern Africa), and placement of persons, such as in UNDP, the World

Bank, or ADB. From September 1992, JICA has had an ongoing personnel-

exchange program with CIDA, with the assignment of personnel for 3-year terms.

JCPD is in charge of the planning and implementation of joint-cooperation

activities with other bilateral and multilateral donors, from initial discussion to im-

plementation and mobilization of resources. This may create difficulty, as it does

not have a specific budget for the implementation of joint collaboration. For this
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reason, it has to gain the support and approval of the other departments in JICA

to implement joint-cooperation activities.

JICA manages the technical cooperation program of the Government of

Japan and assists MOFA in the administration of grant aid. JICA also manages a

loan program for private-sector activities in developing countries.

Technical cooperation

JICA manages the following forms of technical cooperation:

• Training of trainees from developing countries;

• Dispatch of experts;

• Provision of equipment and materials related to the experts' work;

• Project-type technical cooperation;

• Development studies;

• Dispatch of volunteers; and

• Disaster relief.

TRAINING OF TRAINEES FROM DEVELOPING COUNTRIES — JICA develops a series of
training courses to offer to developing countries. Trainees are accepted for training

in Japan, the recipient's country, or a third country. Training is conducted individ-

ually or in groups. The group-training courses focus on the general needs of de-

veloping countries, whereas individual training is designed to meet a particular

country's needs and includes training in specialized fields, as requested by the re-

cipient country. The trainees are technicians, researchers, and administrators from

developing countries.

In fiscal year 1996,

• 3 182 trainees were from Asia (44.4%);

• 1 630, from Latin America (22.7%);
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• 943, from Africa (13.2%);

• 732, from the Middle East (10.2%);

• 240, from Oceania (3.3%); and

• 444, from Europe and North America (6.2%).

Sectorally,

• 1 721 were trained in planning and government policy (24%);

• 1401, in public-works projects (19.5%);

• 1202, in agriculture, forestry, and fisheries (16.8%);

• 757, in health and medical services (10.6%);

• 623, in manufacturing and mining (8.7%);

• 615, in human resources (8.6%);

• 463, in commerce and tourism (6.5%)

• 211, in energy (2.9%); and

• 178, in social welfare (2.5%) (MOFA 1997c).

JICA undertakes this form of technical cooperation through the following

means:

• Acceptance of trainees to train in Japan — In Japan, personnel from

the relevant ministries, government agencies, universities, research insti-

tutes, hospitals, and private enterprises directly instruct participants. The

trainees have the support of interpreters, training supervisors, travel

agencies, hotel staff, and JICA International Centres. JICA conducts

follow-up studies after the trainees return to their home countries, to ex-

amine the results and efficacy of training. JICA also provides aftercare
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by dispatching follow-up teams to the recipient country, providing lit-

erature and technical information, and supporting the establishment of

alumni associations. (See Appendix B3 for the procedure for acceptance

of trainees to train in Japan.)

• Third Country Training Program — Under the Third Country Training

Program, trainees receive individual or group training in another de-

veloping country. This type of training helps to transfer technology to

the trainees in ways that are compatible with local conditions, as the

host and recipient countries are in similar cultural, environmental, and

social situations. The host country manages the training program, and

JICA covers the cost of the trainees. Usually, the trainees take the

course at an institution established by JICA or one that JICA assisted

in the past. When required, JICA also provides the host institution with

equipment and Japanese experts.

• In-Country Training Program — Under the In-Country Training Pro-

gram, personnel from developing countries who have been trained

through Japan's technical cooperation implement training programs for

people in their home country.

DISPATCH OF EXPERTS — In contrast to CIDA, JICA has the flexibility to provide

experts not only as part of a project (referred to as project-type technical coop-

eration) but also on individual assignments, as needed by a developing country.

They are assigned to government-related organizations, research centres, and edu-

cational institutes in developing countries to provide advice at a senior level or

transfer technology to their counterparts (for example, administrative officers and

technicians in the recipient country). They may perform activities such as advising

on policy-making; education, training, and joint research; and using, maintaining,

and supervising machinery and facilities. Some individual experts are sent as a

result of a request from an international organization (for example, the Economic

and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific or SEAJrDEC). In these cases,

they work at the organization's headquarters or at its projects site. Individual

experts are also provided to help resolve problems encountered by a private-sector

firms under JICA's Development Cooperation Program.

In the context of project-type technical cooperation, the number and the

areas of specialization of the long-term experts needed for a project are identified

in the agreement between the two governments on the project. One long-term
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expert (1 year or more) is usually assigned as the project team leader and sent to

start the project. His first task is to work with counterparts in the recipient country

to identify needs and develop the first of the annually revised project-implementa-

tion work plans, including the requirements for other experts. JICA, unlike CIDA,

contracts out no part of the execution of a project. JICA manages the process.

Also, unlike CIDA, the various ministries provide experts. The ministries thereby

have a significant impact on project planning and implementation. Their capacity

to free personnel to fulfill the requirements for a specific expertise may affect the

choice of projects and the ways implementation is conducted. It may be difficult

to free someone for 1 year or longer for a long-term assignment or even for more

than 2 or 3 weeks for a short-term assignment. However, there are no lengthy de-

lays associated with the contracting process, as sometimes occurs in CIDA, and

the response to a need can be very prompt.

Experts can also be categorized by the method of their selection, as

follows:

• General experts — These people are recommended by the ministries

and can be from the ministries themselves or from related organizations,

local governments, or private-sector firms.

• JICA-recruited experts — These are recruited from either a roster of

consultants at JICA or through an open competition.

• JICA-directed experts — Through its Institute for International Cooper-

ation (IHC), JICA has developed its own in-house development special-

ists; they are not considered JICA employees, as they are on contract

to IFIC. JICA also recruits associate and junior specialists on contract

through IFIC to help identify and plan projects, development studies,

evaluations, etc. They can also be assigned to JICA projects overseas.

JICA staff can be seconded to IFIC, with expert status. (See Appendix

B4 for the procedure for the dispatch of experts by JICA.)

PROVISION OF EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS RELATED TO THE EXPERTS' WORK — With

this type of technical cooperation, JICA facilitates the transfer of technology by

providing equipment and materials for the activities of individual experts, senior

volunteers, and JOCV volunteers. JICA provides equipment and materials to

enable trainees to continue their work after the experts leave and to use and

disseminate their newly acquired skills in their own country. JICA also provides
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technical information and literature to the trainees. In addition, it may dispatch

teams to help install or repair equipment. The cost of this equipment has been

about 17 million USD a year. About 60% of this is procured in Tokyo; the

remaining 40% is procured locally.

Although most equipment-supply contracts go to Japanese companies, the

supply is not confined to Japanese products; Japanese suppliers can purchase

equipment from non-Japanese sources. JICA can also purchase equipment of non-

Japanese origin from suppliers in developing countries, including suppliers from

industrialized countries established there. The Japanese also have a tendency to

use a reliable supplier with a good international reputation already established in

a developing country as a preferred source for local procurement. JICA pointed

out that in a number of instances it has purchased equipment from Canadian sup-

pliers in developing countries. (See Appendix B5 for the procedure for provision

of equipment and materials related to the work of experts.)

PROJECT-TYPE TECHNICAL COOPERATION — Possibly because the budgetary process

is set up according to schemes, a project-type technical cooperation scheme was

set up to allow MOFA-JICA to combine three forms of technical cooperation: re-

cipients are trained in Japan; experts are dispatched to the project centre in the de-

veloping country; and equipment and materials are provided. JICA also provides

funds to facilitate the transfer of technology. JICA has five project-type technical
cooperation departments: Social Development; Medical; Agricultural Development;

Forestry and Fisheries Development; and Mining and Industrial Development.

The recipient must provide the project base (for example, land, buildings,

local experts) and pay for the local costs of the project (for example, operating

expenses). Increasingly, grant-aid programs are used to construct the project base

when the recipient is unable to provide the necessary facilities. (See Appendix B6

for the procedure for implementing project-type technical cooperation.)

DEVELOPMENT STUDIES — JICA has three development-studies departments: Social

Development; Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries Development; and Mining and

Industrial Development. Development studies are used to gather data needed to de-

velop plans for roads, ports, electric-power systems, telecommunications systems,

sewerage and water-supply systems, agricultural development, and other economic

and social infrastructure. Study teams are dispatched to gather information, and

the resulting reports are submitted to the governments of developing countries,

which can then use them to guide social and economic development. Development

study reports provide important guidelines to recipient-country governments to
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help draft policy. They can also be used as sources of basic data in writing re-

quests for financial and technical assistance to implement development plans. In

recent years, JICA has carried out a new type of development study, which offers

policy recommendations and other institutional assistance for medium- and long-

term economic-development planning, promotion of the transition to a market

economy, and human-resource development. In conducting development surveys,

Japan puts itself under no obligation to provide funding for the implementation of

the project for which the survey is conducted. About 30% of JICA-funded surveys

receive Japanese ODA funding for implementation. JICA also conducts follow-up

and aftercare studies.

Technical knowledge (that is, about planning methods, studies, analytical

techniques) is transferred throughout the duration of a study. Workshops and semi-

nars are often held concurrently with development studies to train personnel in the

recipient country to conduct such studies (for example, to improve the administra-

tive skills of government officials).

The study teams comprise consultants under contract with, and selected by,

JICA. Japanese ministries and JICA also provide experts as advisors to the teams.

JICA only contracts with independent suppliers, manufacturers, or general con-

tractors (that is, not individuals) registered with JICA and incorporated in Japan.

The firm must have been financially sound for the previous 2 years, and the pro-

ject manager must be a Japanese national. So must at least 50% of the study team.

Currently, 574 firms are registered with JICA (JICA Procurement Department

1995). According to JICA, about 20 of these receive around 70% of the contracts.

Fourteen of these 20 firms are members of ECFA. Government-affiliated organiza-

tions from the various ministries can also be used to conduct the studies.

Non-Japanese people may constitute up to 50% of the study team. They

are subcontracted by the Japanese firms bidding for a JICA contract. From No-

vember 1988 to March 1997, a total of 502 non-Japanese consultants from 59

countries were members of 278 JICA study teams. About 60% were locally

engaged from developing countries. The donor countries that provided the largest

number of foreign consultants to JICA study teams were the United States (66),

the United Kingdom (64), France (21), and Australia (12). These arrangements

employed 9 Canadian consultants during this period (Derouin 1997).4

JICA conducted 320 development studies in fiscal year 1996, with the

following sectoral distribution: manufacturing and mining (26.9%), agriculture,

4 Derouin, R. Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA): contracting of non-
Japanese consultants. Canadian International Development Agency, Ottawa, ON, Canada, 1997.
Internal document.
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forestry, and fisheries (19.4%), transportation (16.9%), public-works projects

(13.4%), construction (9.1%), telecommunications (1.3%), and other sectors

(13.1%) (MOFA 1997c). (See Appendix B7 for the procedure for implementing

development studies.)

The various types of development studies are as follows:

• Master-plan survey — Master-plan surveys examine the development

potential of projects for regions or specific sectors, the relation between

individual projects, and their investment priority. JICA uses these sur-

veys to create comprehensive plans for development (long-term national

or regional plans or long-term plans for specific sectors) compatible

with a country's other development plans. These surveys also clarify the

priority and implementation strategies for the plans. The recipient gov-

ernment uses development plans to create development strategies and

search for funding. Japan uses them as a reference for future financial

cooperation (to plan projects).

• Feasibility study — Feasibility studies account for more than half of

development surveys. These studies analyze the technical, economic,

social, organizational, environmental, and financial feasibility of specific

projects. They are used to determine the best implementation plan for
the project.

• Detailed design survey — A detailed design survey is the next step

toward the implementation of a project, after the feasibility study. De-

tailed design studies are conducted for projects for which Japan has

arranged financial cooperation and authorized implementation. These

studies prepare a detailed design on which to base the project

construction and bid-related documents (for example, design blueprints,

material specifications) and calculations of cost.

• Surveys to collect basic data to adopt development studies — Such

surveys may collect data for topographical maps, evaluate natural re-

sources, such as water or forestry and fishery, marine, and mineral re-

sources, or demonstrate technological possibilities (for example, the

experimental cultivation of crops to analyze cultivation methods before

forming an agricultural development plan).
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• Follow-up and aftercare studies — These studies review and comple-

ment other completed studies. JICA implements follow-up studies to

examine the progress of projects previously studied. It uses the results

to improve future development studies.

JICA implements aftercare studies years after development studies

have been completed to update the studies when the social, economic,

and natural conditions in the developing country have changed. This en-

sures that development plans based on a development study take such

changes into account.

• Studies to support the transition to a market economy — JICA may

send a study team to help a country to devise implementation plans to

promote its transfer to a market economy, examine the feasibility of its

privatization plans, and prepare related manuals and texts.

DISPATCH OF VOLUNTEERS — JICA has two programs to encourage volunteers to

work in ODA: JOCV and the Youth Invitation Program. JICA also provides funds

to allow organizations to send volunteers to developing countries, such as the

Senior Volunteers:

• JOCV — JOCV, a secretariat of JICA, provides the opportunity for

young people aged 20-39 years, with technical expertise, to work as

volunteers in developing countries to help with social and economic

development. JOCV conducts its activities in four main areas: village

work, educational work, job-site work, and supervision. For village

work, the volunteer lives in a village and demonstrates and disseminates

technology (for example, agricultural technology). Educational work

entails the provision of vocational training and training in science, math,

Japanese, and other subjects. With job-site work, volunteers provide on-

the-job training for local people in civil engineering, construction, and

communications. Under supervision, volunteers supervise project plan-

ning and design, experiments, and research at the head office or the

experimental workstation. The Japanese government pays for the volun-

teers' travel, living expenses, essential equipment, materials, and medi-

cal supplies. The recipient country must provide their housing and tax

exemptions on allowances or supplies paid for by JOCV.

JOCV also disseminates information on overseas cooperation ac-

tivities in Japan through publications and information to the media. At
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the end of 1997, 2292 JOCV volunteers were working in 59 countries

(MOFA 1997c). (See Appendix B8 for the procedure for requesting

JOCV volunteers.)

• Youth Invitation Program (Friendship Program for the 21st Century) —

In 1984, the Youth Invitation Program began, with the aim of inviting

junior leaders from developing countries to visit Japan for 1 month.

During this month, they receive training in their specialty and ex-

perience homestays in various parts of the country. Through broad-

based contacts with the Japanese people, these young people deepen

their understanding of Japan and forge friendships with the Japanese

people. Participants of both genders, ranging in age from 18 to 35

years, are recommended by their governments and have a variety of

professions, including those of public officials, educators, farmers, and

urban workers.

• Senior Volunteers — This NGO sends volunteers within the age range

40 to 69 years. They are recruited from among people who want to

work in development cooperation projects in developing countries. JICA

works with the Senior Volunteers to help deploy elder persons with

expertise and experience in developing countries. JICA funds the

volunteers' travel expenses when they are assigned to certain countries.

DISASTER RELIEF — At the request of the government of international organizations

or a country suffering a disaster, JICA dispatches a Japanese International Disaster

Relief (JDR) team to provide emergency aid to people in large overseas disasters,

especially those in developing countries. JICA may also provide equipment and

supplies. However, it should be noted that the program only applies to natural

disasters.

The JDR team comprises one or a combination of the following elements:

• Rescue teams, which try to leave Japan within 24 hours after a request

has been approved to search for and rescue victims and administer first

aid;

• Medical teams, comprising doctors, nurses, and medical coordinators

registered with the secretariat of the JDR team (they try to leave within

48 hours after a request has been approved, to provide or assist with
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medical treatment for the disaster victims and help prevent the spread

of disease); and

• Teams comprising experts suited to the type of disaster and recom-

mended by relevant ministries, government agencies, and other bodies

to implement emergency measures after disasters and advise on recon-

struction.

JICA may also provide equipment and materials for victim relief and

reconstruction (for example, blankets, generators, or medical supplies). Supplies

are stored in warehouses around the world to be readily available when disaster

strikes. Medicines that cannot be stored for long periods are procured from

UNICEF's supplies-procurement department. If additional materials are requested,

JICA may appeal to the public for donations and pay for the collection and

transportation of emergency-aid materials offered by local-government bodies,

private groups, individuals, and others. JICA transports these materials to Japanese

embassies, which then donate the materials to the government in need. JICA

conducts follow-up studies on the supply of materials to monitor their use and the

benefit they gave to the victims. (See Appendix B9 for the procedure for disaster

relief.)

Development cooperation: JICA loans to the private sector

Constituting only 0.8% of JICA's activity, this type of cooperation supports

private-sector contributions to the development of a developing country's society,

agriculture, forestry, mining, and industry. To this end, JICA provides investment

and financing or technical support, or both, to Japanese companies undertaking

projects in developing countries.

INVESTMENT AND FINANCING — JICA offers low-interest, long-term loans to

Japanese corporations to implement development programs in developing countries

or to fund the development programs of local corporations in a developing

country. These loans finance projects for which it would be difficult to obtain

loans, credit guarantees, or investment and financing from JEXTM or OECF. The

loans may be provided for a pioneering, trial project that is highly unlikely to

succeed unless technology is improved or developed at the same time as the

project (for example, a cultivation of crops with new technology). JICA also

provides this type of development cooperation to improve the public facilities

needed by a private company for a development project and to improve the
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welfare and living standards of surrounding communities (for example, schools,

roads, or water supplies, electric-generating facility).

TECHNICAL SUPPORT — JICA provides technical support to Japanese enterprises as

part of its investment and financing system in order to ensure the effectiveness of

projects. Several types of technical support may be provided:

• Studies — For infrastructure projects, JICA may conduct preliminary

studies (for example, to determine the feasibility of a project or exam-

ine possible locations) or full-scale studies (to formulate the basic de-

sign for a project), or both. For experimental projects, JICA conducts

primary basic studies (for example, project feasibility studies and

examinations of possible project locations), secondary basic studies (for

example, to select a project location and formulate the basic devel-

opment concept), or development planning studies (for example, to

develop an implementation plan and design for a project), or any com-

bination of these.

In addition, field studies may be conducted for agriculture or for-

estry projects that affect regional development and need data for their

implementation. In this case, JICA dispatches surveyors to conduct

long-term feasibility studies of these projects; the enterprises interested

in developing them receive the data.

JICA may also conduct studies to evaluate ongoing projects to

solve any of their problems or to evaluate their impact on the devel-

opment of the region. In addition, JICA conducts studies to identify and

formulate projects suitable to receive environmental investment and

financing.

• Dispatch of Experts — If an enterprise is unable to solve a technical

problem at the project site, it can request JICA to support it by dis-

patching experts to the developing country to give advice.

• Acceptance of local staff for training in Japan — An enterprise may

request JICA to support its efforts by bringing local staff (for example,

engineers) from a developing country to train in Japan to improve their

technical abilities.
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• Consultants to help the enterprises — JICA has two investment and

financing consultants (one for agriculture and forestry and another for

social development, mining, and industry) to assist the efforts of

enterprises by examining the validity of project plans and avenues for

potential financial support.

Relations with other donors

Under MOFA, JICA actively pursues collaboration with other donors to avoid

duplication and increase the effectiveness of its activities. Complementarity in the

different approaches by various donors is sought. As early as 1984, the presidents

of JICA and CIDA have met regularly, and officials from the respective agencies

have held consultations on issues of common interest and on the possibilities for

joint cooperation. At first, joint activities were undertaken at the functional level:

participation in each other's evaluations, provision of speakers for seminars and

symposia, exchange of documentation and study missions, joint publication of a

lexicon of international development terminology in English-French-Japanese, etc.

In 1992, JICA and CIDA started a personnel exchange program, in which officials

from each agency were posted for a period of 24 to 36 months in the other agency

to develop an understanding of the respective organization. The program has been

ongoing since September 1992, with assignments lasting from 3 to 3.5 years. In

1995, joint-cooperation activities at the project level were started in five
countries — Indonesia, Kenya, the Philippines, Viet Nam, and Zimbabwe — and

their number is increasing yearly.

JICA and US AID have also established joint cooperation within the context
of the Common Agenda for Cooperation in a Global Perspective, which was

agreed on by both governments in July 1993. Initiatives have been undertaken in

such fields as democratization, population, HIV-AIDS, WED, and the environment.
JICA has been working together with the British aid agency, the Department of
International Development, mainly in Africa, on education and water-supply pro-

jects. Exchanges of information and opinions with the German Gesellschaft fiir

Technische Zusammerarbeit (agency for technical cooperation) are taking place,

and work is also being carried out with agencies based in Australia and France.

Regular discussions on joint cooperation have been held with the World Bank

since 1990 and with ADB since 1996. Since 1996, JICA has been holding discus-

sions with recipient countries to promote joint projects with UNDP (JICA 1997).
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South-South cooperation

MOFA and JICA are actively promoting cooperation between developing coun-

tries, whether within a region or in different parts of the globe. A number of such

initiatives have been put in place:

• New donor nations — JICA is actively supporting the transition from

recipient to donor status of the more advanced developing countries in

East Asia, the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), and

Latin America. Experts are provided, and joint initiatives are undertaken

in which JICA funding allows the new donor to expand the scope and

range of its activities in support of other developing countries. This

brings new sources of funds for the total ODA envelope, as well as new

approaches to ODA, which will no doubt enrich the dialogue and the

implementation of ODA into the 21st century.

• Assistance to regional organizations — The Southern African

Development Community and Mercado Comun del Sur (Southern Core

Common Market), for example, are assisted to encourage regional co-

operation on trade and investment and the development of common

social and economic infrastructure.

• Third-country training — As explained earlier, third-country training

refers to the use of facilities supported by JICA in a developing country

to provide training to participants from other developing countries, and

third-country experts refers to developing-country personnel used in the

role of experts.

Grant aid

The term grant aid can be confusing. It is used in a general sense to refer to

assistance without repayment, by contrast to loan aid. In this sense, Japan's ODA

is made up of grant aid and loans. Grant aid covers bilateral grants and contri-

butions to multilateral institutions.

But grant aid is also used to refer a specific type of cooperation under

Japan's bilateral grants. The various schemes under this definition of grant aid

(further described below) are the responsibility of MOFA, which uses JICA to ad-

minister some of them: general-project grant aid, fishery grants, and aid for

increased food production (JICA 1997). These funds do not have to be repaid and

are mostly given to less developed countries (LDCs). Grant aid is intended for
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projects with high priority in the recipient country's development plan and with

low economic profitability but high public value. These projects would not qualify

for an ODA loan, but they contribute to the socioeconomic development of the

country and improve the living standard and welfare of the population. Grant aid

is provided to fund the construction of buildings or facilities or obtain equipment,

materials, or services. Projects must be completed within the same fiscal year in

which the Japanese Cabinet approves the grant. But successive grant aid may be

approved if the construction spans more than 1 year. The recipient country is

responsible for expenses incurred after the completion of the project, such as

operating and maintenance expenses and consumable supplies and personnel costs.

Thus, the recipient country must have an adequate system to manage the project.

The Japanese government favours grant-aid projects related to current or expected

Japanese technical cooperation.

Contracts under grant aid can only be allocated to companies registered in

Japan or to any Japanese or non-Japanese company registered in the recipient

country if the practice of procuring locally is deemed appropriate and cost ef-

ficient. If the contracts go to Japanese companies registered in Japan, they are not

tied to buying Japanese; they can subcontract if they wish. In 1997, the grant-aid

budget totaled 263.5 billion JPY (2.1 billion USD), comprising economic-

development assistance, food aid, and aid to increase food production.5

ECONOMIC-DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE — This type of grant aid comprises general

projects, fisheries, cultural grant aid, emergency relief, grant assistance for grass-

roots projects (Small Scale Grant Aid Program), nonproject grant aid to support

economic structural adjustment, and grant aid for debt relief:

• General projects — General projects receive the largest portion of the

grant-aid budget; in fiscal 1997, grant aid for general projects accounted

for 47.5% (1.251 trillion JPY [10 billion USD]) of the total grant-aid

budget (MOFA 1997c). This category includes a wide variety of sec-

tors. It is primarily intended for BHNs, education, population and

AIDS, agriculture, primary health care, water supply, the environment,

and WED. But it also covers economic infrastructure and development,

social development (for example, human-resource development), export

promotion; and, for LLDCs, other infrastructure, such as bridges, roads,

5 The statistics provided on these various types of grant aid are taken from MOFA
(1997c). The 1997 DAC exchange rate of 121 JPY = 1 USD has been used.
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and telecommunications. (See Appendix BIO for the procedure for

implementing grant aid for general projects.)

• Fisheries — Grant aid for fisheries is intended to foster the devel-

opment of fishing industries in developing countries. This type of aid

funds construction of fishery-training and research centres, fishery-

training ships, fishing ports, other facilities, and materials and equip-

ment to promote fisheries in developing countries. Grant aid for fish-

eries received 10 billion JPY (8.2 million USD) from the grant-aid bud-

get in fiscal year 1997 (of the total grant-aid budget). (See Appendix

BIO for the procedure for implementing grant aid for fisheries.)

• Cultural grant aid — These funds are to maintain cultural assets and

historical sites, promote cultural activities, assist theatres and other cul-

tural facilities, provide sports equipment, and purchase materials and

equipment for educational and research activities. Cultural grant aid is

limited to 50 million JPY for each project. In fiscal year 1997, grant aid

for cultural activities accounted for 2.5 billion JPY (20 million USD)

of the total grant aid budget. (See Appendix BIO for the procedure for

implementing cultural grant aid.)

• Emergency grant aid — Emergency grant aid includes three types of

aid:

Disaster relief — Victims of natural disasters, refugees, and

displaced people fleeing civil wars receive disaster relief. In some

cases, funds are given directly to the governments of the affected

countries; in others, they are channeled through the WFP, the

UNHCR, other similar United Nations agencies, the Red Cross, or

some other international aid-implementing agency.

Assistance for democratization — Governments or international

organizations in charge of implementing elections receive assis-

tance for democratization, which is intended for the provision of

ballot boxes, polling booths, ballot forms, etc.

Support for reconstruction and rehabilitation — Japan provides

support for reconstruction and development by channeling funds
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through international organizations or through contributions to trust

funds set up by, or with, international organizations. In the past

year, MOFA has started studying the possibility of providing grant

aid bilaterally for reconstruction and rehabilitation.

In fiscal year 1997, emergency grant aid accounted for 3.7% (9.7 billion

JPY [80 million USD]) of the total grant-aid budget. (See Appendix

Bll for the procedure for implementing emergency-relief grant aid.)

• Grant assistance for grass-roots projects (Small Scale Grant Aid

Program) — Under this type of aid, up to 10 million JPY (82600

USD) is donated to small projects ineligible for general project grant

aid. The funds are provided to organizations operating in a developing

country, including local governments, research institutes, hospitals, and

Japanese local or international NGOs. The aid must be used for 1-year

projects and for the construction of facilities or provision of equipment.

This type of aid does not cover administration, management, or salary

costs. In fiscal year 1997, grant assistance for grass-roots projects

accounted for 1.9% (5 billion JPY [41 million USD]) of the total grant-

aid budget. (See Appendix B12 for the procedure for implementing

grant assistance for grass-roots projects.)

• Nonproject grant aid for support for economic structural adjustment —

These funds are awarded to assist developing countries with worsening
economic situations. The funds are provided to ameliorate international

balance-of-payments deficits and foreign debt caused by factors such as

increased population, slow production, and inefficient fiscal manage-

ment. The funds are used to import the supplies needed to carry out

structural-adjustment programs under the World Bank and IMF. To

qualify for this type of grant aid, the recipient country must reserve col-

lateral funds to be spent on social- or economic-development projects,

or both. In fiscal year 1997, nonproject grant aid accounted for 8.1%

(21.4 billion JPY [176 million USD) of the total grant-aid budget. (See

Appendix B13 for the procedure for implementing nonproject grant aid

to support economic structural adjustment.)

• Grant aid for debt relief— Grant aid for debt relief started in 1978,

owing to the severe debt burden of developing countries, and is applied
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to yen loans agreed on in fiscal 1987 or before. An amount equivalent

to the total principal plus interest is provided as grant aid when

repayment is made by any of the LLDCs. Whereas an amount equiv-

alent to the difference between the real accrued interest and the interest

that would have accrued if a lower interest rate had been agreed on is

provided to the most seriously affected countries when debt is repaid.

The total grant is deposited in the recipient's bank account, and it is

used to pay off debt in the fiscal year in which it is awarded. Commod-

ities may be purchased to improve the country's international balance

of payments. These commodities may be purchased from OECD mem-

ber countries or developing countries (but not from the recipient country

itself). The Japanese government and the recipient must agree on the

list of goods to be procured. In fiscal year 1997, grant aid for debt

relief accounted for 17.6% (46.4 billion JPY [383.4 million USD]) of

the total grant-aid budget.

FOOD AID AND AID TO INCREASE FOOD PRODUCTION — Aid is given under this type

of grant aid to purchase staple foods (food aid) and to purchase farming materials

(to increase food production):

• Food aid — This aid is given to developing countries faced with food

shortages. It is used to purchase staple foods (wheat and grain, although

rice and secondary wheat products have been included), and it is im-

plemented in accordance with the Food Aid Convention of 1995. To

receive this type of aid, the recipient must reserve collateral funds to be

spent on social- or economic-development projects, or both, in the

recipient country. Food aid accounted for 5.8% (15.3 billion JPY [126

million USD]) of the total grant-aid budget in fiscal year 1997. (See

Appendix B14 for the procedure for implementing food aid.)

• Aid to increase food production — This type of aid helps a developing

country increase its food production to achieve food self-sufficiency, by

providing funds for such items as fertilizers or agricultural chemicals,

machinery, or vehicles. The recipient must set aside local currency

worth two-thirds of the grant aid's value to contribute to the country's

own social- and economic-development projects. In fiscal year 1997,

grant aid to increase food production accounted for 10.6% (28 billion

JPY [231 million USD]) of the total grant-aid budget.
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IFIC

IFIC is JICA's research institute. It is part of JICA and was established by JICA

to recruit and train staff to work in technical cooperation programs and to conduct

studies for JICA and MOFA. IFIC is responsible for recruiting Japanese experts

for JICA, training Japanese-government staff and officials from developing

countries, providing information on international cooperation, and conducting

studies.

RECRUITMENT OF JAPANESE EXPERTS FOR JICA — IFIC recruits experts for JICA

from government departments, local-government agencies, and private companies.

IFIC also recruits experts with international cooperation as a career focus. IFIC

invites overseas researchers and specialists to assist in IFIC research and training

programs.

TRAINING JAPANESE GOVERNMENT STAFF AND OFFICIALS OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES —

IFIC provides language training, information about local conditions, and individual

technical training to prepare government employees sent by JICA as experts over-

seas. Project leaders and coordinators for project-type technical cooperation also

receive project-administration and project-management training from IFIC. It trains

local-government officials and others on how to administer international coop-

eration and provides education to NGO members on topics like pollution control,

global environment, population, and poverty, in addition to language training. EPIC

provides courses on topics such as infrastructure, agriculture, infectious diseases,

engineering, and WID and dispatches experts to help overseas universities and

research institutes become leaders in their fields. IFIC also conducts training of

employees from various ministries to form a pool of resources for future assign-

ments overseas.

PROVISION OF INFORMATION ON INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION — IFIC supplies infor-

mation to JICA experts and the public and has the JICA library of ODA-related

material (especially concerning technology transfer and JICA documents). It pub-

lishes country profiles, a biannual Japanese research journal on international co-

operation (Kokusai Kyoryoku Kenkyu), and an English annual journal (Technology

and Development) containing articles from the Japanese version. EFIC also pre-

pares technical manuals for equipment and materials. IFIC-Net is a network for

information exchange within and between international cooperation organizations,

NGOs, universities, and institutes.
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STUDIES — IFIC analyzes country or regional situations, cooperation strategies, and

previous achievements to ensure that JICA fully understands the situations of each

recipient country in order to execute and improve its technical cooperation. To this

end, IFIC conducts several types of studies, including

• Country-regional studies on development assistance — IFIC conducts

macroeconomic, political, social, cultural, and sectoral analyses for

major-aid recipient countries and regions. It studies the country's cur-

rent situation and aid methods by examining the aid implementation

structure, amount of aid received, constraints on development, and de-

velopment problems and objectives and develops case studies of pre-

vious assistance. JICA uses the information from these studies to design

technical cooperation programs and formulate projects. MOFA also uses

this information for policy dialogues with governments of developing

countries.

• Issue studies on development assistance — These studies are conducted

to help resolve global or cross-sectoral aid issues (for example, WTJD,

the environment, poverty, population, education, participatory devel-

opment). For each issue, IFIC reviews the experiences of major donors

and development institutions, previous assistance, and the effects de-

velopment has had on it. IFIC determines the effective assistance for

the issue and recommends ways for JICA to improve the effectiveness

of its approach. JICA uses the information to design technical cooper-

ation programs and formulate projects. MOFA uses it for policy dia-

logues with recipient governments.

• Studies concerning methods of technology transfer and development —

IFIC analyzes case studies of JICA's technical cooperation projects to

develop effective methods of technology transfer and appropriate tech-

nology for technical cooperation. The study results are compiled in re-

ports or teaching materials for experts. IFIC also conducts basic studies

to develop effective technical cooperation methods, and ways to pro-

mote public participation in cooperation.

• Hosting conferences and seminars — IFIC invites recipients, donor

countries, international institutions, and NGOs to international confer-

ences on development issues and technology transfer. This enables the
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participants to discuss their development experiences, approaches to

development assistance, and potential collaboration. IFIC also invites

members from other aid agencies, scholars, and development-institution

researchers to the seminars it holds for Japanese technical cooperation

staff.

OECF

As mentioned earlier, OECF is a public corporation established to provide loans

to developing countries under the supervision of the four-entity system (MOF,

MOFA, MITI, EPA). A Management Council of the vice ministers of the MOF,

MOFA, MITI, EPA, MOE, MOHW, MAFF, MOT, MOPT, and MOC discusses

OECF management and activities. Several committees also advise OECF. The

Advisory Committee on Environmental Issues comprises scholars and OECF mem-

bers and provides expert opinion on environmental matters. The Advisory Com-

mittee on WTD and Social Development consists of external specialists. An

Advisory Committee of Counsellors advises the OECF president and board mem-

bers. This committee comprises specialists from NGOs, universities, and financial

institutions and journalists. OECF has 16 overseas offices in close contact with

recipient-country governments, executing agencies, NGOs, and other aid orga-

nizations (see Appendix A17 for a list of OECF overseas offices). The Japanese

government decided in 1995 to merge OECF with JEXIM. However, their ODA

and non-ODA accounts are to be separate. Cabinet decided to make the change

and to have it implemented over 4 years. MOF and EPA will supervise the

organization, but the implications of this merger for the aid program are not yet

clear (DAC 1996). (See Appendix A17 for the OECF organizational chart.)

The following elements constitute the OECF 1997 fiscal budget (initial

base) of 940.0 billion JPY (7.76 billion USD):

• 386.5 billion JPY (3.19 billion USD) in capital subscriptions;

• 8.7 billion JPY (72 million USD) in grants from the government;

• 493.4 billion JPY (4.07 billion USD) in treasury investments and loans;

and

• 51.4 billion JPY (4.07 billion USD) in OECF's own resources.
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This represented 56% of the total ODA operating budget of 1 676.6 billion JPY

(13.9 billion USD).6

As of the end of fiscal 1996, capital derived from government budget ap-

propriations amounted to 4 645.2 billion JPY and the balance of borrowings from

(owed to) the Trust Fund Bureau amounted to 4517.8 billion JPY (including 25

billion JPY in OECF bonds):

• Commitments were

1271.3 billion JPY (11.6 billion USD) for loans to governments,

and

6.6 billion JPY (60.6 million USD) for private-sector investment

finance;

• Disbursements were

610 billion JPY (5.60 billion USD) for loans to governments, and

6.2 billion JPY (56.9 million USD) for private-sector investment

finance;

• Repayments were

331.0 billion JPY (3.04 billion USD) for loans to governments, and

6.2 billion JPY (56.9 million USD) for private-sector investment
finance; and

• Outstanding were

8843.3 billion JPY (81.2 billion USD) for loans to governments,

and

188.0 billion JPY (1.7 billion USD) for private-sector investment

finance.

Geographical and sectoral distributions of the commitments made in 1996 are as

shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

Two types of loan are available for activities in developing countries: loans

to governments or governmental agencies of developing countries and financial

assistance to the private sector (private-sector investment finance).

6 Except where otherwise stated, all figures quoted in this section are taken from OECF
(1997a).
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Table 1. Geographical distribution of commitments, 1996.

Loans to governments Private-sector investment finance

Region

Asia

Middle East

Africa

Latin American and Caribbean

Central and Eastern Europe and
Others

%

76.9

5.2

6.3

11.4

0.2

Region

Asia

Middle East

Africa

Latin America and Caribbean

Central and Eastern Europe and
Others

%

6.0

0.0

0.0

59.0

35.0

Table 2. Sectoral distribution of commitments, 1996.

Sector Loans to governments
Private-sector
investment finance

Electric power and gas

Transportation

Telecommunications

Irrigation and flood control

Agriculture, forestry, and
fisheries

Mining and manufacturing

Social services

Commodity loans

Others

313.2 billion JPY (2.9 billion USD)

395.1 billion JPY (3.6 billion USD)

42.3 billion JPY (388.7 million USD)

124.2 billion JPY (1.1 billion USD)

60.2 billion JPY (553 million USD)

26.1 billion JPY (239.8 million USD)

279.8 billion JPY (2.6 billion USD)

30.0 billion JPY (275.6 million USD)

2.3 billion JPY (21.1 million USD)

29 million JPY
(260 000 USD)

4.2 billion JPY
(38.5 million USD)

Note: Social services include water supply, sewerage, and sanitation; education; public
health and medicine; tourism; urban and rural community infrastructure; strengthening of
administrative management; and environmental conservation.

Loans to governments of developing countries

Loan aid comprises long-term, low-interest loans from the Government of Japan

to governments, governmental institutions, or other eligible organizations in de-

veloping countries. A grant element constitutes at least 25% of loan aid. In 1995,

the average interest rate was 2.54%, and the average repayment period was 29

years and 4 months. Types of loan available to the governments of developing

countries are as follows:

Project loans — Project Loans are the main form of ODA loan. They

provide funds for equipment, materials, and services for social- and
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economic-infrastructure projects (that is, to construct roads, power

plants, factories, water supplies, or sewerage facilities).

• Engineering-services loans — These loans are to pay for the engi-

neering services needed to design a project and prepare the bidding

documents.

• Financial intermediary loans (two-step loans) — The recipient coun-

try's financial institutions implement these loans. Funds are provided to

a financial institution in the recipient country, which then lends money

to promote small and medium-scale industries in sectors such as manu-

facturing and agriculture (for example, by lending to farmers or agri-

cultural cooperatives or by assisting regional and local governments to

provide social and economic infrastructure). The funds are used to con-

struct facilities to improve living standards and may, in the process,

strengthen the operations of the financial institutions involved.

• Sector loans — Sector loans provide funds for equipment, materials,

and services needed to implement development projects in specific

sectors.

• Structural-adjustment loans — These loans are awarded to help a coun-

try improve its economic policy and implement economic reforms.

Usually they are used to import equipment and services and hire

consultants to help implement reforms. OECF sets the conditions for the

loan after examining a country's structural-reform plan. The recipient

country normally receives the loan in segments as each condition is

met. These loans are often cofinanced with multilateral financial

institutions.

• Commodity loans — Commodity loans are provided to help improve the

international balance of payments and stabilize the economy. They are

used to import commodities on an emergency basis when the country

does not have enough foreign reserves to import them. The imported

commodities may include industrial machinery and raw materials,

fertilizer, agricultural machinery and chemicals, and other machinery.

The local currency importers pay to obtain the foreign currency to

import commodities under the loan; the counterpart funds are used for
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economic and social development. The commodity loans are short term

(usually 2 years).

• Sector-program loans — This type of commodity loan supports

development policy in a priority sector. The counterpart funds generated

by the loans are used to make sector-specific improvements.

• Sector-adjustment loans — Whereas a structural-adjustment loan is used

to improve economic policy and implement the structural reform of an

entire economy, sector-adjustment loans are used to improve the

policies and reform the institutions of specific sectors in the recipient

country. The Japanese government sets loan conditions after examining

the recipient's sector-adjustment program. These loans may be granted

in segments as conditions are met.

• Mixed loan — When other countries extend mixed loans to developing

countries to promote their exports, Japan may match these loans to

equalize competitive conditions for its own exporters. In addition, it

may provide export credits with ODA loans for deserving aid projects

not covered by the ODA loans alone.

Financial assistance to the private sector (private-sector investment finance)

OECF provides loans and invests equity in development projects that are initiated

by the private sector in developing countries but that may be too risky to

implement without government assistance. Such assistance comprises loans to

corporations registered in Japan, equity investments in Japanese corporations, and

loans to, and equity investments in, developing-country corporations.

LOANS TO CORPORATIONS REGISTERED IN JAPAN — To be eligible for these loans, a

project must contribute to the economic development of a developing country, be

in agriculture, forestry, infrastructure, environment, social services, or another

sector that promotes economic cooperation, and be difficult to implement under

the terms and conditions of financing offered by other financial institutions.

Particularly desirable are projects involving technical or other forms of assistance

from the Japanese private sector, other advanced countries' private sectors or the

participation of IFIs.

A maximum of 70% of the funds required to implement the development

project may be loaned to the Japanese corporation, and the loan must be repaid
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within a maximum of 20 years, with a 5-year grace period. (See Appendix Bl for

the procedure for implementing loans and equity investments.) The following are

types of loans available to corporations registered in Japan:

• Financing for agriculture, forestry, and fisheries — These loans are

available to finance activities up to the primary processing stage, such

as cultivation, livestock breeding, aquaculture, and afforestation.

• Financing for prospecting — These loans provide funds to undertake

mineral-prospecting surveys and feasibility studies for projects to de-

velop mineral resources.

• Loans for the experimental implementation of development projects —

When full-scale implementation of a large development project involves

unacceptably high risk, OECF may provide a loan for an experimental

project designed to confirm the feasibility of full-scale implementation.

• Loans for preparatory surveys for development projects — OECF may

provide a loan for a feasibility study or market research, or both, to

confirm the feasibility of a development project. Loans are available for

surveys carried out at a company's own risk. If ECFA guarantees the

survey, then the loan is available regardless of whether the survey's

implementing agency is remunerated.

• Bridge loans — OECF may offer a bridge loan to a corporation parti-

cipating in a development project financed by an OECF loan to the gov-

ernment of a developing country to cover a shortage of funds owing to

unforeseen circumstances.

• Other — OECF may provide other kinds of loan to corporations, for

example, if a project is unsuitable to obtain a loan from JEXTJM and if

OECF confirms that the project will contribute to the economic devel-

opment of a developing country and its relations with Japan.

EQUITY INVESTMENTS IN JAPANESE CORPORATIONS — OECF makes equity

investments in corporations for development projects in all sectors if the project

promotes economic cooperation, cannot be implemented solely by the private

sector, and requires OECF participation to encourage the private sector to invest
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equity. For this type of assistance, the recipient must establish an investment

corporation in Japan especially for this purpose, with the participation of at least

two private corporations (OECF's share of the investment corporation is a

maximum of 50%). This investment corporation, with cooperation from local

corporations or government agencies or both, must then establish an implementing

entity. OECF may contribute a maximum of 25% of the total equity of the

implementing entity. Other investment programs may also be eligible for this type

of financing.

LOANS TO, AND EQUITY INVESTMENTS IN, DEVELOPING-COUNTRY CORPORATIONS —

OECF may provide loans to, and make equity investments in, corporations

registered in developing countries for a development project if it promotes

economic cooperation and cannot be implemented solely by the private sector.

(See Appendix Bl for the procedure for providing loans and equity investments.)

Other OECF activities

SEMINARS — OECF holds month-long loan seminars annually at the head office

to explain loan procedures and project formulation, implementation, appraisal, and

supervision to recipients or executing agencies. OECF holds these seminars in co-

operation with JICA. OECF also holds seminars in recipient countries for gov-

ernment officials and project-management personnel, as needed (for example, to

raise awareness of WID). OECF also holds seminars in developed countries (one

was held in Canada in 1995). OECF holds its annual 2-week Local Professional

Staff Training Seminars to train local professional staff at the OECF head office.

ADVISORY SERVICES — OECF hires consultants to advise and improve a recipients'

project planning and implementation systems and organizations.

RELATIONS WITH JICA — OECF places its personnel on JICA's advisory committee

for consultant services; they supervise development studies, as their results may

be used to request OECF financing. OECF participated on the advisory committee

for seven projects in 1996 (OECF 1997a). OECF meets with JICA experts to

discuss sectoral development, project identification, and project formation. In

addition, JICA experts may participate in the implementation, management, main-

tenance, and supervision of projects financed through ODA loans. OECF dis-

patches personnel to the World Bank, ADB, IDB, and EBRD. Its junior staff also

have internships at the IDB, EBRD, AfDB, and Caisse Frangaise Development.
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RELATIONS WITH MULTILATERAL INSTITUTIONS —

• Policy — OECF coordinates its aid policies and priorities with those of

other agencies (for example, IMF and the World Bank). In addition, it

consults with developing-country governments and with other donors to

coordinate aid.

• Consultations — OECF attends annual consultations with the World

Bank, IDE, ADB, AfDB, EBRD, and IMF to discuss collaboration and

current development-policy issues.

• Cofinancing — OECF cofinances projects with multilateral donors with

similar aid policies. Cofinancing makes it possible to build larger funds

and combine the experience and knowledge of several donors. The ex-

pertise of multilateral institutions may supplement OECF's project for-

mation and supervisory functions in areas where OECF's experience is

limited (for example, in particular regions [Africa] or sectors [the social

sector]). In fiscal year 1996, Cofinancing totaled 182.8 billion JPY (1.6

billion USD) (OECF 1997a). During that fiscal year, OECF cofinanced

loans with IDB, IBRD, IDA, ADB, EBRD, and Ms.

• Personnel transfer — OECF temporarily transfers personnel to the

World Bank, ADB, IDB, and EBRD. In addition, OECF sends staff to

the IDB, EBRD, and AfDB for training. These personnel transfers

strengthen Japan's relationships with these organizations.

COOPERATION WITH NGOs — OECF cooperates with NGOs to use their knowledge,

close relationships, and experience with particular regions to ascertain the opinions

of local residents and the socioeconomic characteristics of project sites. OECF

collaborates with NGOs to consult with local residents to identify, plan, im-

plement, and evaluate projects and conduct environmental assessments. Examples

of OECF-NGO cooperation are expert studies of the environment, afforestation-

awareness programs for local people, and project-impact studies.

COOPERATION WITH LOCAL GOVERNMENTS — In cooperation with international

agencies, bilateral aid agencies, and environmental NGOs, OECF also cooperates

with local Japanese governments regarding issues such as industrial pollution.
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PUBLIC RELATIONS — OECF publishes and distributes annual reports, newsletters,

videos, displays, and other types of publication to promote understanding of OECF

and ODA, nationally and internationally.

RIDA

RIDA is OECF's research institute. It is part of OECF. RIDA comprises four

study groups: Development Assistance, Macroeconomic, Sector, and Post Eval-

uation. (See Appendix A17 for the organizational structure of RIDA under OECF.)

DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE — The Development Assistance Studies Group

examines the theory of development assistance and methods to assist development,

drawing on Japan's development experience, including that of OECF. The group

also examines frameworks for development assistance to learn from the experience

of other donors, as well as examining global trends in the international donor com-

munity. Examples of important themes for RIDA research are

• The role of government in the development of a market economy;

• The role of local government and local finance in India;

• Socioeconomic profiles of South African communities;

• Prospects for agricultural development policy in China;

• Integrated national physical development planning for developing coun-

tries; and

• Local participation in the operation and maintenance of small projects.

The Development Assistance Studies Group oversees and supervises planning for

RIDA operations and disseminates research results. It organizes symposia and

workshops to disseminate research results, which RIDA either sponsors or cospon-

sors. In addition, this study group publishes a quarterly Japanese journal of de-

velopment assistance (Kaihatsu Enjo Kenkyu), a semiannual English version, the

Journal of Development Assistance, and the Post-Evaluation Reports for OECF

Loan Projects (published in Japanese and English), annual economic cooperation

handbooks, and discussion papers. The group also maintains links with other re-

search organizations.
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MACROECONOMIC — The Macroeconomic Study Group researches the macro-

economic issues of major loan-recipient countries and studies the needs of a coun-

try and its ability to apply funding to those needs, to propose tailored development

strategies for OECF assistance. For example, the group analyzes regional devel-

opment, public- and private-sector financing, cross-country issues, and the effects

of economic reforms.

SECTOR — The Sector Studies Group examines key issues in major sectors (for ex-

ample, electricity, transportation, agriculture, human-resource development) that

have affected OECF-financed projects and makes recommendations for future pro-

ject selection and formation. For example, the group studied and made recommen-

dations concerning power shortages in Sri Lanka. It has also studied cross-sector

issues (for example, the consequences of urbanization on poverty alleviation).

POST EVALUATION — The work of the Post-Evaluation Division is described in

Chapter 2.

JEXIM

It may seem strange to include JEXIM in a handbook on Japanese ODA. But it

is part of the range of financing mechanism offered to the Japanese private sector

to encourage and support its activities in the economic development of developing

countries. Of all the donor countries, Japan is probably the furthest along in terms

of support for private-sector-led infrastructure and economic development in

developing countries — topics increasingly discussed in international forums. In

future discussions on ways to attract FDIs to developing countries, it might be

useful for other donors to look at the range of support that the Japanese govern-

ment provides, including its mix of ODA and non-ODA financing.

JEXIM is an independent governmental financial institution, constituted as

a public corporation under MOF. It promotes economic exchange with other

countries by providing financial services to domestic and foreign corporations to

supplement and encourage financing by Japanese commercial banks and financial

institutions. JEXIM has 18 overseas offices (as of September 1997).

Depending on the needs of a project, JEXIM will tailor combinations of

its lending schemes (which is often necessary for projects for natural-resource

development). JEXIM provides financing for exports, for imports, and for overseas

investment and projects, untied loans, bridge loans, guarantees, purchase of public

bonds, equity investments, and limited-resource financing:
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• Financing for exports — JEXIM supplies the following types of export

loan:

Supplier credits — JEXIM extends this type of loan to Japanese

exporting corporations that wait to receive their payment from the

foreign importer for the export of plants, ships, aircraft, vehicles,

equipment, and machinery. JEXIM's policy is to finance the export

of Japanese-manufactured goods; however, in some cases, it may

finance foreign-manufactured goods if they constitute an essential

part of the Japanese-manufactured product.

Technical-service loans — These are provided to Japanese corpora-

tions for the export of technical services (for example, engineering

and consulting services for feasibility studies, design, and super-

vision; civil engineering and construction, such as of railways, wa-

ter systems). These loans are for longer than 1 year. The terms of

the technical-service loans and supplier credits are developed in

accordance with OECD guidelines.

Buyer credits — These are given to foreigners importing plant,

equipment, and technical services from Japan (to enable them to

buy goods and services needed to implement projects agreed on by

the borrower and JEXIM).

Bank-to-bank loans — These are extended to foreign financial

institutions for the same purpose as buyer credits.

In fiscal year 1996, export loans accounted for 23% (340 billion JPY [3.1

billion USD]) of the total value of commitments (including loans, equity

participation, and guarantees) (JEXIM 1997).

To mitigate the risks associated with exporting, MITI administers general

export insurance, which mainly covers losses incurred before goods are exported.

Export-proceeds insurance and technical-services-supply insurance are available

when exporters defer their payments or Japanese banks provide foreign importers

with buyer credits in conjunction with JEXIM. Export-proceeds insurance covers

losses resulting from political or business risks. Export-proceeds, technical-

services-supply, or intermediary-trade insurance is mandatory to qualify for sup-

plier credits from JEXIM.
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• Financing for imports — The following are import loans offered by

JEXIM:

Long-term import loans — These are extended to Japanese corpo-

rations to develop and import natural resources that are essential to

the Japanese economy (for example, energy, minerals, other raw

materials). These loans enable Japanese importers to make advance

payments to a foreign exporter. Such loans are also extended to

foreign corporations to develop natural resources for export to Ja-

pan, and they are untied (that is, the necessary goods and services

do not have to be procured from Japan).

Import loans for manufactured goods and technologies — These

are long-term loans (greater than 1 year) extended to corporations

in Japan (Japanese or foreign owned) for importation of manu-

factured goods and technologies or to foreign corporations for the

production and sale of manufactured goods exported to Japan. In

fiscal year 1996, import loans accounted for 4% (65.6 billion JPY

[602 million USD]) of the total value of commitments (JEXIM

1997).

• Financing for overseas investment and projects — Overseas investment

loans are offered to Japanese corporations for overseas projects and

overseas investment activities (for example, to enable them to purchase

equity in foreign corporations or to loan money to foreign governments

or corporations with which they have business relationships). MITI

offers overseas investment insurance for losses resulting from overseas

investment. These loans may also be provided to foreign governments

or banks to fund investments in, and loans to, joint ventures with Japa-

nese corporations. The loans may also be extended to overseas joint-

venture corporations (that involve Japanese capital). When it is difficult

for JEXJJM to provide an overseas investment loan, OECF may extend

a loan for investment in agricultural, forestry, fishing, and mining-

exploration sectors or for preinvestment studies and experimental pro-

jects. In fiscal year 1996, overseas investment loans accounted for 47%

(696.7 billion JPY [6.4 billion USD]) of the total commitments (JEXIM

1997).
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Untied loans — Untied loans are extended to foreign governments,

governmental institutions, financial institutions (including multilateral

development banks), and corporations specified by the Minister of

Finance. These loans are for high-priority projects and economic-

restructuring programs in developing countries. The goods and services

for these loans do not have to be procured from Japan. Untied loans

accounted for 22% (326.3 billion JPY [2.9 billion USD]) of the total

value of loan commitments in fiscal year 1996 (JEXIM 1997).

Bridge loans — Bridge loans are short-term loans extended with the

approval of the Minister of Finance. JEXIM provides these loans to

foreign governments, government agencies, or banks to help countries

with poor international balance-of-payments situations until IMF and

other multilateral agencies provide funds to support the economy.

Guarantees — Guarantees are provided to Japanese corporations to

enable them to borrow from other financial institutions and to foreign

corporations for direct overseas investment. JEXIM also provides

guarantees to Japanese private financial institutions for their cofinancing

of JEXIM's direct loans to foreign entities (that is, the Japanese fi-

nancial institution and JEXIM cofinance a foreign entity) and for their

own direct import credits, overseas investment loans, and untied direct

loans to foreign entities. To qualify for a guarantee from JEXIM, the

corporation or institution must use it for the same purpose as required

to qualify for a loan. In fiscal year 1996, guarantees constituted 4% (57

billion JPY [523 million USD]) of the total value of commitments

(JEXIM 1997).

Purchases of public bonds — Like untied loans, purchases of public

bonds raise capital for high-priority projects and economic-restructuring

programs in developing countries. JEXIM purchases bonds issued by

foreign governments, financial institutions (including multilateral devel-

opment banks), and corporations specified by the Minister of Finance.

Equity investments — With the approval of the Minister of Finance,

JEXIM may make equity investments in foreign entities or Japanese

corporations that have as their sole purpose that of making overseas
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investments in corporations conducting business overseas. JEXIM made

no equity investments in fiscal year 1996 (JEXIM 1997).

• Limited-resource financing — JEXIM may extend limited-recourse fi-

nancing, if warranted, for some projects.

Other activities

Other activities of JEXIM include

• Research and consulting — JEXIM exchanges information with and

cofinances projects with multilateral financial institutions (for example,

IMF and the World Bank). It also exchanges information and cooperates

with other export-credit agencies. JEXIM sends advisors and receives

observers to help the governments of developing countries or countries

moving to a market economy establish export-credit agencies. For ex-

ample, as part of Japan's technical cooperation, JEXIM dispatches em-

ployees to developing-country banks, as JICA experts. JEXIM also

sends people abroad to lecture and receives people from developing and

advanced countries who wish to study.

JEXIM's Research Institute of Overseas Investment researches the

overseas investment activities of Japanese firms and the political and
economic conditions of foreign countries. JEXIM uses this information

to formulate policies and to make loan decisions. Some of this
information is published monthly. The institute's Overseas Investment
Consulting Office provides information and advises Japanese firms on
overseas investments, as well as advising foreign corporations that seek

JEXIM financing.

• Seminars and conferences — JEXIM sponsors training programs and

seminars to help people from foreign governments, central banks, and

financial institutions understand JEXIM and Japan. The bank organizes

study programs and sponsors international conferences to enable gov-

ernmental, financial, business, and academic leaders around the world

to exchange ideas and explore possibilities for cooperation.

Budget

JEXIM's capital, which is completely subscribed by the Japanese government,

totaled 985.5 billion JPY (8.14 billion USD) as of 31 March 1997 (JEXIM 1997).
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The sources of JEXIM's funds are capital from the Japanese government,

borrowings from the government's Trust Fund Bureau, and bonds issued on

international capital markets. As of 31 March 1997, JEXIM had made 1428.6

billion JPY (11.8 billion USD) in loan and equity-participation commitments and

had disbursed 1 198.9 billion JPY (9.9 billion USD); it had made guarantees worth

55.1 billion JPY (455 million USD) (JEXIM 1997).

JETRO

JETRO is a public corporation, founded in 1958. Its main function is to assist

countries, including developing countries, to increase their exports to Japan.

JETRO brings officials responsible for trade policy and private-sector executives

from developing countries to Japan and provides training on rules and regulations

governing imports into Japan, packaging and shipping, customs clearance, quality

controls, market development, financing, etc. It supplies information about Jap-

anese consumer tastes, requirements, and distribution systems. In short, it is an

invaluable tool for developing countries to use in developing their export industry

through access to Japanese markets.

IDE

IDE is a public corporation within the Japanese ODA system and was, until 1 July

1998, a research branch of MITI. IDE then became part of JETRO, a public cor-

poration under MITI. IDE is funded by MITI and MOF. They subsidized 90% of

its fiscal year 1995 budget of about 53.8 million USD (Medhora 1995).7 IDE is

one of the largest development institutes in the world (Bhalla 1995).8 As of 1 July

1996 (IDE 1995), it employed 253 people, of whom 170 were engaged in research

(including 32 stationed overseas). Its activities include

• Training — The IDE Advanced School trains Japanese and foreign de-

velopment specialists (29 in 1996; JICA 1997).

7 Medhora, R. TR-4/95 Yangon, Myanmar Nov. 15-22,1995. International Development
Research Centre, Ottawa, ON, Canada, 1995. Internal document.

8 Bhalla, A. Travel report, September 25-November 11,1995. International Development
Research Centre, Ottawa, ON, Canada, 1995. Internal document.
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• Workshops and symposia — IDE organizes about 20-25 workshops and

2 or 3 symposia each year (Medhora 1995).9

• Research — IDE staff conducts IDE research projects in collaboration

with outside experts. The institute studies economic and related affairs

in Asia and other developing areas. In fiscal year 1994, IDE imple-

mented about 70 research projects, including joint international research

programs. IDE also researches ways to strengthen the coordination of

ODA with Japan's trade and investment activities.

The Japan Foundation

The Japan Foundation is a public corporation founded in October 1972 to assist

MOFA in promoting international friendship and enhancing understanding between

nations:

It receives a part of its project budget from the ODA budget managed by

MOFA. The Foundation's projects are aimed at both developed and

developing countries. Projects involving personnel exchanges with de-

veloping countries, dissemination of Japanese language education, and

presentations on Japanese culture are financed primarily from the ODA

budget.

(JICA 1997, pp. 5-6)

The Japanese government awarded the Japan Foundation an endowment

that reached 106.2 billion JPY by fiscal year 1997 (Japan Foundation 1998). It

finances its activities through capital gains derived from management of the

endowment fund, annual government subsidies (including ODA), and contributions

from the private sector. The Japan Foundation's headquarters is located in Kyoto.

Outside of Japan, it has 2 Japan cultural institutes, 5 Japan cultural centres, and

11 offices in 17 countries. The branch offices mainly collect local information,

conduct surveys, implement programs initiated at headquarters, and cooperate with

local groups to introduce Japanese culture. Among other activities, the Japan

Foundation dispatches people overseas for economic-assistance projects. The Japan

Foundation Dispatch Fellowship Program provides grants for scholars and re-

searchers in the humanities and the social sciences. The Japan Foundation also

provides funds to Japanese specialists in the humanities, social sciences, or arts

to host or deliver speeches at overseas international conferences or symposia.

9 Medhora, R. TR-4/95 Yangon, Myanmar Nov. 15-22,1995. International Development
Research Centre, Ottawa, ON, Canada, 1995. Internal document.
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Under the Cultural Cooperation Program, the Japan Foundation dispatches Japa-

nese specialists in all cultural fields in response to requests from developing

countries to train personnel and investigate local conditions.

Other ministries
The participation of the other ministries in economic cooperation is a positive

feature of Japan's ODA. They bring a variety of viewpoints and experiences to the

formulation of policies. Through their use of their own ODA budgets, they can

increase the Japanese government's ability to identify, plan, and implement a wide

range of development projects. Their active role in the process allows Japan to do

much more than would normally be possible with the limited number of personnel

assigned to JICA and OECF. Their connections with the Japanese private sector

also enable the government to marshall and channel the activities of this sector to

developing countries and promote FDI, especially in infrastructure development.

As explained in OECF's The Role of OECF Toward 2010 (OECF 1996b, p. 14),

The cooperation of private business is important in providing public

goods such as assistance; but creating a domestic consensus on the extent

of their involvement is no easy task. Since more emphasis is being put

on privatization and private-sector-led economic development worldwide,
the pressure to link corporate activity more closely with ODA will

probably also increase.

Japan is often criticized for devoting too much of its ODA to infrastructure and

for not paying enough attention to poverty and social issues. Yet, the counsellors

of OECF argue in The Role of OECF Toward 2010 that providing infrastructure

development is as essential to development as meeting BHNs. On the one hand,

infrastructures are important for economic development. The counsellors cite the

example of economic growth eradicating poverty in East Asia. In the 1970s, 400

million people were living in poverty; by 1990, this number had dropped to 108

million. Japan played an important role, through massive transfers of ODA and

non-ODA funds. On the other hand, meeting BHNs also requires social infra-

structure, such as potable-water systems, public sanitary facilities, and health and

education facilities. Infrastructure can increase the productive capacity of the poor,

through, for example, loans for local infrastructural development, including the

improvement or construction of access roads from villages to markets and trunk

highways, construction of water-supply systems (pipe systems, shallow wells,

water-collection systems), and microfinance.
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Through ODA, the Japanese government is able to offer incentives for the

private sector to direct activities into areas relevant to Japan's aid policies, as well

as providing the private sector with the tools it needs to add development elements

to its investments in developing countries. The sectoral ministries play an impor-

tant role through their dispatch of experts, training of government officials and

private-sector personnel, and provision of expertise on development planning.

As mentioned earlier, sectoral ministries influence every aspect of Japan's

ODA activities, as well as having their own ODA budgets to finance their own ac-

tivities. Ministry reports tend to provide overall statistics on a ministry's activities,

without distinguishing the portion of them it finances itself from the portion fi-

nanced under JICA. This should be kept in mind when viewing the statistics about

the number of trainees, experts, etc., provided in this section.

As outlined earlier in this chapter, there are many organizations registered

as public-interest corporations that are used by the various ministries to assist in

the implementation of Japan's ODA. They are either government-affiliated organi-

zations or foundations and associations established by corporations or groups of

corporations. Their activities are financed through subsidies from the sponsoring

ministries. According to the 1993 DAC study of NGOs and governments,

Special government subsidies to prefered organisations were, until 1989,

the only form of official support to NGOs. In 1986, 1987 and 1988, for

example, governmental subsidies to NGOs were reported as US$ 91.73

million, US$ 113.03 million and US$ 64.25 million respectively. Because

of the nature of the subsidies, the organisations and their work, a high

proportion of these funds was, in reality, bilateral spending related pri-

marily to the needs and interests of the ministries providing the funds. No

breakdown of these funds, by ministry or by organisation, is available for

these or subsequent years.

(OECD 1993, p. 189)

When one looks at the budget allocation for technical cooperation, as noted

in Chapter 1, JICA receives 179.5 billion JPY (1.48 billion USD) out of a total

budget for technical cooperation of 388.1 billion JPY (3.20 billion USD). This

leaves 208.6 billion JPY (1.72 billion USD) for others. One might presume that

this sum represents the amounts provided to the other ministries for technical

cooperation (MOFA 1997c). Chapter 5 will address the budget now being allo-

cated by MOFA to NGOs from its grant-aid budget, a sum of about 5.55 billion

JPY (45.9 million USD).

The remainder of this section describes the ODA-related activities of the

various ministries and mentions some of the government-affiliated organizations
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they work with. The following section will expand on the description of some of

these organizations to indicate the types of activities they engage in. However, ac-

cording to the Kokusai Kaihatsu journal (Kokusai Kaihatsu 1997, p. 48, cited in

Shizawa 1998), "public-interest corporations total some 250,000 organizations,"

and therefore no attempt has been made to provide a comprehensive list. A list

compiled by FASJD (1994) in the Directory of Japanese Institutions in Develop-

ment Assistance provides the names of a number of government-affiliated orga-

nizations involved in ODA and clearly indicates their authorizing ministry or

ministries (see Appendix A18).

The activities described in MAFFs Outline of Agriculture, Forestry and

Fisheries Cooperation (AICAF 1996) are good examples of the type of ODA-re-

lated activities that the ministries undertake. All the statistics on MAFFs activities

come from this report, which is summarized in some detail in what follows. A

summary of activities of some other ministries completes this section.

MAFF

Cooperation activities in the agriculture, forestry, and fisheries sector have an im-

portant role to play in the duty and responsibility of developing countries to sup-

port their own independent and self-supporting economic development. Thus,

MAFF has actively promoted the viewpoint that it is essential for each country to

grow at least its basic food domestically. Japan accounts for some 33% of the total

value of bilateral ODA in the field of agriculture, forestry and fishery, excluding

food aid.

MAFF focuses on aid for increased food production, contributions to the

stabilization of food demand, and the protection of the environment. It provides

food aid, rural-community assistance for self-reliant economic growth, and coop-

eration in the comprehensive development of agriculture, food distribution and

processing, market development, and environmental protection (including tropical-

forest preservation and the prevention of desertification). MAFF classifies Japan's

cooperation in agriculture as bilateral and multilateral. Bilateral cooperation com-

prises technical cooperation and financial assistance. MAFF's summary of its ac-

tivities covers the whole sector, without disaggregating the data into MAFF, JICA,

and OECF-funded activities.
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Bilateral cooperation

TECHNICAL COOPERATION — Technical cooperation in this sector comprises the

following:

• Training — MAFF accepts trainees from developing countries in the

fields of agriculture, forestry, and fisheries (for example, farmers). This

sector had 1715 trainees in 1995, including the following:

Training by MAFF, 586;

Group training by JICA, 220;

Individual training by MOE and others, 407;

Third-country training, 402; and

Bilateral training, 100.

Host organizations in developing countries conduct third-country train-

ing. Individuals trained in the Japanese ODA system conduct bilateral

training in the recipient country.

• Dispatch of experts — MAFF dispatches experts in the fields of agri-
culture, forestry, and fisheries, either as individual experts or as part of

project-type technical cooperation. Japan sent 1 508 experts in the sector
in fiscal year 1995, including the following:

Individual experts, long term, 323;

Individual experts, short term, 232;

Project-type technical cooperation, long term, 455;

Project-type technical cooperation, short term 447;

Development cooperation projects (of JICA), long term, 24;

Development cooperation projects (of JICA), short term 26;
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Guidance to emigrant farmers, long term, 1.

As explained previously, technical cooperation experts are usually per-

sonnel from the ministries.

Miniproject and research cooperation — MAFF provides a type of

technical cooperation that falls between dispatch of experts and project-

type technical cooperation; it is called miniproject and research coop-

eration. Under miniproject cooperation, MAFF dispatches a team of

experts, combined with provision of small-scale equipment, and accepts

trainees in Japan, if necessary. Research cooperation involves joint re-

search, involving Japanese and developing-country researchers, to

improve research skills and institutions in developing countries. Japan

implemented 17 miniprojects in the agriculture, forestry, and fisheries

sector in fiscal year 1995.

Dispatch of survey teams — This occurs in all JICA's cooperation pro-

jects, such as development surveys, project-type technical cooperation,

acceptance of trainees, dispatch of experts, and others. Dispatch of sur-

vey teams includes the preliminary survey to collect information and

examine the feasibility of cooperation before the activity begins; the

regular survey, during the cooperation period; and the evaluation sur-

vey, after the project terminates. MAFF dispatched 1 614 experts for

agriculture-, forestry-, or fisheries-related survey teams in fiscal year

1995.

Project-type technical cooperation — This is a JICA scheme that com-

bines experts, training, and equipment; MAFF conducted 74 project-

type technical cooperation projects in the agriculture, forestry, and

fisheries sector in fiscal year 1995. These accounted for about 35% of

all such Japanese ODA projects that year.

Development surveys — The objectives of these surveys are to promote

the development plans of developing countries and to develop master

plans, feasibility studies, and surveys to examine the reserves of various

resources (resource-inventory surveys), etc. In promoting these devel-

opment surveys, the objective is often to improve buildings, facilities,

and farmland. These development surveys are also likely to generate
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other types of cooperation, such as yen-loan assistance or grant aid, and

so on. MAFF conducted 60 development surveys in the field of agri-

culture, forestry, and fisheries in fiscal year 1995, about 20% of all

development surveys in that year in the Japanese ODA system.

• Dispatch volunteers from JOCV—JOC V sends young Japanese people

as volunteers to developing countries. MAFF provided 597 agriculture-,

forestry-, or fisheries-related employees as volunteers in fiscal year

1995, about 18% of all the volunteers dispatched from Japan in that

year.

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE — Financial assistance in this sector comprises grants and

loans:

• Grant aid — Grant aid is contributed to projects, for example, to agri-

cultural research centres and fishing ports and to develop irrigation

facilities. In 1995, grant aid in this sector amounted to 31 billion JPY

(329.5 million USD).

• Food aid — Food aid worth 2.7 billion JPY (28.7 million USD) was

sent to North Korea and Sudan in 1995 for disaster relief.

• Yen loan — In fiscal year 1995, 8.3% of the all the yen loans in the

Japanese ODA system went to this sector, contributing to the devel-

opment of industry and economic stabilization of developing countries.

The predominance in yen loans in MAFF's sector shifted from project

loans to nonproject loans (for example, commodity loans) to improve

balance of payments and provide economic support. Two-step loans

have also increased (under a two-step loan, a loan is provided to a fi-

nancial institution in a developing country, which on-lends according

to the loan objectives). In fiscal year 1995, 136.9 billion JPY (1.4

billion USD) was provided as loans for 19 projects.

• Development cooperation projects — JICA provides these loans to

Japanese private companies (see description under JICA). In 1995, 2.1

billion JPY (22.3 million USD) went to projects in this sector.
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Multilateral cooperation

MAFF is responsible for providing funds or contributing to the capital of interna-

tional organizations, such as FAO and WFP, in agriculture, forestry, and fisheries.

MAFF's independent cooperation activities

MAFF's own ODA-budget envelope from the general account budget has in-

creasing steadily, from 6.5 billion JPY in fiscal year 1987 to 10.8 billion JPY

(99.2 million USD) in fiscal year 1996 (rates for 1987 were not available). MAFF

undertakes a wide range of activities with its ODA budget. Appendix A19

provides details of MAFF's use of its economic-assistance budget, with a

description of the activities. The list is too long to summarize here, but it provides

a comprehensive view of the range and scope of MAFF-funded activities in

Japanese ODA. Almost every MAFF bureau spends on economic-assistance

activities.

Main implementing organizations for cooperation in agriculture, forestry, and
fisheries

MAFF lists 18 main implementing organizations, including JICA, OECF, and

JEXIM (see the list in Appendix A20, which includes a summary description of

their respective activities). This is an example of the phenomenon, mentioned ear-

lier, of the use of public corporations and government-affiliated organizations to

implement economic-cooperation activities. JICA and OECF are included because

of MAFF's role in conducting the activities of these public corporations, as de-

scribed in the sections dealing with JICA and OECF. Note how the use of these

organizations greatly expands the capacity of the government to provide for coop-

eration in agriculture with developing countries beyond its own human resources.

MOC

MOC's International Affairs Division is within its Economic Affairs Bureau.

MOC's ODA-related activities include the following:

• Construction of training centres — The training centres are for

infrastructure-related projects (for example, training centres for road

and bridge construction, use of construction machinery, and disaster

prevention).
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• Acceptance of trainees — Trainees are accepted by MOC's own institu-

tions in affiliated semigovernmental organizations and local govern-

ments and in private consulting-construction firms.

• Dispatch of experts — MOC dispatches experts to developing countries.

As of March 1997, MOC deployed 122 long-term experts (13 of whom

were dispatched to international organizations).

• Development of guidelines — MOC develops guidelines for

construction-related economic and technical cooperation suitable for

developing countries' conditions.

• Seminars — MOC organizes seminars to transfer knowledge to de-

veloping countries.

• Studies of developing countries and policy seminars — MOC examines

the economic infrastructures (for example, roads) and development

plans of several developing countries each year. The information is

stored in a database to be used for project identification and formula-

tion. In addition, MOC holds seminars with local people responsible for

infrastructure development and helps them to develop relevant policies.

• Project finding and formulation — MOC conducts preliminary investi-

gations of construction plans for infrastructure-development projects

before JICA conducts feasibility studies of the projects. MOC also pro-

vides advice on ongoing projects.

• JICA surveys — MOC dispatches experts to join JICA study teams to

assist in project formulation, conduct preliminary studies, prepare mas-

ter plans, conduct feasibility studies, and devise the basic designs of

projects.

• Assistance in international infrastructure implementation — MOC

provides training for, and assistance with, construction for international

large-scale infrastructure projects that benefit several countries.
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Development of overseas construction technology — MOC develops

construction technology suitable for the environmental, social, and eco-

nomic conditions specific to a recipient country.

Project evaluation — MOC evaluates projects to help formulate future

ones.

Forums — MOC organizes international forums for exchange of infra-

structure- and construction-related information, such as the Ministers'

Forum on Infrastructure in Asia-Pacific Region and the International

Forum on Infrastructure.

International organizations — MOC participates in international organi-

zations, such as the United Nations, World Trade Organization, APEC,

and OECD.

Information exchange with high-level government officials from devel-

oping countries — MOC invites high-level government officials respon-

sible for social infrastructure in developing countries to Japan to discuss

modern technology in the construction, operation, and management of

infrastructure and development issues such as pollution.

Dispatch of MOC officers to Japanese embassies in other countries —

As of fiscal year 1997, MOC had sent 27 officers to 25 countries (MOC

1997).

Support for NGOs — MOC provides subsidies to NGOs to dispatch and

train public-works personnel.

Support for contributions of Japanese contractors to developing coun-

tries — MOC provides assistance to facilitate the voluntary contribu-

tions of Japanese contractors to developing countries (for example, to

build a reservoir). MOC provides assistance in collaboration with indus-

try organizations.
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The Ministry of Labour

The Ministry of Labour's (MOL's) activities in economic cooperation include the

following:

• Dispatch of experts — MOL dispatches labour-administration experts

to developing countries (for example, experts on vocational training, in-

dustrial safety and health). It sends its own experts and those of related

bodies to developing countries for project-type technical cooperation.

• Training — MOL conducts training programs to teach skills to young

people in developing countries and to train workers in developing coun-

tries to be future leaders and accepts people concerned with labour from

the Russian Federation for exchanges and studies to resolve employ-

ment problems in that country.

• Seminars — MOL holds annual seminars for administrators from de-

veloping countries on labour administration (for example, regarding

industrial relations, employment, vocational training, industrial safety

and health, women's issues, and labour statistics) and provides them

with individual training programs.

• Multilateral assistance — MOL is responsible for contributions to inter-

national labour organizations.

• Contributions to international organizations — MOL contributes

financially to the Asian and Pacific Skill Development Programme

(APSDEP) and holds seminars and workshops in Japan to help

APSDEP develop vocational and technical training in Asia and the

Pacific.

• Assignment of employees — MOL sends its employees to serve as la-

bour attaches in foreign countries or as staff members of international

organizations (for example, the International Labour Organization

[ILO], OECD).

• Studies — MOL conducts studies and publishes information on the la-

bour conditions and policies of foreign countries, and the Japanese gov-

ernment uses this information to formulate policies. MOL also studies
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the way people in foreign countries perceive Japan's labour conditions

and holds seminars and distributes information to foreigners to describe

these conditions.

Technical cooperation with the private sector — MOL conducts some

technical cooperation activities in cooperation with private companies,

the Japan Institute of Labour, Central Vocational Ability Development

Association, and the Japan ILO Association. MOL subsidizes part of the

expenses for seminars on industrial relations, workers' education, and

personnel and labour management held by Japanese employers' and

workers' organizations for leaders of similar organizations in developing

countries. MOL partially subsidizes management training at Japanese

industrial companies operating in Asian and Eastern European countries.

MOL also subsidizes part of the costs to train members of organizations

for labour-accident prevention from developing countries.

Through the Japan International Training Cooperation Organization,

MOL advises and provides assistance to enterprises that accept foreign

trainees in order to ensure that their training is proper and effective and

that the implementation of the Technical Intern Training Program is

effective.

MOHW

MOHW is active in international cooperation in health care, pharmaceuticals, pop-

ulation, family planning, water supplies, and waste management. MOHW's activi-
ties in economic cooperation include the following:

• Training — MOHW accepts participants from developing countries into

study programs in Japan, either through the Japan International Cor-

poration of Welfare Services (JICWELS) or in cooperation with MOFA

and JICA. In fiscal year 1994, MOHW received 770 trainees (MOHW

1998).

• Dispatch of experts — MOHW dispatches experts, either through

JICWELS or in cooperation with MOFA and JICA. In fiscal year 1994,

MOHW dispatched 289 experts (MOHW 1998).

• Multilateral assistance — MOHW is responsible for contributions to in-

ternational organizations working in this sector.
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• Support for the international disaster relief activities of NGOs —

MOHW provides information and personnel training to NGOs and pro-

vides information and liaison committees to enhance the ability of

NGOs to respond to natural disasters in developing countries. MOHW

cooperates with WHO to provide NGO training programs

MOE

MOE's development assistance activities include the following:

• Training — MOE, with the cooperation of national universities and

other institutions, accepts foreign trainees in fields such as medicine,

engineering, agriculture, and education. MOE accepted 569 foreign

trainees in fiscal year 1993 (MOE 1996).

• Dispatch of experts — MOE dispatches experts to developing countries

in the fields of medicine, engineering, agriculture, and education, with

the cooperation of national universities and other institutions. MOE

dispatched 685 experts in fiscal year 1993 (MOE 1996). MOE also con-

tributes to experts' training in public and private universities by sub-

sidizing programs of FASK), such as joint development assistance

lectures for postgraduate students and training of development assis-

tance personnel in the conduct of overseas surveys.

• Cooperation through international agencies — MOE cooperates in var-

ious UNESCO programs, such as educational programs for AIDS pre-

vention, the Programme for Assisting NGOs in Developing Literacy

Resource Centres for Girls and Women, and intergovernmental joint

surveys. MOE contributes financially to UNESCO's literacy education

programs and implements various programs of the Asian Cultural Cen-

tre for UNESCO. MOE participates in conferences and sponsors inter-

national symposia in Japan for education-related OECD programs. MOE

also participates in teacher-training and math-curriculum projects with

APEC. Japan is also a member of the International Center for the Study

of the Preservation and Restoration of Cultural Property and cooperates

in this organization's international research projects and its other

activities.
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Exchanges — MOE sends teachers and researchers overseas and brings

foreign teachers and researchers to Japan. MOE accepts foreign students

from developing countries and supports and subsidizes international ex-

change programs for upper secondary-school students. It brings foreign

scholars to Japan to lecture on education, science, and culture and to

meet with Japanese scholars. Japanese leaders in social education are

also sent overseas to discuss social education with foreign experts (for

example, to discuss adult education).

Women and youth — MOE subsidizes the women's international ex-

change activities of local governments and women's organizations and

the youth international exchange programs of other organizations (for

example, the National Council of Youth Organizations in Japan, the

Japan Foundation).

Japanese universities — These also play a role in Japan's ODA. Al-

though the majority of Japanese universities are public, the number of

private universities is growing. MOE holds decision-making authority

over public-sector universities' allocation of resources to ODA. Uni-

versities organize ODA study groups that make recommendations to the

government. They also provide experts to JICA projects and instruct

trainees from developing countries in Japan. Universities train Japanese

experts. Research on the training and reeducation of Japanese experts

to make them more effective is done at Saitama University, the Uni-

versity of Tokyo, Yokohama National University, Nagoya University,

Kobe University, and Hiroshima University. MOE established the Inter-

University Committee for Development Assistance to promote univer-

sities' independent international cooperation efforts.

MOPT

POSIVA is a particularly interesting initiative of MOPT to support the develop-

ment cooperation activities of NGOs. Under the POSIVA system, savings-account

holders in the post-office system can donate 20% of their interest to NGO's inter-

national cooperation activities. MOPT combines the donations and distributes them

to NGOs involved in overseas assistance projects, based on advice from MOFA

and the Japanese NGO Center for International Cooperation (JANIC), an umbrella

institution for citizen-led organizations involved in ODA. Annually, MOPT solicits

grant applications. Grants under POSIVA are used for such purposes as literacy
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programs, informal education, women's income-generation projects, construction

of wells, medical and health projects, and environmental programs. (See Chapter

5 for further details.) As of November 1997, 23 million depositors had joined

POSIVA, and in 1997 the system generated 8.5 million JPY for a total of about

135 million USD since its initiation in 1991 (MOPT 1997).

Government-affiliated organizations
As mentioned earlier, government-affiliated organizations are nonprofit organiza-

tions legally registered as public-interest corporations. Ms Shizawa, in her 1998

thesis, reported that to get legal incorporation, an organization must be supervised

by a sponsoring ministry, which usually requires that the mandate and activities

of the organization be congruent with its own. The organizations must have about

300 million JPY in capital and a large membership base, even though the appli-

cation of this rule may vary from ministry to ministry (Shizawa 1998). Some of

these organizations are established by the ministries in direct support of their ac-

tivities, including their ODA-related activities. Their number is difficult to esti-

mate, but they seem to appear in every sphere of activity, at least as far as ODA

is concerned. In many cases, retired government officials take up well-paying jobs

in these organizations, under the prevalent custom of amakudari (descent from

heaven) in the government of Japan. A number of these organizations were men-

tioned in the descriptions of the ODA activities of the various ministries in the
preceding section. This section will provide a more detailed description of some

of the organizations to provide examples to help in understanding the roles, re-

sponsibilities, and range of activities of the government-affiliated organizations

involved in ODA.

FASID

FASID was established in 1990 as an incorporated foundation with the status of

a public-interest corporation and is registered with MOFA and MOE. It engages

in several activities:

• Information services — FASID provides information about development

assistance to government agencies, aid-implementing organizations, and

universities. It also provides them with a database of specialists. FASID

has started to create a network of the databases of development assis-

tance agencies, research institutions, and international organizations

around the world.
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Training — FASID provides training on the theory, policy, and practice

of development assistance to Japanese development assistance profes-
sionals. Most of this training is financed from the ODA budget of

MOFA. FASID collaborates with Japanese universities to organize devel-

opment assistance courses. MOE subsidizes some of FASID's training

programs for development-assistance personnel in Japanese universities,

such as joint development assistance lectures for postgraduate students

and overseas survey training. FASID also provides short-term graduate-

school-level development assistance training seminars and courses for

government and private-sector aid personnel.

Research and education — FASID promotes development assistance

research and education in Japanese universities and research institutes

to strengthen human resources for development work. It also researches

international development to enable the Japanese government to en-

hance its economic-cooperation policies. FASID's research focuses on

Asian LDCs, particularly Asian transition economies.

FASID provides financial support to enable Japanese development

assistance researchers to study overseas and provides fellowships to

enable graduate students to conduct research in development studies.

FASID also dispatches teachers to foreign universities and research

institutions. It dispatches former JOCV members, students who want to

be development assistance researchers (mainly in the areas of develop-

ment management and planning), and others to overseas universities and
institutions.

International symposia on development aid — FASID hosts interna-

tional symposia in Japan for development-aid researchers and adminis-

trators from developed and developing countries and international aid

organizations.

The Keidanren Nature Conservation Fund — FASID contributes to the

Keidanren Nature Conservation Fund (KNCF), which supports nature-

conservation projects in developing countries and conducts relevant

training.
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IDRI

IDRI is an organization registered under FASID. This organization performs sev-

eral functions:

• Research and dissemination — FASED-IDRI researches current interna-

tional development issues and their future outcomes. The results are dis-

seminated to the public and government through forums and seminars

or published documents (for example, the annual Agenda for Interna-

tional Development).

• FASID Academy — FASID-EDRI organizes the FASID Academy,

which aims to strengthen the development leadership of practitioners

and scholars. The faculty comprises Japanese, FASID-IDRI, and foreign

researchers.

• Education — FASID—IDRI develops curricula and teaching materials

for Japanese graduate development schools. Topics include gender, cul-

ture and development, and development management.

JIGS

JICS is a government-affiliated organization established as a public-interest cor-

poration by MOFA. JICS works for MOFA and JICA to support implementation

of grant aid and technical cooperation. For grant aid, JICS performs preliminary

studies and follow-up surveys and supports project implementation, procurement,

and equipment aftercare. JICS undertakes market and equipment-pricing studies

to assist MOFA and JICA in negotiating better prices for equipment. JICS pre-

pares equipment specifications and purchases and delivers equipment. It also dis-

patches experts, on request from JICA and MOFA.

JICE

JICE is a nonprofit organization established to coordinate JICA's training in Ja-

pan; that is, JICE works with JICA to orient trainees in Japan when they arrive,

provide interpretation services, make travel arrangements, and coordinate training

with the Japanese ministries, regional bodies, private firms, universities, and other

organizations accepting trainees. JICE also contributes to ODA public relations

and holds symposia. JICE has 143 regular staff members, 128 technical staff
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members on contract, and 510 firms and organizations as supporting members

(DAC 1996).

AOTS

ACTS is a government-affiliated organization registered as a public-interest corpo-

ration under MITI. It was established in 1959 for the purpose of providing training

for employees of private companies in developing countries. It organizes private-

sector training in Japan and overseas, as well as providing subsidies to programs

administered through private-based technical cooperation. The training is organized

in cooperation with companies in Japan and developing countries and is funded

by MITI and leading Japanese companies. AOTS training programs are led by the

private sector, which has the main responsibility for planning, administering, and

paying for them, although the Japanese government subsidizes some of these pro-

grams. AOTS trained 4 882 people in fiscal year 1996 (JICA 1997).

AOTS provides training in areas such as business management and indus-

trial technology. Quality-control training is provided, and the trainees can visit

Japanese companies to witness the implementation of quality-control circles (in

which every employee is encouraged to make suggestions for improving the com-

pany's output). The companies also offer specialized technical training in different

locations in Japan after study tours for the trainees. Japanese host companies usu-

ally accept trainees from among employees in their overseas joint ventures and

plants (this is the main source of trainees). However, trainees may also come from

the host companies' customers, sales agents, and others.

AOTS offers correspondence courses in total quality control and workplace
improvement for companies that cannot afford to send trainees to Japan and sends

the required books and materials to the country's local AOTS alumni society. The

alumni society recruits participants, distributes materials, and corrects course work.

The alumni society uses the correspondence course fees to fund its own activities.
In addition, teachers are dispatched from Japan to facilitate the program.

AOTS has alumni societies in 60 cities and 40 countries (Saito 1998). They

are in continuous contact with AOTS, which supports their activities. The alumni

societies recruit candidates for AOTS scholarships and recommend trainees for

AOTS programs. More than 25% of trainees are invited on the recommendation

of AOTS alumni societies (Sato 1998).

The alumni societies often implement their own programs for human-

resource development in their home countries. For example, alumni societies have
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established training centres in their countries and financed and conducted training

activities at their own facilities (with guidance from ACTS). Alumni societies also

engage in domestic lecture tours, in which AOTS alumni with training in Japan

travel to different cities in their own country to share what they have learned. The

alumni societies may also facilitate the exchange of experiences among trainees

to help them adapt their new knowledge to their local situations.



CHAPTER 4

THE PRIVATE SECTOR

Chapter 2 mentioned the role of the private sector in Japanese ODA policy-

making and project identification, planning, and implementation. This chapter

looks at some of the firms and organizations that fulfill that role.

The trading companies
Japan's trading companies are often referred to as some of the world's most effi-

cient marketing channels. Known in Japanese as sogo shosha, they have been

playing a key role in Japan's extraordinary economic growth since World War II.

During the postwar period, they emerged as Japan's primary importers of food and

raw materials and were at the forefront of the export drive and the moderniza-

tion of Japan's extremely complex distribution system. They became organizer-

investors in huge natural-resource development projects abroad. Through a global

network for information gathering, sales and communication, they have expanded

their range of activities to include worldwide trading of commodities, capital, tech-

nology, managerial skills, and labour, as well as being leaders in packaging mega-

infrastructure projects. Japan's trading companies are among the most significant

phenomena of contemporary world trade and finance.

Their influence in Japan's economic cooperation is not surprising. Trading

companies are particularly well placed to identify and formulate projects. Their

network of offices and the size and range of their activities overseas provide them

with access to information and to government officials, as well as giving them the

capacity to use their operations in a country as leverage in developing projects.

They are also well known for their ability to put together project-financing pack-

ages combining ODA with private-sector financing. At a series of seminars orga-

nized by the Canadian and Japanese governments in December 1995, on How to

Access Japanese ODA by the Canadian Private Sector, various representatives of

Japanese trading companies explained that their projects are not necessarily tar-

geted to the use of Japanese ODA exclusively; rather, when putting together a fi-

nancing package for a project, a company will work with the recipient to identify

and formulate a project and determine which components should receive Japanese

ODA; which should receive financing from JEXIM, the World Bank, or a regional
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development bank; and which should receive private-sector financing. This is

especially true of the megainfrastructure projects. This means that the trading

companies can play an important role in providing FDI to a recipient country, as

well as having an influence in Japan in gaining support for their projects. The

trading companies not only benefit developing countries with financing and FDI

but also help to identify and formulate projects for Japanese ODA. This may be

one explanation for the major allocation of funds to infrastructure projects in the

Japanese ODA program.

At the 1995 seminars, representatives of the trading companies indicated

that in preparing the project-financing packages, they also prepare bid submis-

sions, using their global network to identify potential partners and subcontractor

suppliers. They indicated that this process started at the same time as the financing

package was put together, quite some time before the various components make

their way through official channels in a request for ODA. How the aid remains

untied in this process is unclear.

Private-sector organizations
Public-interest corporations include foundations and associations established by

corporations or groups of corporations. To get legal status as a public-interest

corporation and receive tax-deductible donations, these private-sector organizations

have to register under the sponsorship of a ministry. As such, they provide an
additional link between the government and the private sector. Such associations

as Keidanren thus play an important role in shaping ODA policies and the

structure of the ODA system. Keidanren's Standing Committee on Economic

Cooperation is engaged in regular dialogue with the government, and the policy

papers of the Standing Committee often lead Japan to adopt changes in the ODA

system. Others, such as ECFA and the Japan Consulting Institute (the main

association of production plant exporters), can mount project-finding missions,

with the sponsorship of MTTL Private-sector organizations engage in government-

sponsored policy research through their participation in various councils and study

teams, which provide guidance on development issues. Some of these are financed

by JICA or OECF. Foundations set up by private-sector companies, such as the

Sasakawa and Toyota foundations, are actively supporting development coopera-

tion overseas, as well as promoting it in Japan.

Technical cooperation initiated by the private sector is arranged between

the private sectors of Japan and the recipient country. It includes the dispatch of

experts and the provision of training in Japan and overseas, with subsidies from

the Japanese government ODA budget. For example, as described earlier, the
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private sector initiates, plans, and implements training for private-company em-

ployees in developing countries through the government-affiliated AOTS, with

subsidies from MITI. Likewise, MITI and the private sector work together to dis-

patch experts on request from companies in developing countries through the

government-affiliated JODC. Trade associations, such as the Overseas Construc-

tion Association of Japan, which is licenced by MOC, or the Japan Railway Tech-

nical Service Association, under MOT, supply personnel as staff to JICA and

OECF, as well as experts for JICA's technical cooperation activities in developing

countries. The Overseas Vocational Training Cooperation Center, associated with

MOL, assists overseas vocational-training activities conducted by private enter-

prises. The center assists with the development of vocational-training instructors

to train local workers, guides and advises Japanese instructors overseas, provides

information to, and advises, enterprises conducting training, and develops overseas

vocational-training materials.

A number of technical cooperation activities are undertaken with JICA. For

example, in a program that began in 1987, ship, steel, and machinery builders are

dispatched to government-related organizations and public enterprises in develop-

ing countries to give technical instruction, jointly with JICA and the Employment

Promotion Corporation. JICA works with economic groups, labour groups, and

private enterprises to ensure that volunteers can return to their jobs after volun-

teering overseas, and partially compensates employers for personnel and indirect

expenses resulting from the employee's absence. Many private companies also

have arrangements to enable employees to participate in JOCV activities without

losing job status. Experts from the private sector accounted for 36% of all experts

dispatched by JICA to developing countries in 1995 (JICA 1996).

Japanese enterprises instruct trainees from developing countries in Japan

under JICA's training program. In fiscal year 1995, of the 419 group-training and

specially offered training courses provided by JICA, 154 were implemented by

nonprofit corporations; and 22, by private enterprises (JICA 1996).

Keidanren or other trade associations sponsor project-finding missions led

by Japanese business leaders to discuss a number of large-scale preliminary

project proposals with local officials and politicians. The objective of these mis-

sions is to reach high-level informal agreement about the choice of large aid pro-

jects to implement. Business delegations also visit developing countries to discuss

preliminary large-scale project proposals with local officials and politicians, again

to reach an informal agreement about which aid projects to implement. The recipi-

ent country can then present proposals for these projects to Japan through official

channels.
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Consulting firms and trade associations will often finance preliminary

project-design studies for the recipient government or be contracted by JICA to

undertake development studies. Currently, 574 firms are registered with JICA, and

about 20 of these firms receive around 70% of the contracts; 14 of these 20 firms

are members of ECFA. A total of 320 development studies were conducted in fis-

cal year 1996, with the following sectoral distribution: manufacturing and mining,

26.9%; agriculture, forestry, and fisheries, 19.4%; transportation, 16.9%; public-

works projects, 13.4%; construction, 9.1%; telecommunications, 1.3%; and other

sectors, 13.1% (MOFA 1997c). Reports of the development studies are submitted

to recipient countries to be used for policy development and planning. According

to the Japanese firms at the 1995 seminars, if the recipient country wishes to apply

to Japan for financing for implementation, a firm's participation in the develop-

ment study does not disqualify it from participating in the implementation of a

project.

Success is not achieved in all cases, nor are all Japanese ODA projects de-

veloped by the private sector. Many projects, especially under JICA, do not in-

volve the private sector in their implementation, and many JICA projects are not

part of the design of major infrastructure projects initiated by the private sector.

It would be impossible to describe all the private-sector organizations in-

volved in Japan's economic-cooperation activities. We selected a few as examples

to encourage readers to seek information about other associations or organizations

and their activities in their areas of interest.

Keidanren

Keidanren (Japan Federation of Economic Organizations) is the most important

of the cross-sectoral trade associations; it is Japan's most influential business

organization. Keidanren is a private, nonprofit economic organization that rep-

resents virtually all branches of economic activity in Japan. As of 1 July 1998,

Keidanren's membership comprised 1011 corporations and 121 associations

(JFEO 1998b). The corporate members are leading Japanese enterprises, along

with 52 foreign companies operating in Japan. Association members include trade

associations and regional economic organizations. (See Appendix A21 for an orga-

nizational structure of Keidanren.)

Keidanren has close contact with both the public and private sectors in

Japan and abroad. Its members discuss and reach consensual solutions to problems

facing industry and commerce. They give suggestions to the government and other

influential bodies. Keidanren also has a Standing Committee on Economic Cooper-

ation. Along with the Third Provisional Administrative Reform Council and the
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Keizai Doyukai (the Environmental Committee of the Japan Association of Cor-

porate Executives), Keidanren has expressed its desire for more transparency and

regularity in ODA decision-making. The private sector is also becoming more

competitive and requires little protection or guidance from the Japanese govern-

ment; however, the private sector will not push for too much reform of the ODA

system because it fears losing its influence on ODA policy-making or ODA sup-

port for its trade and FDI activities. Keidanren's activities include the following:

• Japan International Development Organization, Ltd — The Japan Inter-

national Development Organization, Ltd (JAIDO) combines OECF and

private funds to assist private Japanese companies in joint ventures with

developing-country enterprises, encourages Japanese export industries,

and promotes foreign-currency-generating projects in developing coun-

tries. OECF has a one-third equity in the company. JAIDO has provided

assistance for projects in Africa, Central and South America, Asia, and

Eastern Europe.

• Japan International Training Organization — The Japanese government

and Keidanren established this organization to train foreign workers in

Japanese companies.

• KNCF — KNCF collects donations from individuals and corporations

to finance environmental-protection projects led by NGOs based in

Japan or abroad. In fiscal year 1996, KNCF gave 132 million JPY (1.2

million USD) to 38 projects (MOFA 1996c).

• The One-Percent Club — The One-Percent Club comprises companies

and individuals contributing 1% of their profits or incomes to social

causes each year.

• Council for Better Corporate Citizenship — Keidanren established the

Council for Better Corporate Citizenship. It has 348 member companies

and assists the efforts of Japanese companies with overseas operations

to contribute to local communities.

• Ditchley International Conference — Keidanren sends Japanese partici-

pants to the international conferences organized by the Ditchley Foun-

dation of Great Britain.
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• FASID — Keidanren supports FASID (see the description of FASID in

Chapter 3).

ECFA

ECFA is a public-interest corporation operating under the sponsorship of MITI

and MOC to promote the overseas activities of Japanese consulting firms. Its

members come from leading consulting firms; currently, ECFA has 50 regular

members, 22 associate members, 35 supporting members, and 2 affiliate members

(ECFA 1998). (See Appendix A22 for an organizational chart of ECFA.)

The ECFA (1998) provided the following data on the projects (on a mone-

tary base) it undertook in fiscal year 1996:

• 66% of the projects were undertaken in Asia; 13%, in Africa; 8%, in

Latin America; 7%, in Europe, America, the Commonwealth of Inde-

pendent States, and various countries; 4%, in the Middle East; and 2%,

in others (including international organizations, World Bank-affiliated

banks, and regional development banks);

• 30% of the projects were in transportation; 15%, in water resources;

13%, in agriculture, forestry, and fisheries; 12%, in energy and elec-

tricity; 9%, in the environment; 5%, in regional and urban development;
4%, in telecommunications and broadcasting; 4%, in constructions and

housing; 2%, in mining; 2%, in industry; and 2%, in others; and

• 53% of the projects were undertaken for governments of developing

countries; in most cases, these projects were financed through OECF

loans: 34% are for JICA; 6%, for private entities (other than Japanese

enterprises); 2%, for private enterprises (Japanese enterprise groups);

and 5%, for others (including the IFIs and various international organi-

zations, mainly those affiliated with the United Nations).

ECFA hires development consultants to conduct master-plan surveys, field

surveys, and feasibility studies, prepare design specifications for materials and

project construction, advise on the selection of construction companies and sup-

plies, supervise construction and operation of the completed project (engineering

companies also supply machinery), and provide educational training (for example,

on-site training and project-operation training for those who would take over the

operation of the project). ECFA also dispatches teams to find projects in
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developing countries, trains developing-country consultants, and collects and

provides information on developing countries, international organizations, and

foreign consultants. In addition, ECFA holds seminars and training courses, and

the ECFA School of Excellence teaches experts about international development.

ECFA promotes exchanges of foreign consultants to develop consulting

experience.

Japan Development Institute

The Japan Development Institute (JDI) is a nonprofit, private research institute

within ECFA. JDI works with experts from ECFA member firms and international

organizations (for example, UNDP, ADB, Japanese government agencies, private

firms, and NGOs). JDI has research teams for development policy and strategy,

integrated regional development, environment and development, social develop-

ment, and ODA.

DEVELOPMENT POLICY AND STRATEGY — With help from local people, JDI formu-

lates development policies and strategies tailored to a specific developing country

in such areas as the transition to a market economy, the private government-owned

companies, encouragement of small and medium-sized businesses, promotion of

exports, and planning the location of industries.

INTEGRATED REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT — JDI research on integrated regional develop-

ment involves working with the government of a recipient country to create com-

prehensive long-term development plans and propose ODA programs to help in

implementing the plans. JDI organizes consultants from the ECFA firms. This type

of approach is particularly targeted at newly emerging regions, such as ASEAN

countries, Central Asia, and Indochina.

ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT — JDI surveys environmental problems in devel-

oping countries, proposes solutions, and helps write Japan's guidelines for envi-

ronmental considerations on aid projects (such as for JICA-funded projects). For

example, MITI commissioned a JDI study on industrial-pollution problems in

Malaysia and Thailand.

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT — JDI's research on social development helps in developing

government-policy guidelines that take into account local inhabitants, gender, and

the effects of a project on local people.
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ODA-RELATED RESEARCH — JDI studies the implementation of ODA and training

development personnel to propose improvements. To this end, it studies other

donor countries and international organizations.

ECFA's FUND FOR BASIC PROJECT STUDY — ECFA's Fund for Basic Project Study

enables JDI to study new fields and regions for consulting services.

Japan Federation of Surveyors

The Japan Federation of Surveyors (JFS) was founded in 1987, and it comprises

10 associations. JFS provides a forum for its members to exchange information

on surveying and mapping technology and other matters of interest. Its members

include the following:

• Infrastructure Development Institute-Japan — Before April 1994, the

Infrastructure Development Institute-Japan (DJDJ) was called the In-

ternational Engineering Consultants Association. JICA enlists DIDJ to

operate and manage mapping projects, as part of Japan's technical

cooperation.

• Japan Construction Training Centre — The Japan Construction Train-

ing Centre (JCTC) studies training and construction technology and

publishes training manuals, periodicals, and other publications. JCTC

also provides courses of training and lectures and manages the Sapporo

College of Science and Technology. JCTC dispatches Japanese con-

struction trainees abroad and receives trainees from developing coun-

tries through JICA and other government bodies.

• Japan Confederation of Survey and Design Enterprise Association —

This is a national organization, with member associations of the same

name in each prefecture.

• Survey Education Centre — The Survey Education Centre provides lec-

tures on surveying technology for teachers at survey colleges. It also

dispatches two members to developing countries for surveying and map-

ping through JICA, as part of Japan's technical cooperation.
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• Japan Hydrographic Association — This association supports JICA

technical cooperation pertaining to hydrographic training (for example,

by providing training courses).

• Japanese Association of Surveyors — This association was founded

1951. It has reviewed JICA's rules for overseas surveys with the Geo-

graphical Survey Institute (GSI) and updated them to incorporate new

techniques. It also publishes a magazine for its members.

• Japan Map Centre — The Japan Map Centre conducts research in map-

ping and holds seminars for GSI.

• Japanese Association of Precise Survey and Applied Technology —

This association was founded in 1980 and comprises 133 survey and

mapping companies. It studies surveying technology, holds study meet-

ings, performs research, and trains survey engineers.

International Development Centre of Japan

The International Development Center of Japan (IDCJ) is a private, nonprofit in-

stitution that encourages Japanese official development cooperation and cooper-

ates with JICA and domestic and international aid organizations. According to the

IDCJ 1996 report, its expenditures for the year totaled 4.86 million USD (IDCJ

1996). It finances itself through membership fees from 124 corporate members and

the public and through the contract work it carries out for JICA. IDCJ engages in

the following activities:

• Training — IDCJ provides training courses and education in de-

velopment planning for developing-country officials and Japanese

development personnel. In addition, it trains scholars from Asia and

developing countries.

• Policy consulting — IDCJ focuses mostly on regional development and

planning. It performs macroeconomic and sectoral studies, development

planning, prefeasibility studies, and ex post facto project evaluation on

behalf of Japanese or developing-country governments.

• Research — IDCJ researches development planning and formulates

frameworks for development strategy. It conducts international research
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exchanges with development-research institutions in developing coun-

tries. It collaborates with Asian scholars and institutions.

• Conferences — IDCJ hosts international conferences and symposia on

development and cooperation

Corporate philanthropy

Toyota Foundation
The Toyota Foundation is a private, nonprofit organization established in 1974

with an endowment from the Toyota Motor Corporation. Its total endowment is

about 21.4 billion JPY (roughly 165 million USD) (Toyota Foundation 1998c). It

is modeled after the Ford and Rockefeller foundations. The Toyota Foundation has

a charter from the Prime Minister's Office and its Board of Directors acts inde-

pendently of the corporate policies of the Toyota Motor Corporation. (See Appen-

dix A23 for an organizational chart of the Toyota Foundation.) Applications for

grants are reviewed by a selection committee, and the grants must be approved by

the Board of Directors. The Toyota Foundation awarded 263 grants worth 439

million JPY (3.6 million USD) in 1997, based on approvals by the Board of

Directors (Toyota Foundation 1998a). The foundation has several activities:

• Research Grant Program — This program awards grants for individual
and international joint research projects, focusing on the following

areas:

Mutual understanding and coexistence of diverse cultures;

Proposals for a new social system (building a civil society);

The global environment and the potential for human survival; and

Science and technology in the age of civil society.

In fiscal year 1997, 200.4 million JPY (1.7 million USD) was awarded

for 67 grants under the Research Grant Program (Toyota Foundation

1998c).

• Grant Program for Citizen Activities — The Grant Program for Citizen

Activities (GPCA) awards grants for projects in Japan to document
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grass-roots citizen activities, to publish the results of such research, and

exchange information among groups engaged in citizen activities. In

fiscal year 1997, 20 million JPY was awarded for 13 projects under the

GPCA (Toyota Foundation 1998b). GPCA also conducts a research con-

test for joint projects of community residents and experts studying the

environment in Japan. In 1994, 22 million JPY was awarded for 6 pro-

jects for this contest, but no new grants were awarded in 1995, 1996,

or 1997 (Toyota Foundation 1998a).

Southeast Asia programs — The Toyota Foundation works through a

number of programs in Southeast Asia:

International Grant Program — This program awards grants,

mainly for research projects conducted by indigenous researchers

in Southeast Asian countries to preserve indigenous cultures. In

1997, the program awarded 59 grants worth altogether about 66.7

million JPY (Toyota Foundation 1998a).

Southeast Asian Studies Regional Exchange Program — This

program encourages international joint projects to nurture Southeast

Asian studies in the social sciences and humanities. In 1997, the

program awarded 28 grants worth altogether about 35.3 million

JPY (Toyota Foundation 1998a).

Incentive Grants for Young Indonesian Researchers Program —

This program provides grants to Indonesian researchers to conduct

research in the social sciences. In 1997, the program awarded 59

grants worth altogether about 12.2 million JPY (Toyota Foundation

1998a).

Know Our Neighbours Translation-Publication Program — The

Translation-Publication Program in Japan provides grants to Japa-

nese publishers to translate, edit, and publish literary works and

works by indigenous authors on the culture, society, and history of

South and Southeast Asian countries into Japanese. In 1997, the

program awarded six such grants, worth altogether 15.3 million

JPY (Toyota Foundation 1998a). The Translation-Publication Pro-

gram in Other Asian Countries provides grants to produce and
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publish translations of works of Southeast Asian countries and

Japan in the languages of South and Southeast Asia. In 1997, this

program awarded 14 such grants, worth altogether about 12.3

million JPY. Usually, scholars in the recipient countries select

books for translation, and local or international experts translate

them.

The Sasakawa Peace Foundation

The Sasakawa Heiwa Zaidan (the Sasakawa Peace Foundation [SPF]) was es-

tablished by the owner of a motorboat-racing club in 1986 and has the legal status

of a public-interest corporation. It uses the profits from motorboat racing to sup-

port projects in the humanities and social sciences, welfare, culture, and education,

and international activities. According to the DAC report on governments and

NGOs, "SPF had in 1990, assets of almost yen 43.5 billion (US$ 293 million) and

expenditures of more than yen 4.4 billion" (OECD 1993, p. 182). SPF has es-

tablished various funds. For example, in 1992, it established the Sasakawa South-

east Asia Cooperation Fund (SSACF), which is primarily directed to addressing

the development issues of Cambodia, Laos, and Viet Nam. SSACF provides grants

to NGOs and other implementing agencies for various kinds of development

projects and organizes its own projects, such as conferences, seminars, and ex-

changes of people (SPF 1993).

The Sumitomo Foundation
The Sumitomo Foundation is an incorporated foundation established by the

Sumitomo Corporation. Its activities include

• Subsidizing basic scientific research, including environmental research;

• Acting as a member of the One-Percent Club, donating 600 million JPY

(Sumitomo Corporation 1997); and

• Conducting training (the Sumitomo Foundation trains people from for-

eign countries); in 1992, it ran 27 programs for 361 trainees (Sumitomo

Corporation 1997).
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Matsushita Electric Industrial

The activities of the Matsushita Electric Industrial (MEI) include the following:

• The Japan Prize — The annual Japan Prize goes to scientists whose

creative achievements have contributed to the advancement of science.

• The Matsushita Professorship — This fund subsidizes university re-

search and makes other contributions to local communities where MEI

operates.

• Material donations to developing countries — MEI donated air con-

ditioners to a Cambodian hospital that was established by an NGO and

Japanese private-sector donations to provide free medical care.

• Human-resource development — MEI contributes to human-resource

development in Indonesia, Malaysia, Peru, Taiwan, Tanzania, and

Thailand.

• Japan-Malaysia Friendship Afforestation — MEI supported a joint

project involving 11 Japanese corporations for the afforestation of land

in Malaysia. MEI will create and donate a 30-ha artificial forest to the

local community.

• Water supply — When local wells dry up, MEI supplies water to the

Nepalese village of Tada, the location of one of MEI's factories.

• Schools in Thailand — MEI provides funding for school buildings in

Thailand. Since 1992 MEI has funded the construction of six school

buildings in Thailand annually.

• The Matsushita International Foundation — This foundation grants

scholarships to overseas students attending the International University

of Japan, subsidizes researchers' and doctoral students' research in the

arts and social sciences (about 70 each year), and supports international

exchange and international cooperation programs (for example, the con-

struction of schools in Peru). The foundation has an endowment of 3.5

billion JPY (MEI 1999).
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Nippon Electric Company Ltd

Nippon Electric Company Ltd (NEC) provides financial support to volunteer

groups and recovery aid for fanning villages in Cambodia and other countries. The

money is raised by NEC's employees, who collect used postcards, stamps, and

prepaid telephone cards. NEC provided financial and technical support for a study

of an endangered crane species that migrates from Mongolia to India.

Mitsubishi

The leading members of the Mitsubishi group are Mitsubishi Heavy Industries,

Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi, and Mitsubishi Corporation. Mitsubishi's activities

include the following:

• Environmental Affairs Department — This department coordinates the

group's environmental activities. It is involved in projects for ex-

perimental tropical-rain-forest regeneration. For example, the company

works with local agricultural universities and Japanese professors to

plant seedlings in Brazil, Chile, and Malaysia. Other activities include

providing support to Katalysis, an American NGO, to provide

community-banking programs to improve the standard of living of

Central American women, as well as research on the sustainable man-

agement of the Amazon rain forests.

• Environmental groups — Mitsubishi Corporation collaborates with

economic groups, government organizations, and NGOs on environ-

mental issues. One of its executives chairs the Keizai Doyukai. The

company also supports KNCF and the World Wildlife Fund-Japan.

• Scholarships — Mitsubishi grants scholarships to overseas students

studying at Tokyo universities.

Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation

Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation (NTT) encourages its employees to

participate in JOCV. It recruits members through regular newsletters, guarantees

people will have their jobs on their return and provides a 2-year paid vacation for

volunteers. NTT sent about 422 of its employees as JOCV telecommunications

experts to 36 countries by the end of 1996 (NTT 1998). NTT also participates in
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international exchanges, and NTT employees contribute to UNICEF, the Japan

Foster Plan Foundation, and the Social Welfare Conference.

Dai-lchi Kangyo Bank

Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank (DKB) undertakes several philanthropic activities, including

the following:

• Earthquake aid — DKB provides low-interest loans for reconstruction

and relief supplies. Its employees donate relief money and collect do-

nations for the Japanese Red Cross Society and the Central Community

Chest of Japan through a special bank account. In response to one

earthquake, DKB organized the publication of a book about earthquake-

safety procedures and donated it to public institutions.

• Donations — DKB employees donate money to organizations that fi-

nance activities in developing countries, such as health-care programs

and blood collection. DKB also created a savings account from which

part of the interest is donated to the World Wide Fund for Nature-

Japan.

Sanwa Bank

Sanwa Bank has offices in 31 countries and contributes to the welfare of the local

people in those countries in several ways:

• Sanwa Midori Fund — The purpose of this fund is to provide education

and promote awareness of the environment in universities. It collab-

orates with Japanese universities (for example, Sophia University,

Doshisha University) to sponsor courses on ecological issues.

• Environmental forums — In 1996, the Sanwa Bank organized a forum

entitled Land, Cities, and Forests: a 21st Century Perspective.

• Earthquake relief— In 1996, Sanwa Bank donated 10 million JPY for

relief after an earthquake in China (Sanwa Bank 1996).

• Sanwa Bank Foundation — The Sanwa Bank Foundation promotes

cultural exchange and mutual understanding between Japan and other

countries. It provides scholarships to overseas schools and grants to
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researchers overseas and participates in international exchanges. The

Sanwa Bank Foundation focuses on assisting students at Asian

universities.

Fujitsu Ltd

Fujitsu Ltd undertakes philanthropic activities through the Foundation for Inter-

national Information Processing Education (FINIPED):

• Assistance to FINIPED — FINIPED has a 240 million JPY endowment

and is supported by 165 members from the private sector, including

Fujitsu Ltd (Fujitsu 1998). FINIPED has the following activities:

Sponsors courses at MIT, Tokyo University, and Keio University;

Supports human-resource development in information processing (it

provides financial support for information-processing engineers);

Subsidizes trainees and researchers;

Gives lectures and issues publications from other organizations; and

Develops projects to enhance international exchange.

As of March 1996, the cumulative subsidy recipients were 781 Japanese

people and 469 foreigners (from China, India, Korea, the Philippines,

Taiwan, the United States, and others) (Fujitsu 1998).

• International exchanges — Fujitsu's Overseas Training Centre instructs

trainees from developing countries, and its Cross-Culture Centre is a

training institute with accommodations for overseas trainees. Fujitsu

also sponsors the international exchange activities of Keidanren, and the

Fujitsu Library donates books to overseas Japanese research organiza-

tions through the Foundation for Assistance of Information Research.

Fujitsu encourages its employees to advise developing-country person-

nel overseas by providing temporary retirement (maximum of 3 years)

for those volunteering for JOCV.
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AEON Group Environment Foundation

The AEON Group Environmental Foundation is an incorporated foundation that

subsidizes organizations or individuals whose activities contribute to environmen-

tal preservation. Overseas candidates must be recommended by a Japanese person

or organization.
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CHAPTER 5

AID THROUGH NONGOVERNMENTAL
ORGANIZATIONS

Citizen-led NGOs
NGOs are categorized as citizen-led nonprofit organizations under Japanese

regulations. Some have legal status as public-interest corporations; the others,

without legal status, are known as minashi hojin (that is, informal organizations).

According to Shizawa (1998, pp. 68-69), "the Japanese NGO Center for

International Cooperation (JANIC) estimates that in 1996, there were nearly 400

citizen-led organizations in development cooperation. Only about 10% of them

have legal status." "Most of them are small: on average, these organizations count

on two or three paid staff, three to five volunteers, a membership of about 300

and an annual budget of 10 to 20 million yen," and "most focus on specific

issues" (Shizawa 1998, p. 67). The reasons why so few have legal status include

the following:

• To get legal incorporation, the organization must have approval from

a government ministry that recognizes the applicant as a nonprofit,

public-interest organization;

• After gaining legal status, an organization's administration must be

supervised by the sponsoring ministry; in addition, incorporated foun-

dations require large capital (about 300 million JPY), and incorporated

associations require a large membership base, although there are no

rules applied uniformly across the various ministries. The OECD 1993

report on NGOs mentioned that "approval depends to a large extent

upon the level of congruence between the applying organisation and the

ministry under which its seeks approval" (OECD 1993, p. 186);

NB: With the kind permission of Ms Michiko Shizawa, this chapter uses a lot of
material from her master's degree thesis, "Japanese Official Development Assistance: The Role of
Non-Governmental Organizations," Norman Paterson School of International Affairs, Carleton
University, Ottawa, Canada, 1998.
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• The application and approval procedures are complicated, opaque, and

time-consuming; and

• Some citizen-led NGOs are reluctant to allow supervisory ministries to

interfere in their management.

Consequently, many citizen-led NGOs cannot, or do not try, to seek legal status.

However, the situation may change with the new legislation for citizen-led NGOs

passed by the Japanese lower parliament in March 1998. Without legal status, it

is difficult for an NGO to enter into legal contracts, hold and manage assets,

obtain contracts with government agencies for the provision of technical co-

operation, enjoy tax-deduction privileges (through which income from profitable

activities is taxed at a lower rate), and generally to have creditability. The OECD

report summarizes the situation in indicating that the lack of legal status for NGOs

"means that they live in an almost twilight world, with few tools at their disposal

for permanent institutionalisation or serious professionalism" (OECD 1993, p.

186). Another disadvantage is connected with charitable contributions. Private

companies can receive tax deductions for their donations to organizations with

legal status. But donations from individuals are tax deductible only when given

to an organization with a special-interest-promoting juridical status, a much harder

legal status to obtain. This taxation system discourages donations and is one of the

reasons for the weak financial base of NGOs.

Citizen-led NGOs are generally a relatively recent phenomenon in Japan.

Ms Shizawa cited a JANIC 1996 study of 247 NGOs, which indicated that about

70% had less than 10 years experience (JANIC 1996, cited in Shizawa 1998).

Apart from a few citizen-led NGOs that have undertaken development cooperation

since the 1960s and early 1970s, such as the Organization for Industrial, Spiritual

and Cultural Advancement International (OISCA), Shapla Neer, and the Pacific-

Asia Resource Center, the emergence of citizen's groups involved in ODA really

started with the huge refugee flow from Indochina in 1979 and efforts to provide

emergency relief and refugee assistance. Whereas in other countries, NGOs are

regarded as a third sector outside the private and public sectors, in Japan the term

third sector is used to refer to corporations set up by the central or local govern-

ment and private firms for the purpose of assisting in their activities. Historically,

the iron triangle of politicians, bureaucrats, and corporate elite ruled over all the

spheres of society, looking after all the needs of the citizens and allowing limited

scope for the emergence of citizen-led NGOs. As evident from the rules and reg-

ulations for obtaining legal status, the activities of the citizen-led NGOs were
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brought under the surveillance and control of the government. This relative mar-

ginalization of these organizations in civil society, which continues to this day,

helps to explain their lack of influence on aid-policy formulation and ODA

implementation.

The activities of citizen-led NGOs in development
In Japan, the emergence of citizen-led NGOs in ODA really started with the

Indochina refugee crisis. The focus then was on the delivery of food, medicine,

and medical care in developing countries. More recently, with the realization that

structural problems underlie poverty and the plight of refugees, the citizen-led

NGOs have started to expand their agendas from short-term relief to a more long-

term commitment to cooperation in the development and self-reliance of people

in developing countries. Some citizen-led NGOs have started to work more closely

with citizen-led groups in developing countries since the 1990s; advocacy and

development education have also been added to the NGOs' agendas.

From a survey of citizen-led NGOs working in developing countries,

JANIC (1996, cited in Shizawa 1998) found that the most recently adopted main

roles are provision of project delivery, for 390 NGOs; development education, for

112; emergency assistance, for 64; and fair trade, for 15. They are predominantly

in Asia, whereas their presence in Africa is more emergency-assistance related.

Their sectors of activity are education, for 152 NGOs; medical care, for 115; chil-

dren, for 103; environmental conservation, for 88; women, for 82; rural develop-

ment, for 80; and vocational training, for 80. Medical care and education are the

most popular, whereas support for WID issues is far weaker.

Generally, the citizen-led NGOs involved in ODA lack the financial-

resource base to keep and develop professional staff and become strong orga-

nizations capable of managing substantial budgets. The inherent weakness of the

citizen-led movement, linked to the impact of their lack of legal status, limits the

growth and scope of their activities in developing countries. Western donor agen-

cies have turned to NGOs because they appear to meet the new demands of devel-

opment assistance with cost-efficiency, a people-centred approach, and public

support from their supporters. The supporters of NGOs can in some countries

exercise considerable political power in favour of their NGOs' development ac-

tivities. Given the recent emergence of citizen-led NGOs in Japan, as well as in

ODA activities, and their generally limited experience and capacities, it is hardly

surprising to see the Japanese government enlisting the collaboration of NGOs in

Japan's ODA.
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Government policies on NGOs in development
In recent years, MOFA, along with a few other ministries, has started promoting

collaboration with NGOs. As this change did not result from the track record of

Japanese NGOs in development, one has to look elsewhere for the reason for min-

istries adopting this approach. It could be argued that the Japanese government's

recent interest in collaborating with NGOs probably stems more from factors

external to the Japanese movement than from its own innate capacity to play a

role in improving the effectiveness of aid delivery.

The interest of the government coincides with growing support for NGO

activities among multilateral and bilateral donors. Development assistance has

moved into issues that require the participation of civil society, as the focus at the

end of this century is on achieving greatly reduced levels of poverty in the next

century and the recognition is growing that environmental issues stem as much

from poverty as from rapid industrialization. Donors have increasingly come to

recognize the important role that NGOs can play in collaboration with the public

sector in addressing these issues. As Japan's ODA policies have shifted to placing

greater emphasis on these issues, greater collaboration with NGOs would enable

Japan to increase its capacity and the effectiveness of its aid. In addition, Japan

can also see and judge the development activities of NGOs from other countries

and the potential that NGOs have to increase the impact of Japan's own activities.

Although MOFA recognizes the value of the contribution that NGOs can
generally make to the development process and recognizes that they have slowly

become stronger over the years, it still sees weaknesses in the Japanese citizen-led

NGO movement. The ministry's hope for collaboration with citizen-led NGOs is

mixed with concerns about their present weaknesses. MOFA's statement (MOFA

1995) of its reasons for collaborating with NGOs on ODA reflects this

ambivalence, as well as giving several interesting reasons for working with them:

• Development cooperation activities of NGOs have played an important

role in extending participatory economic cooperation, or "visible Jap-

anese aid," because they can provide specific and personalized attention,

albeit to a limited extent, to inhabitants of developing countries.

Moreover, their activities complement ODA projects aimed at the con-

struction and development of large-scale economic and social infrastruc-

tures or medical and educational facilities, intended for the benefit of

the general population of a recipient country. People in the recipient

countries recognize both government ODA and the assistance of NGOs

as aid from the Japanese people. As well, the role performed by NGOs
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is arousing a highly valuable sense of appreciation of Japan's aid

among the Japanese people and the international community.

• It is important for the government, being in a position to undertake

large-scale assistance on a long-term basis, to cultivate good working

relationships with NGOs, which are in a position to quickly provide

personalized and responsible assistance direct to the citizens of local

communities. This applies not merely in cases of emergency but also

in implementing long-term development assistance projects. The gov-

ernment will try to strengthen its cooperation with NGOs and its as-

sistance to them in the coming years (MOFA 1996b).

Government support for NGOs in development
It is necessary to clarify that the government's use of the term NGO in reference

to NGOs in ODA is ambiguous; its meaning depends on the context. This was

explained in the OECD 1993 report on NGOs (OECD 1993). When MOFA reports

on funding for NGO activities, for instance, the OECD report points out that the

figures under the DAC category of "contributions to NGOs in ODA" in annual

reports by MOFA and the DAC comprise subsidies to both citizen-led and

government-affiliated organizations. The report estimates that the 1992 funding

provided to citizen-led NGOs was 13 million USD, whereas the total reported

government assistance to NGOs in the DAC report was 107 million USD. This is

because the term NGO covers both public-interest corporations and citizen-led

NGOs without legal status (OECD 1993).

Whereas the two types of organizations are included in reporting on fi-

nancial assistance to NGOs in development, according to Ms Shizawa,

when MOFA publicizes its efforts to support NGOs, it emphasizes collab-
oration with citizen-led NGOs. Under the heading of NGO collaboration
in annual ODA reports, MOFA usually highlights its subsidy system, reg-
ular meetings and seminars with NGOs.

(Shizawa 1998, p. 71)

The government's use of citizen-led NGOs in ODA activities started in 1989, with

MOFA's creation of the NGO project-subsidy scheme, which allows organizations

without legal status to have access to government subsidies (see details below).

Most of the recipients of subsidies under this new system are citizen-led NGOs,

although it includes a few government-affiliated organizations, such as APIC.

MOFA indicated that the subsidy system would help to strengthen the financial
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basis of NGOs while reducing the difficulties of fund raising, which would allow

the NGOs to concentrate on development cooperation (MOFA 1996b).

In its annual report for 1996 (MOFA 1996a), MOFA discussed four mea-

sures it was taking to support NGOs in 1996:

• NGO project subsidies, 1.0 billion JPY (9.1 million USD);

• International Volunteer Compensation Scheme (IVCS), 6 million JPY

(55 000 USD);

• Grant Assistance for Grassroots Cooperation Projects (GAGCP), 4.5

billion JPY (41 million USD); and

• Other, 1.05 billion JPY (9.6 million USD).

The expenditures totaled 5.51 billion JPY (60.75 million USD) (MOFA 1996b).

Detailed information is provided on the allocation of the NGO project sub-

sidies (including a list of recipient NGOs) in this section under the discussion of

NGO project subsidies. GAGCP is only mentioned in that discussion, which deals

with support for NGOs. However, detailed information on GAGCP is provided in

this section under the discussion of GAGCP. The following is the information on

IVCS and other project subsidies:

• The IVCS was set up in fiscal year 1994 to lessen the financial burden

and personal risks of private citizens engaged in aid activities overseas.

Under this scheme, the Japanese government assumes part of the cost

of accident insurance for overseas travel taken out by volunteers in

NGO projects. In fiscal year 1995, this scheme paid some 6 million

JPY (55000 USD) for a total of 245 volunteers in 12 NGOs.

• Apart from its work on measures 1, 2, and 3, MOFA allocated about

1.05 billion JPY (9.6 million USD) in another subsidy to private

organizations with solid track records of development cooperation in

developing countries over the years (MOFA 1996a, p. 184).

The report (MOFA 1996a) contains no information on the use of other project

subsidies. Also note that even though IVCS is mentioned here as a separate item,
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it is included in MOFA's report Eligible Projects for NGO Project Subsidies

(MOFA 1997b) (See Appendix A24.)

In 1996, MOFA initiated quarterly meetings with NGOs. JANIC, an

umbrella organization of citizen-led NGOs involved in ODA (which excludes

government-affiliated organizations from its definition of an NGO), helps to

organize these meetings. Only participants from citizen-led NGOs attend. MOFA

has also started to invite certain NGO members to join official government delega-

tions to formulate ODA projects. Joint seminars and workshops are also held. For

example, in January 1997, the Japan International Volunteer Center organized a

2-day workshop for NGOs and government agencies to discuss sustainable de-

velopment in the Mekong river basin. The government studies Japanese NGOs to

strengthen communication among them and between the Japanese NGOs and those

in developing countries and provides assistance to facilitate the Asia Africa De-

velopment Forum, a study group of people in development fields. The government

also provides the services of professionals and research groups to assist Japanese

NGOs in Japan and abroad.

NGO project-subsidy scheme

MOFA's project-subsidy scheme is available to NGOs without legal status but

they must

• Have the aim of giving development assistance to developing countries

as their main purpose;

• Have an office in Japan;

• Implement projects by sending Japanese staff to the recipient countries;

• Have more than 2 years experience in project work;

• Have an annual budget of more than 1 million JPY (in 1997, 8264

USD) for project provision; and

• Have management capacity.

These subsidies are for small-scale NGO projects that cannot be assisted through

government ODA and that contribute to humanitarian objectives or socioeconomic

development, or both. The projects cannot be supported through other official
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funding, such as GAGCP or POSIVA. The subsidy is for 1-year projects and must

be implemented by Japanese staff (the projects aimed at funding local partners

alone or at transporting goods to local partners are ineligible). The NGO must

reapply if it desires funding for a second year. This stipulation, combined with a

lack of support to NGOs for multiyear projects, often means that the NGO can

only use the subsidy for short, simple projects (mostly for the provision of

equipment and materials) because the program gives too little time to develop

human resources and institutions. This is because the disbursement must be

completed in the year it has been approved. The actual approval of the subsidy

may occur several months after the NGO has applied for it, leaving about 6

months for the NGO to spend the money.

The fields covered include agricultural and fishing-village development,

human-resource development, women's self-reliance, health and hygiene, medical

care, local industry improvement, environmental conservation, transportation of

private aid goods, integrated local development, seminars and workshops on de-

velopment cooperation techniques, and the dispatch of volunteers (covering up to

half the cost of accident insurance for overseas travel taken by volunteers for their

assignments overseas).

Japanese NGOs are eligible for a subsidy of between 1 million and 10

million JPY per project (between 8000 and 80000 USD in 1997 terms) to cover

up to 50% of the total project cost. The subsidy is mainly used for construction,

but it is also used to hold seminars and workshops. This 50-50 matching was in-

tended for direct project costs only and was not for administrative costs or for new

project formulation. However, project-related administration costs are now eligible

(OECD 1993). The administration items that may be covered by the subsidy in-

clude communications; fixtures and utensils in the field office; printing and publi-

cations; project recording (for example, photography, video); bank charges to

transfer funds to the field office; and fuel, water, electricity, and rent for the field

office.

To receive the subsidy, the NGO must submit an application to MOFA.

The request is usually approved within a few months. After the request has been

approved, the NGO can make a request for advance payment, or it can pay for the

project first and request reimbursement later. In either case, after the project has

been completed, the NGO must submit a project-completion report to MOFA,

which then determines the exact amount of the subsidy. If the NGO has received

an advance greater than that amount, the NGO must return the excess. As with

project completion itself, the settlement of all related accounts must be completed

by the end of the fiscal year.
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The subsidy is provided and managed by MOFA, which established the

NGO Assistance Division in 1994. The budget of 1 billion JPY (9.1 million USD)

was distributed to 214 projects and 126 groups (MOFA 1996c). See Appendix

A24 for an indication of the NGOs that receive financing under the subsidy and

Appendix A25 concerning subsidies to NGO projects by type of project and by

region.

GAGCP

As described in Chapter 3, through funding from MOFA, grant assistance for

grass-roots projects of as much as 10 million JPY (82600 USD with the 1997

DAC exchange rate) per project can go directly to organizations operating in a

developing country, including local governments, research institutes, hospitals, and

NGOs operating in the country. Grant aid is provided only to organizations with

staff or an office in the recipient country. The aid must be used for 1-year pro-

jects. The projects must effectively reach the grass-roots level, be mainly for

BHNs, be implemented with the participation of local people, and not be funded

by any other of the Japanese government's financing schemes. The aid is used

mainly for the construction of facilities or the provision of equipment procured

locally. According to Ms Shizawa, Japanese NGOs with or without legal status are

eligible, but their participation has been limited (Shizawa 1998). In 1993, Japanese

NGOs received only 1.2% of the total, whereas local NGOs received 49% and

international NGOs 11%. The aid does not cover administration, management, or

salary costs. Asia and Africa have been the major recipients. This funding scheme

is very popular locally in the recipient countries. The emphasis is on being small

and being responsive to local needs. The Japanese embassy in the recipient coun-

try administers the scheme. The increase in popularity has been brought about by

an increase in the budget for this form of assistance, which may lead to difficulties

in the capacity of the embassy staffs to handle the extra volume. In fiscal year

1997, GAGCP accounted for 1.9% (5 billion JPY [41 million USD]) of Japan's

total grant aid budget (MOFA 1997c).

Subsidies from other ministries

The example MOFA set in the establishment of subsidies for NGOs has been fol-

lowed by other ministries. MOPT created POSIVA in 1991. MAFF started its sub-

sidy scheme in 1989; MOC, 1992; and MOHW, 1995.
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POSIVA

Banking services are provided at 24000 postal offices throughout Japan, and

banking at the post office is a normal practice. In 1991, MOPT started the Vol-

untary Deposit for International Aid, which is now named POSIVA. The program

is based on the interest paid on ordinary deposit savings accounts at the post of-

fices. Under the scheme, account holders can donate 20% of their after-tax interest

earnings to POSIVA. As of November 1997, 23.76 million depositors had joined

the program, and in fiscal year 1997, this program generated 8.5 million USD,

which was distributed to 209 organizations for 239 projects (MOPT 1997). Based

on advice from MOFA and JANIC, MOPT distributes the funds to citizen-led

NGOs engaged in overseas assistance projects. Nonprofit development cooperation

organizations with an office in Japan and an accountable decision-making mech-

anism are eligible, without regard to their legal status. The types of projects eli-

gible for financing are loosely defined, and the administration of the fund is more

flexible than that of other government funding mechanisms for NGOs. It sets no

limit to the amount of funding per organization or per project. It is recommended

that NGOs raise 20% of the required funds for the project, but this requirement

is not strictly enforced. MOPT solicits grant applications annually. The grant is

provided in instalments and if it is not implemented completely within 1 year, an

NGO can get funding for multiyear projects, based on year-by-year approvals. The

grants are used for such purposes as literacy programs, informal education,

women's income-generation projects, construction of wells, medical and health

projects, and environmental programs. According to Ms Shizawa, POSIVA has

attracted more NGOs, especially small ones, than other government funding

schemes (Shizawa 1998). In 1997, applicant NGOs in POSIVA totaled 334,

whereas those in MOFA's NGO project-subsidy program amounted to 125

(Shizawa 1998). MOPT uses posters in post offices to inform the public of how

the money is spent.

Subsidy schemes of MAFF, MOC, and MOHW

In her thesis, Ms Shizawa (1998, p. 52) referred to the subsidy schemes of three

other ministries, MAFF, MOC, and MOHW, as

mainly aimed at the dispatch of experts and manpower development of
Japanese NGOs and (are) available for the NGOs that do not have legal
status. The three schemes are administered by public interest corporations

established by each ministry. In the MAFF and MOC programs, NGOs
have to pay a portion of the subsidies received, one fourth or one third
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of the total subsidy per project respectively, to these administrative corpo-

rations as administrative fees.

MAFF made no mention of this scheme in its 1995 or 1996 overseas coop-

eration reports (MAFF 1995, 1996). But the report from the Association of Inter-

national Cooperation of Agriculture and Forestry (AICAF 1993), one of MAFF's

government-affiliated organizations, describes the promotion of NGO activities as

one of its main activities.

AICAF organized a promotion committee to facilitate the exchange of in-

formation and promote information networks among NGOs on agricultural and

forestry cooperation. It provided experts to NGOs for technical cooperation in de-

veloping countries (13-15 experts are sent annually under this program). AICAF

has also published technical guidance books for NGOs based on sectoral surveys

and distributed them to NGOs working in the agriculture and forestry. AICAF has

been supporting training for local NGO members and leaders in developing coun-

tries by providing the opportunity for NGO people to visit NGOs in other coun-

tries involved in the same type of activity, enabling them to exchange opinions

and experience. Finally, to enlarge the base of cooperation and support for NGO

activities in developing countries, AICAF has organized symposiums and pub-

lished information in its newsletters to promote awareness among the Japanese

people of the importance of NGOs and their activities in agriculture and forestry

(AICAF 1993). In 1982, the last date for which figures were available, AICAF's

total expenditure was 854 229 USD, of which 782 054 USD was aid. It obtained

funding from membership fees, MAFF, private contributions, and its own activities

(NGO Study Group 1983).

Among MOC's activities is the provision of subsidies to NGOs to dispatch

and train public-works personnel, but no details were provided (MOC 1998).

MOHW (1998) indicated that it provides information and personnel

training to NGOs. Also, MOHW cooperates with WHO to provide NGO training

programs and provide NGOs information and liaison committees to enhance NGOs

ability to respond to natural disasters in developing countries. Finally, as Ms

Shizawa indicated

the Environment Agency initiated in 1993 the Global Environment Fund.

The Fund provides financial and technical assistance to environment con-
servation projects by Japanese or Foreign NGOs. In the 1995 fiscal year,

650 million yen [6.9 million USD] ... was disbursed to 164 projects.
Among them, a total of 440 million yen [4.7 million USD] was disbursed
for 94 projects in developing countries.

(Shizawa 1998, p. 52, citing MOFA 1995, 114)
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Assistance through JICA

According to Ms Shizawa, JICA's cooperation with NGOs can be traced to the

1980s. In 1983, JICA contracted OISCA to train experts from developing coun-

tries. In 1985, JICA started to subsidize the travel of experts dispatched to China

from the Japan Senior Volunteers, as an initiative to cover part of the cost of

sending senior experts to developing countries. In the 1990s, JICA established its

Joint Cooperation Promotion Office, with a mandate that includes collaboration

with NGOs. JICA trains development project administrators in international co-

operation skills and accepts participants from developing countries for training in

cooperation with Japanese NGOs. JICA dispatches experts from NGOs to par-

ticipate in projects for which the participation of local residents is important (for

example, primary health care, family planning, mother and child health). In some

instances, the NGOs are responsible for training local people, and NGOs are in-

creasingly playing roles in project formulation. An example of a joint project be-

tween JICA and an NGO is the women's vocational training centre in Bangladesh.

JICA provides and maintains the training facility, and OISCA runs the training

program.

All the NGOs involved in collaboration with JICA have a legal status. As

a government agency JICA cannot contract with organizations without legal status.

OECF's collaboration with NGOs
In its 1997 annual report (OECF 1997a), OECF did not mention the financing it

provides to the activities of NGOs in development but did discuss seeking the

collaboration of local NGOs to improve its aid delivery. OECF indicated that "in

the case of ODA loans, cooperation with an NGO equipped with expertise, know-

how and close links regarding a specific region helps OECF to consider the opin-

ions of local residents and the specific socioeconomic characteristics around the

project site." The report mentions that "in ODA loan operations, OECF had the

cooperation of an NGO to conduct an expert study of an area inhabited by wild

animals, located in an agricultural development project in China. Based on their

study, OECF proposed to establish an area to preserve the natural environment."

In India, OECF collaborates with a local NGO to raise awareness of local people

and distribute saplings in an afforestation project. The report concluded by saying

that "OECF promotes collaboration with NGOs at all stages of the project cycle,"

and "in line with the growing number of environmental projects and projects that

require detailed consideration, OECF will place further emphasis on cooperation

with NGOs to promote civil participation in development" (OECF 1997a, p. 59).
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Japanese NGOs: Examples of citizen-led NGOs involved in
ODA

The following are Japanese citizen-led NGOs involved in development:

• The Asia Community Trust — This NGO is financed by donations. It

provides aid to finance privately run projects in Asian countries in

fields such as vocational training, education, agricultural development,

health care, and environmental conservation.

• Japan Asian Association and Asian Friendship Society — This organi-

zation assists agricultural development, focusing on the provision of

drinking water. It implements projects with local partners and provides

education on development through the Asia International Work Camp

and other activities.

• Asia Health Training Foundation — This NGO trains health and

medical staff.

• Asian Rural Institute — The Asian Rural Institute trains middle-class

leaders in rural Asia, organizes work camps and seminars, publishes

documents, and focuses on rural development, agriculture, and relevant

technology. Its regional emphases are Asia, Africa, and the Pacific. It

cooperates with the Asian Christian Council. In 1982, it spent a total of

750000 USD, of which 354200 USD was aid (NGO Study Group

1983).

• Development Education Council — This organization holds study

sessions, symposia, and seminars on development to strengthen the base

for Japanese NGO activities.

• International Medical Foundation of Japan — This organization trains

health and medical personnel in developing countries, mainly in South-

east Asia. In 1982, its total expenditure was 791 667 USD (NGO Study

Group 1983). Its financial sources include membership fees, the public,

and its own activities.
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• Iwatani Naoji Foundation — This organization finances scientific re-

search and conducts personnel exchanges. It cooperates with OISCA

and Philippine Business for Social Progress. Its regional emphases are

Indonesia, the Philippines, and other Southeast Asian countries. In 1981,

its total expenditure was 341 875 USD, of which 208 340 USD was aid.

Its budget is financed by an endowment (NGO Study Group 1983).

• Japan International Volunteer Center — This organization provides

emergency aid, medical assistance, and educational support for refugees;

it also supports community development. In fiscal year 1982, its total

expenditure was 376 230 USD, of which 272 340 USD was spent on

aid. It raises money through fund-raising and from the public and pri-

vate sectors (NGO Study Group 1983).

• Japan Negros Campaign Committee — This committee provides famine

relief and dispatches personnel to teach agricultural skills on the island

of Negros, the Philippines.

• Kansai International Cooperation Council — This organization facil-

itates coordination, information exchanges, and collaboration among

NGOs.

• The Kaze no Gakko (School of Wind) — This NGO trains people in tra-

ditional agricultural methods (those without machinery).

• National Federation of UNESCO Associations in Japan — This organi-

zation supports international cooperation based on UNESCO's guide-

lines. It holds seminars and exhibitions. In fiscal year 1982, its total

expenditure was 876700 USD, of which 187 500 USD was aid. It ob-

tains financing from fund-raising, membership fees, the public, and its

own activities (NGO Study Group 1983).

• NGO Promotion Centre — This organization facilitates coordination,

information exchange, and collaboration among NGOs.

• OISCA — OISCA is an incorporated foundation that dispatches experts

to assist with agriculture, forestry, and fisheries development; technical

training; and improvements in local health, medical care, and education.
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The PhD Association — This organization provides training in agri-

culture, fisheries, education, and health care, mainly in Nepal and the

Philippines.

Sahel Committee — This committee dispatches personnel to promote

agricultural development and afforestation in the Sahel and thereby

prevent the desertification of countries there.

Shapla Neer Citizen's Group for Overseas Assistance — This organiza-

tion endeavours to improve the socioeconomic situation of the poor in

rural Bangladesh. It organizes development activities through regional-

development centres in fields such as agriculture, health care, and

education. It also provides financial assistance to projects managed by

local NGOs.

The 24 Hours TV Charity Committee — This NGO raises donations

from the general public through Nihon Television. It provides material

aid and dispatches experts for famine relief, afforestation, medical care,

and education in Africa and Asia. It also provides development educa-

tion through television programs. In fiscal year 1980, its aid budget was

724092 USD (NGO Study Group 1983).
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CHAPTER 6

MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENTS AND ODA

The ODA implemented by the municipal governments in Japan is small in scale

and designed to directly improve the livelihood of people in recipient countries

(for example, by receiving trainees, contributing books and teaching tools). The

international cooperation activities of local governments reflect their unique char-

acteristics and historical and cultural backgrounds and are carried out principally

with other regions or countries with which the local governments have close his-

torical and cultural ties. The active promotion of sister cities in different countries

also serves as a motivation to begin development cooperation initiatives. For ex-

ample, as described in MOFA's 1997 ODA annual report (MOFA 1997c, p. 121),

"Kita Kyushu City takes advantage of the experience and knowledge it acquired

fighting air pollution to extend environmental cooperation to Dalian City in north-

ern China, with which it had already established friendly official ties." According

to the report,

International cooperation activities by local governments are centered

around technical cooperation, which is strongly dependent on interper-
sonal contacts, such as the receiving of trainees in training programs, the
sending of experts and JOCV (volunteers) and the inviting of young
people from overseas to come to Japan. Linking these activities to ODA
is beneficial, because it helps to implement more aid that is closely tai-
lored to real needs and at the same time it is an opportunity for the Japa-
nese to experience ODA at first hand, or at least at a lesser distance from
their daily lives. With this point in mind, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
has set up a local government subsidy system and gives financial support

to projects involving the dispatch of experts and the reception of technical
trainees by local governments.

(MOFA 1997c, p. 122)

Japanese local governments undertake two forms of development cooperation

activities: their own independent activities, with or without subsidies from the cen-

tral government, and those they undertake in collaboration with MOFA and JICA.
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Local governments' own activities

Acceptance of trainees from developing countries

All 47 prefectural governments accept trainees from abroad and provide technical

training at facilities in the prefecture, including universities, research institutes,

laboratories, vocational-training centres, experimental facilities, and private com-

panies. Some of the trainees are accepted through agreements with sister cities in

other countries. In 1996, 694 trainees came to Japan for this type of training

(MOFA 1997c).

Local governments also implement the Officials Cooperation and Exchange

Project with the Ministry of Home Affairs and the Council of Local Authorities

for International Relations. Under this project, foreign-government officials work

in the organizations of Japanese prefectures and certain cities for 6-10 months to

learn skills to help them develop a local government in their own country. In

fiscal year 1998, this program received 69 trainees (CLAIR 1996). Study tours of

prefectures are also conducted for foreign officials responsible for local

administration.

Dispatch of experts to developing countries

Local governments send experts overseas for aid projects in areas in which the

local governments have expertise. In fiscal year 1996, local governments sent 29

such experts (MOFA 1997c).

Provision of equipment

Local governments provide equipment for technical cooperation activities, in-

cluding, books, teaching tools, farm machines, and fire trucks.

Establishment of regional international associations

The prefecture governments establish regional international associations to pro-

mote private international activities. An estimated 40 international prefecture as-

sociations (OECD 1993) discuss labour issues, encourage international economic

seminars, conduct exchanges and "twinning" of associations, between their munic-

ipalities and those in other countries. The Kanagawa Prefecture, which established

the Kanagawa International Association, is used as a model by other municipalities

on how to structure international activities. The Kanagawa Prefecture links volun-

teer groups in its community with larger NGOs, assists with fund-raising, and pub-

lishes booklets and texts on development.
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MOFA support for these activities

MOFA supports the activities of local governments with a local-government sub-

sidy system. MOFA provided 1.3 billion JPY (10.7 million USD) for the activities

of local governments in fiscal year 1997 (MOFA 1997c). This was used to cover

the cost of training 694 persons in Japan, sending 29 experts overseas, and

supporting the JOCV recruitment campaign and other promotional activities at the

local-government level. MOFA also provides support for lectures, seminars,

symposia, etc., and for the Japan-China Comprehensive Forum on Environmental

Cooperation (with the participation of local governments) (MOFA 1997c). MOFA

officials serve on the local governments' advisory committees for international

cooperation. JICA, researchers, professionals, local governments, and MOFA

established the Study Committee on Local Government and the Ideal Orientation

for International Cooperation. Personnel from the local governments also work on

secondment within MOFA, JICA, and OECF. In addition, the JOCV program of

JICA recommends technicians from developing countries for participation in the

independent training programs of local governments, and JICA trains the working-

level staff of local governments to provide basic information about development

cooperation and to teach techniques for technical cooperation.

Activities in collaboration with the central government

Acceptance of trainees from developing countries
Local governments accept trainees as part of JICA programs. In fiscal year 1995,

30 local-government prefectures accepted 545 of these trainees, about 8% of the

total number of trainees accepted by JICA (MOFA 1997c). Local governments

also cooperate with JICA in the Youth Invitation Program (1 533 young people

were accepted in fiscal year 1995 from 42 prefectures) (MOFA 1997c).

Dispatch of experts to developing countries

Local-government officials are sent as JICA experts in fields such as agriculture,

health and medical care, water supply and sewer systems, and pollution control.

In fiscal year 1995, JICA dispatched 184 local-government officials as experts

from 31 prefectures (MOFA 1997c), equivalent to 5.9% of the total number of

experts JICA sent overseas. Local governments also supplied 98 employees from

27 prefectures and 22 municipalities as JOCV members in 1995 (MOFA 1997c).
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Project-type technical cooperation

Local governments provide survey teams and experts as part of project-type tech-

nical cooperation.

Development studies

Members of local governments participate in development studies and surveys of

grant-aid projects.

Japan disaster-relief teams

Local governments have 991 registered personnel in disaster-relief teams. These

people come from the police agencies of nine prefectures and the firefighting

agencies of 40 municipalities (MOFA 1997c).

Seminars

Municipal governments participate in international cooperation work seminars, in

conjunction with JICA.



APPENDIX A

ORGANIZATION AND FINANCE
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Appendix A1. Japan's ODA in fiscal year 1996 (by type).

USD (million)

Type of aid

Grant aid

(Excluding aid to CTT)

Technical cooperation

(Excluding aid to CTT)

Total grants

(Excluding aid to CTT)

Government loans

(Excluding aid to CTT)

Bilateral ODA total

(Excluding aid to CTT)

Contributions and
subscriptions to
international
organizations

(Excluding
contributions to EBRD)

ODA total (Including
Eastern Europe and
EBRD)

(Excluding aid to CTT)

Nominal GNP
preliminary estimates
(billion USD and JPY)

Percentage of GNP

(Including CTT and
EBRD)

(Excluding CTT and
EBRD)

JPY (100 million)

Growth rate Growth rate
Actual (%) Actual (%)

2 395.50

2311.88

3180.92

3125.84

5 576.42

5437.72

2 779.84

2 769.46

8 356.26

8207.19

1251.83

1 232.04

9608.10

9 439.23

4 647.78

0.21

0.20

-19.4

-19.6

-8.1

-8.7

-13.3

-13.7

-32.6

-32.8

-20.8

-21.2

-70.0

-69.7

-34.8

-34.9

-10.2

2 606.79

2515.79

3461.48

3401.54

6 068.27

5917.33

3 025.02

3013.73

9 093.29

8931.06

1 362.24

1 340.71

10455.53

10271.77

505771.00

0.21

0.20

-6.8

-7.0

6.3

5.7

0.3

-0.1

-22.0

-22.2

-8.4

-8.9

-65.3

-65.0

-24.5

-24.6

3.9

Share of total (%)

ODA
total Bilateral

24.9 28.7

24.5 28.2

33.1 38.1

33.1 38.1

58.0 66.7

57.6 66.3

28.9 33.3

29.3 33.7

87.0 100.0

86.9 100.0

13.0

13.1

100.0

100.0

Source: MOFA(1997c).
Note: As of 1996, the following countries had graduated from ODA recipient status: the
Bahamas, Brunei, Kuwait, Qatar, Singapore, and the United Arab Emirates. DAC exchange rate
for 1996 was 108.82 JPY = 1 USD (down 14.75 JPY from 1995). Because of rounding, totals do
not add up exactly. CTT, countries and territories in transition; EBRD, European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development; GNP, gross national product; JPY, Japanese yen; ODA,
official development assistance; USD, United States dollar.

(%)
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Appendix A2. Total flow of financial resources to developing countries (on a net disbursement
basis).

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

ODA

1 . Bilateral assistance

(1) Grants

Grant aid

Technical cooperation

(2) Loans

2. Contributions to multilateral
institutions

3. As percentage of GNP

Other official flows

1 . Export credits (over 1 year)

2. Direct investment and others

3. Finances to multilateral institutions

Private flows

1 . Export credits (over 1 year)

2. Direct investment

3. Other bilateral securities and claims

4. Finances to multilateral institutions

Grants by private voluntary agencies

Total official and private flows
(I+II+III+IV)

As percentage of GNP

GNP (100 million USD)3

Fiscal year
1994

(million USD)

13469

9680

5423

2403

3020

4257

3788

0.29

3300

616

614

2070

11531

1 701

7437

5263

-2870

213

28513

0.60

47248

Fiscal year
1995 Growth rate

(million USD) (%)

14728

10557

6434

2973

3462

4123

4170

0.29

5753

939

3793

1 021

22975

3079

9497

10434

-35

215

43671

0.85

51 558

9.3

9.1

18.6

23.7

14.6

-3.2

10.1

—

74.3

52.4

518.1

-50.7

99.2

81.1

27.7

98.2

—

1.4

53.2

—

9.1

Source: MOFA (1996b).
Note: Figures in this table include aid for Eastern Europe. ODA values for 1995 are definite; all
other values are tentative. The DAC exchange rate was 102.23 JPY = 1 USD for 1994 and
94.07 JPY = 1 USD for 1995. Because of rounding, the figures in the table do not necessarily
add up to the totals. GNP, gross national product; JPY, Japanese yen; ODA, official
development assistance; USD, United States dollar.
a GNP is based on confirmed data for 1994 and on preliminary data for 1995.



Appendix A3. General account budget for ODA and ODA operating budget (all government agencies).

General account budget for ODA (fiscal year)

1994

Budget Amount of Increase
(100 million increase or rate

JPY) decrease (%)

I. Grants

1. Bilateral grants

(1 ) Economic-
development
assistance

(2) Food aid, etc.

(3) Technical
cooperation

2. Contributions to
multilateral
institutions

(1) United
Nations agencies

(2) IFIs

II. Loans

(1JOECF

(2) Others

III. Total

6951

5768

2079

572

3117

1 183

688

495

3683

3647

36

10634

324

284

65

23

196

40

33

7

166

166

-1

490

4.9

5.2

3.2

4.2

6.7

3.5

5.0

1.5

4.7

4.8

-1.4

4.8

1995

Budget Amount of Increase
(100 million increase or rate

JPY) decrease (%)

7236

6021

2127

596

3297

1216

703

513

3825

3789

36

11061

285

253

48

25

180

33

15

18

142

142

0

427

4.1

4.4

2.3

4.3

5.8

2.8

2.2

3.6

3.9

3.9

-0.8

4.0

1996

Budget Amount of Increase
(100 million increase or rate

JPY) decrease (%)

7544

6256

2166

606

3484

1 288

747

541

3908

3872

35

11 452

308

235

39

10

186

72

44

28

83

83

0

390

4.3

3.9

1.8

1.7

5.7

6.0

6.3

5.5

2.2

2.2

-0.8

3.5

1997

Budget Amount of
(100 million increase or

JPY) decrease

7715

6418

2202

612

3604

1297

759

539

3972

3952

20

11687

171

162

36

6

120

9

12

-3

64

80

-15

235

Increase
rate

2.3

2.6

1.6

1.0

3.5

0.7

1.6

-0.5

1.6

2.1

-43.5

2.1

(%)



ODA operating budget (fiscal year)

1994 1995

Budget Increase Budget Increase
(100 million rate Share (100 million rate Share

JPY) (%) (%) JPY) (%) (%)

I. Grants 9572 2.4 49.3 10361 8.2 51.5

1. Bilateral grants 5991 5.5 — 6281 4.9 —

(1) Economic- 2079 3.2 — 2127 2.3 —
development
assistance

(2) Food aid, etc. 572 4.2 - 596 4.3 —

(3) Technical 3340 7.2 - 3558 6.5 —
cooperation

2. Contributions to 3581 -2.4 — 4079 13.9 —
multilateral
institutions

(1) United 690 5.0 - 705 2.1 -
Nations agencies

(2)IFIs 2891 -4.0 - 3375 16.7 -

1996 1997

Budget Increase Budget Increase
(100 million rate Share (100 million rate Share

JPY) (%) (%) JPY) (%) (%)

8194 -20.9 45.5 10380 26.7 51.5

6534 4.0 - 6695 2.5 -

2166 1.8 — 2202 1.6 —

606 1.7 — 612 1.0 -

3762 5.7 — 3881 3.2 —

1659 -59.3 — 3685 122.1 —

749 6.3 - 761 1.6 -

910 -73.0 - 2924 221.2 -

(continued)
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ODA operating budget (fiscal year)

1994

Budget Increase
(100 million rate Share

JPY) (%) (%)

II. Loans

(1) OECF

(2) JEXIM

(3) Others

III. Total (costs of
projects)

Repayments

Total grants

9838

9400

12

426

19410

-2101

17309

0.9 50.7

1.1 —

-60.0 —

0.5 —

1.6 100.0

— —

1.1 —

1995

Budget Increase
(100 million rate Share

JPY) (%) (%)

9 768 -0.7 48.5

9 397 0.0 —

7 -41.7 _

364 -14.6 —

20 129 3.7 100.0

-2 463 — —

17665 2.1 —

1996

Budget Increase
(100 million rate Share

JPY) (%) (%)

9 805 0.4 54.5

9 395 0.0 —

0 — —

410 12.5 —

17998 -10.6 100.0

-2 788 — —

15210 -13.9 —

1997

Budget Increase
(100 million rate Share

JPY) (%) (%)

9767

9397

—

371

20147

-3381

16766

-0.4 48.5

0.0 —

— —

-9.6 —

11.9 100.0

— —

10.2 —

Source: MOFA(1997c).
Note: The 1997 DAC exchange rate was 121 JPY = 1 United states dollar. Because of rounding, figures do not necessarily add up to the totals. IFI, international
financial institution; JEXIM, Japan Export-Import Bank; JICA, Japan International Cooperation Agency; JPY, Japanese yen; ODA, official development assistance;
OECF, Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund.

CO
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Appendix A4. Breakdown of ODA budget.

Fiscal year 1996

Budget
(100 million

JPY)

Donations 8194

Bilateral donations 6 534

Economic development 2 166
assistance

Food aid, etc. 606

Total 2 772

Grant aid 2 601

Credits insured 171

Technical cooperation 3 762

Technical cooperation 1 757
through JICA

Contributions to 1 659
international
organizations

United Nations 749
organizations

IFIs 910

Loans 9 805

OECF 9 395

JEXIM 0

Others 410

Repayments -2 788

Total 7016

ODA budget 15210

Growth rate
(%)

-20.9

4.0

1.8

1.7

1.8

1.7

4.0

5.7

3.8

-59.3

6.3

-73.0

0.4

-0.0

-100.0

12.5

—

-3.9

-13.9

Fiscal year 1997

Budget
(100 million

JPY)

10380

6695

2202

612

2814

2635

179

3881

1795

3685

761

2924

9767

9397

—

371

-3381

6386

16766

Amount of
increase or
decrease

(100 million
JPY)

2186

160

36

6

41

33

8

119

38

2026

12

2014

-37

2

—

-39

—

-630

1 556

Growth
rate
(%)

26.7

2.5

1.6

1.0

1.5

1.3

4.9

3.2

2.2

122.1

1.6

221.2

0.4

0.0

—

-9.6

—

-9.0

10.2

Source: MOFA (1997c).
Note: The 1997 DAC exchange rate was 121 JPY = 1 United States dollar. IFI, international
financial institution; JEXIM, Japan Export-Import Bank; JICA, Japan International Cooperation
Agency; JPY, Japanese yen; ODA, official development assistance; OECF, Overseas Economic
Cooperation Fund.
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Appendix A5. ODA operating budget by source and by aid type.

Fiscal year 1996
1 799.8 billion JPY (gross basis, down 10.6%)

Fiscal year 1997
2 014.7 billion JPY (gross basis, up 11.9%)

Expenditure by type Source Source Expenditure by type

Contributions
to United Nation

agencies
74.9 billion JPY

(up 6.3%)

Grant aid
277.2 billion JPY

(up 1.8%)

Technical
cooperation

376.2 billion JPY
(up 5.7%)

ODA loans
and other

980.5 billon JPY
(up 0.4%)

Contributions
to international
development

— financial
institutions

91.0 billion JPY
(down 73.0%)

Special
accounts

18.3 billion JPY
(up 7.4%)

Bond 
payments

36.9 billion JPY
(down 87.1%)

General
account
1 145.2
billion
JPY

(up 3.5%)

Ministry
of

Foreign
Affairs
573.1
billion
JPY

(up 3.5%;

18
govern-
ment

offices
572.1
billion
JPY

(up 3.6%)

Fiscal
investment
and ban
program
and older

599.5 billion JPY
(down 0.7%)

Netbasis;1 521.0 billion JPY (down 13.9%)

Repayments: 278.8 billion JPY

General
account
1168.7
billion
JPY

(up 2.1%)

Ministry

Foreign
Affairs
585.1
billion
JPY

(up 2,1%)

18
govern-
ment

offices
583.6
billion
JPY

(up 2.0%)

Bond payments
238.5 billon JPY

(up 646.5%)

Fiscal
investment
and loan
program
and other

589.9 billion JPY
(down 1.6%)

to United _
Nations

agencies
76.1 billon JPY

(up 1.6%)

Special
accounts

17.6 billion JPY
(down 3.8%)

Grant aid
281. 4 billion JPY

(up 1.5%)

Technical
cooperation

388.1 billion JPY
(up 3.2%)

Contributions to
international
development

financial
institutions

292.4 biion JPY
(up 221.2%)

ODA loans
and other

976.7 biDion JPY
(down 0.4%)

Net basisti 676.6 bllion JPY (fasdsaffdfu

Repayments: 338.1 bllkxi JPY

Source: MOFA (1997c).

Contrutios
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Appendix A6A. Types and geographical distribution of Japan's bilateral ODA in fiscal year 1996
(on a net disbursement basis).

Fiscal year
Technical 1 996

Grant aid cooperation Loans Total ODA Growth rate
Region a (million USD) (million USD) (million USD) (million USD) (%)

Asia

Northeast
Asia

Southeast
Asia

Southwest
Asia

Central
Asia

Caucasus b

Other
regions

Middle East

Africa

Latin
America

Oceania

Europe b

Eastern
Europe

Unspecified c

Total

927.14
(38.7)

73.96
(3.1)

401.16
(16.7)

418.93
(17.5)

33.09
(1.4)

0.00
(0.0)

0.00
(0.0)

246.70
(10.3)

659.59
(27.5)

310.63
(13.0)

73.04
(3.0)

145.24
(6.1)

83.62
(3.5)

33.18
(1.4)

2 395.50
(100.0)

1 209.42
(38.0)

455.45
(14.3)

571.56
(18.0)

146.11
(4.6)

18.34
(0.6)

0.46
(0.0)

17.50
(0.6)

159.93
(5.0)

221.26
(7.0)

323.87
(10.2)

55.37
(1.7)

44.69
(1.4)

36.11
(1.1)

1 166.38
(36.7)

3180.92
(100.0)

2008.12
(72.2)

339.50
(12.2)

885.05
(31.8)

755.45
(27.2)

28.13
(1.0)

0.00
(0.0)

0.00
(0.0)

154.26
(5.5)

186.40
(6.7)

351.40
(12.6)

69.29
(2.5)

10.37
(0.4)

10.37
(0.4)

0.00
(0-0)

2 779.84
(100.0)

4114.68
(49.6)

869.90
(10.4)

1 857.77
(22.2)

1 320.49
(15.8)

79.55
(1.0)

0.46
(0.0)

17.50
(0.2)

560.89
(6.7)

1 067.24
(12-8)

985.90
(11.8)

197.69
(2-4)

200.30
(2.4)

130.11
(1.6)

1 199.56
(14.4)

8 356.26
(100.0)

-27.9

-45.9

-28.3

-8.0

18.6

100.0

-60.6

-22.2

-19.9

-13.6

23.7

30.5

-5.5

-7.9

-20.8

Source: MOFA (1997c).
Note: Because of rounding, figures do not necessarily add up to the totals. ODA, official
development assistance; USD, United States dollar.
a Regions are specified according to the Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs' criteria.
b Including aid to countries and territories in transition.
0 Unspecified technical cooperation includes survey teams sent to more than one region on a
single mission, subsidies to groups that assist foreign students, administrative expenses, and
costs of raising public awareness of development issues.
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Appendix A6B. Trends in Japan's bilateral OOA by region.

Source: MOFA (1997c).
Note: Disbursements to Europe in and after 1990 include those extended to Eastern Europe.
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Appendix A7. Major recipient countries of Japan's bilateral ODA (on a net disbursement basis).

Rank

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Fiscal

Country

China

India

Indonesia

Philippines

Thailand

Syria

Pakistan

Bangladesh

Sri Lanka

Egypt

Total of
above

Bilateral aid
total

year 1994

Amount
(million USD)

1 479.41

886.53

886.17

591.60

382.55

330.03

271.04

227.60

213.75

188.99

5 457.68

9 680.48

Fiscal

Country

China

Indonesia

Thailand

India

Philippines

Mexico

Sri Lanka

Bangladesh

Egypt

Pakistan

Total of
above

Bilateral aid
total

year 1995

Amount
(million USD)

1 380.15

892.42

667.37

506.42

416.13

288.29

263.70

254.89

242.75

241 .03

5153.15

10557.06

Fiscal year 1 996

Country

Indonesia

China

Thailand

India

Philippines

Pakistan

Mexico

Egypt

Bangladesh

Sri Lanka

Total of
above

Bilateral aid
total

Amount
(million USD)

965.53

861.73

664.00

579.26

414.45

282.20

212.84

201.32

174.03

173.94

4 529.30

8 356.26

Source: MOFA(1997c).
Note: USD, United States dollar.



Appendix A8. Major

Grant aid

Country or
Rank territory

1 Bangladesh

2 Egypt

3 Myanmar

4 Philippines

5 Poland

6 Tanzania

7 Pakistan

8 Indonesia

9 Nepal

10 Bolivia

Total aid for 10
countries

Amount
(million USD)

184.77

118.39

101.98

91.14

81.43

80.29

68.36

64.41

64.36

59.19

914.31

Shar
e

(%)

7.71

4.94

4.26

3.80

3.40

3.35

2.85

2.69

2.69

2.47

38.17

recipients of Japan's bilateral assistance by aid type in fiscal year 1996 (net disbursement basis).

Technical cooperation

Country or
territory

China

Indonesia

Thailand

Republic of
Korea

Philippines

Malaysia

Brazil

Viet Nam

Mexico

Kenya

Amount
(million USD)

303.73

163.31

135.41

95.00

94.34

69.91

51.99

46.67

37.71

35.18

1 033.25

Share
(%)

9.55

5.13

4.26

2.99

2.97

2.20

1.63

1.47

1.19

1.11

32.48

Country or
territory

Indonesia

China

Thailand

India

Philippines

Pakistan

Mexico

Sri Lanka

Jordan

Ghana

ODA loans

Amount
(million USD)

737.81

533.01

526.73

522.26

228.96

192.83

174.24

87.39

77.34

73.03

3153.61

Total bilateral aid

Share
(%)

26.54

19.17

18.95

18.79

8.24

6.94

6.27

3.14

2.78

2.63

113.45

Country or
territory

Indonesia

China

Thailand

India

Philippines

Pakistan

Mexico

Egypt

Bangladesh

Sri Lanka

Amount
(million USD)

965.53

861.73

664.00

579.26

414.45

282.20

212.84

201.32

174.03

173.94

4 529.30

Share
(%)

11.55

10.31

7.95

6.93

4.96

3.38

2.55

2.41

2.08

2.08

54.20



1 1 Cambodia

12 Sri Lanka

13 Senegal

14 Cote d'lvoire

15 Mongolia

16 Nicaragua

17 Viet Nam

18 Honduras

19 Madasgasca
r

20 Kenya

Total aid for 20
countries

55.40 2.31

52.39 2.19

51.54 2.15

49.41 2.06

48.91 2.04

46.66 1.95

46.37 1 .94

42.63 1.78

41.74 1.74

40.94 1.71

1 390.30 58.04

Sri Lanka

Egypt

Bangladesh

Nepal

Turkey

Tanzania

Paraguay

Mongolia

Argentina

Bolivia

34.16

31.04

30.52

30.21

29.80

29.20

27.35

24.78

22.13

21.00

1 313.44

1.07

0.98

0.96

0.95

0.94

0.92

0.86

0.78

0.70

0.66

41.29

Papua New
Guinea

Egypt

Iran

El Salvador

Mongolia

Viet Nam

Colombia

Kyrgyz

Chile

Mali

72.70

51.89

46.34

33.16

30.05

27.81

26.48

26.39

25.16

25.56

3520.16

2.62

1.87

1.67

1.19

1.08

1.00

0.95

0.95

0.94

0.92

126.63

Jordan

Viet Nam

Ghana

Tanzania

Mongolia

Bolivia

Papua New
Guinea

Kenya

Poland

Nepal

123.73

120.86

110.01

105.68

103.75

98.03

96.18

92.82

89.21

88.73

5 558.30

1.48

1.45

1.32

1.26

1.24

1.17

1.15

1.11

1.07

1.06

66.52

(continued)



Appendix A8 concluded.

Grant aid

Country or
Rank territory

21 Ethiopia

22 Laos

23 India

24 Zimbabwe

25 Jordan

26 Yemen

27 El Salvador

28 Mozambiqu
e

29 Peru

30 Malawi

Total aid for 30
countries

Bilateral aid total

Amount
(million
USD)

40.09

39.31

35.18

33.31

32.26

29.80

29.15

28.85

28.65

28.49

1 715.38

2 395.50

Share

1.67

1.64

1.47

1.39

1.35

1.24

1.22

1.20

1.20

1.19

71.61

100.00

Technical cooperation

Country or
territory

India

Chile

Honduras

Pakistan

Zambia

Laos

Cambodia

Syria

Ghana

Morocco

Amount
(million USD)

21.83

21.54

21.12

21.01

20.84

20.43

20.12

19.38

17.62

14.52

1 51 1 .84

3180.92

Share

0.69

0.68

0.66

0.66

0.65

0.64

0.63

0.61

0.55

0.46

47.53

100.00

Country or
territory

Togo

Panama

Malawi

Ecuador

Morocco

Benin

Nicaragua

Bolivia

Kenya

Peru

ODA loans

Amount
(million USD)

24.45

23.80

22.92

22.11

18.11

17.29

16.95

16.85

16.70

14.07

3713.38

2 779.84

Total bilateral aid

Share

0.88

0.86

0.82

0.80

0.65

0.62

0.61

0.61

0.60

0.51

133.58

100.00

Country or
territory

Cambodia

Nicaragua

El Salvador

Brazil

Malawi

Honduras

Cote
d'lvoire

Iran

Senegal

Laos

Amount
(million
USD)

71.33

70.52

70.40

65.48

63.99

63.75

58.11

58.09

57.99

57.41

6195.37

8 356.26

Share

0.85

0.84

0.84

0.78

0.77

0.76

0.70

0.70

0.69

0.69

74.14

100.00

Source: MOFA (1997c).
Note: Total aid for developing countries includes aid to countries and territories in transition. USD, United States dollar.

(%) (%)
(%) (%)



Appendix A9. List of countries to which Japan is the top donor (net disbursement basis).

Fiscal year
1991

Kenya

Peru

Bahrain

Turkey

Jordan

Syria

Yemen

Saudi Arabia

United Arab
Emirates

Myanmar

Sri Lanka

Nepal

Singapore

Pakistan

India

Amount
(million
USD)

197.85

352.85

0.48

424.53

430.67

115.33

100.00

6.43

4.64

84.52

256.13

127.54

15.98

127.35

891 .05

Share

(%)

32.5

60.6

55.2

44.9

63.0

48.8

45.3

51.1

NA

79.8

56.0

43.9

NA

27.0

49.8

Fiscal year
1992

Kenya

Ghana

Nigeria

Bahrain

Jordan

Bangladesh

Sri Lanka

Nepal

Singapore

Pakistan

India

Myanmar

Indonesia

Philippines

Malaysia

Amount
(million
USD)

128.67

71.29

42.55

0.59

126.36

163.44

96.05

106.67

15.46

173.33

425.20

72.06

1 356.71

1 030.67

157.12

Share
(%)

24.9

21.5

30.9

49.2

40.4

19.2

38.6

38.7

83.1

36.9

35.5

87.1

68.8

67.0

80.6

Amount
Fiscal year (million
1993 USD)

Kenya

Ghana

Gambia

Saudia Arabia

Bahrain

United Arab
Emirates

Syria

Bangladesh

Sri Lanka

Nepal

Singapore

Pakistan

India

Myanmar

Indonesia 1

141.66

83.06

12.73

15.47

0.94

1.61

76.25

185.04

147.20

110.89

18.16

188.49

295.94

68.61

148.89

Share

(%)

33.1

26.9

25.5

72.0

50.3

NA

67.2

27.7

54.0

45.2

81.5

38.4

35.9

88.7

60.1

Fiscal year
1994

Kenya

Ghana

Gambia

Malawi

Sierra Leone

Tanzania

Zambia

Bahrain

Jordan

Saudi Arabia

Syria

United Arab
Emirates

Bangladesh

Brunei

Bhutan

Amount
(million Share
USD) (%)

128.93 32.2

134.75 40.6

11.50 30.1

100.25 39.9

10.29 19.1

104.76 18.4

106.31 24.5

1.22 72.6

106.68 46.5

8.13 58.2

330.03 91.3

2.36 NA

227.60 27.0

4.76 91.0

27.54 48.1

Fiscal year
1995

Kenya

Ghana

Seychelles

Tanzania

Zambia

Zimbabwe

United Arab
Emirates

Syria

Bahrain

Jordan

Oman

Saudi Arabia

Bhutan

India

Bangladesh

Amount
(million
USD)

198.4

122.1

5.5

124.3

78.5

65.6

2.5

122.3

1.3

184.2

9.5

8.3

21.9

506.4

254.9

Share
(%)

43.3

34.1

50.0

21.2

17.9

18.9

52.1

77.0

72.2

47.0

79.8

57.2

39.7

48.2

35.8

(continued)



Appendix A9 continued.

Fiscal year
1991

Bhutan

Brunei

Indonesia

Philippines

Malaysia

Thailand

Laos

China

Republic of
Korea

Mongolia

Malta

Maldives

Pacific Islands

Kiribati

Solomon
Islands

Amount
(million
USD)

16.94

2.96

1 065.51

458.92

199.85

406.17

20.56

585.29

40.41

48.74

0.29

8.81

18.63

7.29

10.75

Share

45.2

82.0

60.9

53.2

73.2

63.5

30.8

46.3

76.8

81.9

NA

63.6

72.7

45.9

38.3

Fiscal year
1992

Thailand

Laos

Viet Nam

China

Republic of
Korea

Peru

Costa Rica

Brazil

Dominican
Republic

Paraguay

Kiribati

Tuvalu

Amount
(million
USD)

413.97

24.80

281.24

1 050.76

17.62

154.80

61.10

63.35

16.61

50.96

13.87

3.52

Share

59.5

32.3

59.4

50.6

NA

41.0

45.6

NA

32.0

77.8

63.1

46.9

Fiscal year
1993

Philippines

Thailand

Laos

Bhutan

Maldives

Cambodia

Brunei

Mongolia

China

Nicaragua

Trinidad and
Tobago

Brazil

Dominican
Republic

Paraguay

Kiribati

Amount
(million
USD)

758.39

350.15

40.43

20.56

10.71

61.34

4.52

57.53

1 350.67

41.25

1.12

79.37

15.63

78.48

5.35

Share

56.8

62.2

44.0

47.3

54.1

31.1

90.9

70.2

60.2

15.4

NA

53.7

NA

83.5

47.7

Fiscal year
1994

Cambodia

China

India

Indonesia

Kyrgyz

Laos

Maldives

Mongolia

Myanmar

Nepal

Pakistan

Philippines

Singapore

Sri Lanka

Thailand

Amount
(million
USD)

64.52

1 479.42

886.52

886.17

44.49

60.71

12.86

71.08

133.81

118.75

271.04

591.60

13.56

213.75

382.55

Share

35.7

61.8

64.3

56.9

51.2

49.1

68.4

65.8

93.7

44.4

53.3

62.8

91.0

64.0

70.4

Fiscal year
1995

Brunei

Cambodia

China

Indonesia

Republic of
Korea

Kyrgyz

Laos

Malaysia

Maldives

Mongolia

Myanmar

Nepal

Pakistan

Philippines

Singapore

Amount
(million
USD)

4.1

152.0

1 380.2

892.4

64.2

45.8

97.6

64.8

18.6

99.9

114.2

127.6

241.0

416.1

13.5

Share

97.6

44.6

54.5

68.5

NA

47.3

57.4

60.7

61.2

78.7

90.5

48.0

66.9

55.6

97.1

O

(%) (%) (%) (%) (%)



Western
Samoa

9.98 38.6 Solomon 26.35 56.7 Brazil
Islands

89.37 44.2 Sri Lanka 263.7 70.5

Tonga 12.10 50.0 Costa Rica 17.07 24.0

Western 15.78 52.8 Colombia 18.73 28.4
Samoa

Fiji 20.30 40.3 Dominica 3.48 37.5

Dominican 10.43 29.1
Republic

Honduras 45.61 25.6

Mexico

Panama

Paraguay

Saint
Vincent

183.09 46.1

18.60 59.7

70.31 83.2

3.31 50.4

Trinidad 2.24 NA
and Tobago

Venezuela

Solomon
Islands

Tonga

6.30 28.9

15.98 40.5

8.70 39.7

Thailand 667.4 80.7

Viet Nam 170.2 31.0

Saint 5.5 87.3
Vincent

Trinidad 1.3 NA
and Tobago

Dominican 56.6 69.7
Republic

Guatemala 37.1 23.0

Honduras 74.8 32.1

Dominica 7.5 78.9

Grenada 3.4 60.7

Argentina 41.7 37.9

Bolivia 93.3 19.6

Brazil 100.5 49.4

Chile 62.8 44.2

(continued)



Appendix A9 concluded.

Amount
Fiscal year (million
1991 USD)

31 countries

Amount Amount Amount Amount
Share Fiscal year (million Share Fiscal year (million Share Fiscal year (million Share Fiscal year (million Share

Vanuatu 11.55 30.0 Colombia 34.6 21.6

Western 22.73 59.7 Ecuador 37.0 23.4
Samoa

Mexico 288.3 79.0

Panama 15.1 45.2

Paraguay 77.6 73.3

Fiji 13.9 35.7

Kiribati 4.2 36.8

Solomon 17.1 46.8
Islands

Tonga 14.4 50.0

Vanuatu 12.8 32.3

Western 14.6 46.6
Samoa

27 countries 34 countries 46 countries 55 countries

Source: MOFA (1997c).
Note: Excludes "territories," such as Macao and Hong Kong. Japan was the second largest donor to the following countries (in 1995): Turkey, Central African Republic, Comoros,
Guinea, Madagascar, Mali, Mauritania, Mauritius, Senegal, Djibouti, Namibia, Saint Helena, Sudan, Bahamas, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Saint Christopher Nevis, Peru, Venezuela,
Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Iran, Kuwait, Qatar, Nauru, Marshall Islands, Micronesia, Palau, Papua New Guinea, Tuvalu (30 countries). NA, the share cannot be calculated because
the total aid of DAC countries to the given country is negative; USD, United States dollar.

(%) (%)
(%) (%)(%)1992 USD 1993 USD 1994 1995USD USD
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Appendix A10. Japan's bilateral ODA allocated by income groups (net disbursement basis).

Income group

HICs

LICs

LLDC

LMICs

UMICs

Unallocable

Total bilateral ODA

Per capita GDP
(USD)

I <699

II <699

Fiscal year 1994
(million USD [%])

28.4 (0.3)

4 388.4 (45.9)

1 477.6 (15.5)

2 194.8 (23.0)

251.8(2.6)

1218.8(12.7)

Fiscal year 1995
(million USD [%])

8.0 (0.1)

4 223.5 (40.5)

1 603.2(15.4)

2 494.2 (23.9)

619.3(5.9)

1 470.3 (14.1)

9559.9(100.0) 10418.5(100.0)

Population
(million)

<75

<75

APQLI

<47

Fiscal year 1 996
(million USD [%])

-121.6(-)

2 708.1 (33.0)

1 177.7(14.4)

3215.0(39.2)

-85.7 (-)

1 313.8 (16.0)

8207.2(100.0)

EDI

<26

Satisfies either of the above

Source: MOFA (1997c).
Note: Following are the definitions and their explanation:
• APQLI, Augmented Physical Quality of Life Index (numeric indicator of a country's level

of human-resource development, comprising life expectancy at birth, per capita calorie
intake, combined primary- and secondary-school-enrolment ratio and adult literacy rate);

• CPD, United Nations Committee for Development Planning;
• EDI, Economic Diversification Index (numeric indicator of a country's economic structural

weakness, considering its share of manufacturing to total GDP, percentage of labour
force employed in the industrial and service sectors, per capita electricity consumption,
and level of dependence on exports of specific commodities);

• GDP, gross domestic product;
• HICs, high-income countries (countries or territories whose average GNP per capita

exceeded 9 386 USD; there were eight such countries or territories in 1995 actuals; this
category applies to the countries concerned starting in 1992);

• LICs, low-income countries (countries or territories with an average GNP per capita in
1995 of less than 766 USD); LLDCs are excluded from this row; there were 23 LICs in
1996 actuals);

• LLDC, least among less developed countries (defined by CDP as countries that meet
either condition I or II below); I, cases that CDP judges appropriate in light of the
country's natural-endowment index, exports of petroleum as a percentage of total
exports, and ODA as a percentage of GNP; II, only countries that are landlocked, small,
with a population of 1 million or less, or suffer from severe climatic risks, such as
drought, floods, and typhoons; the number of LLDCs at the end of 1993 was 47; from
1994 onward, it was 48;

• LMICs, lower middle-income countries (countries or territories whose average GNP per
capita in 1995 exceeded 766 USD but was less than 3 036 USD; there were 51 such
countries or territories in 1996 actuals);

• ODA, official development assistance;
• UMICs, upper middle-income countries (countries or territories whose average GNP per

capita in 1995 exceeded 3 036 USD but was less than 9 386 USD; there were 26 such
countries or territories in 1996 actuals);

• USD, United States dollar.
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Appendix A11. Sectoral distribution of bilateral ODA in fiscal year 1996 (on a commitment
basis).

Type of aid (million USD)

Sector of destination
Type of aid

1 . Social infrastructure and services

(1) Education

(2) Health

(3) Population programs

(4) Water supply and sanitation

(5) Public administration

(6) Other social infrastructure and
services

2. Economic infrastructure and services

(1) Transport

(2) Communications

(3) Energy

(4) Banks and financial services

(5) Commercial and other economic
services

3. Production sectors

(1) Agriciulture, forestry, and fisheries

a) Agriculture

b) Forestry

c) Fisheries

(2) Mining and manufacturing

a) Manufacturing

b) Mining

Technical
Grant aid cooperation Total grants

580.78

152.78

166.66

17.51

186.52

—

57.31

376.83

257.09

84.42

35.32

—

—

434.41

434.41

342.41

15.62

76.38

—

—

—

1 215.24

746.60

143.59

17.42

76.81

113.85

116.96

287.25

118.41

41.93

45.39

8.70

72.80

638.09

377.95

—

—

—

223.09

—

—

1 796.02

899.38

310.25

34.93

263.33

113.85

174.27

664.08

375.50

126.35

80.71

8.70

72.80

1 072.50

812.36

342.41

15.62

76.38

223.09

—

—

Loans

1 681.57

30.50

109.33

—

1 541.74

—

—

6122.55

3 657.37

320.24

1 984.98

104.89

55.07

1 852.49

1 574.89

1421.78

153.11

—

277.60

276.38

1.21

Total (share [%])

3 477.59

929.88

419.58

34.93

1 805.07

113.85

174.27

6 786.63

4 032.87

446.59

2 065.69

113.59

127.87

2 924.99

2 387.25

1 764.19

168.73

76.38

500.68

276.38

1.21

(20.9)

(5-6)

(2.5)

(0.2)

(10.8)

(0.7)

(1.0)

(40.7)

(24.2)

(2.7)

(12.4)

(0.7)

(0.8)

(17.5)

(14.3)

(10.6)

(1.0)

(0.5)

(3.0)

(1.7)

(0-0)

c) Construction —

(3) Trade and tourism —

a) Trade —

b) Tourism —

4. Multisector assistance 43.18

(1) Environmental conservation 13.19

(2) Women in development 19.44

(3) Other multisector categories 10.55

Subtotal (1-4) 1435.20

37.05 37.05 37.05 (0.2)

74.31 117.49 701.82 819.31 (4.9)

60.19 73.38 598.64 672.02 (4.0)

0.06 19.50 — 19.50 (0.1)

14.05 24.60 103.18 127.78 (0.8)

2214.88 3650.08 10358.4314008.50 (84.0)

(continued)
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Appendix A11 concluded.

Type of aid (million USD)

Sector of destination
Type of aid

Technical
Grant aid cooperation Total grants Loans Total (share [%])

5. Commodity assistance, general 29.41
program assistance

(1) Assistance in structural —
adjustments in coordination with the
World Bank and IMF

(2) Food aid designed to promote 29.41
development

0.00 29.41 276.50 305.91 (1.8)

— — 129.42 129.42 (0.8)

29.41 — 29.41 (0.2)

(3) Other program assistance

6. Debt relief

7. Disaster relief

8. Administrative and similar costs

(1) Administrative expenses a

(2) NGO assistance b

(3) Unspecified c

Total

BHN(1 +3(1) + 7)

—

589.19

57.85

334.41

—

19.21

315.20

2 446.06

1 102.45

—

—

6.27

1 104.10

706.67

249.70

147.73

3 325.25

1 599.46

—

589.19

64.12

1 438.51

706.67

268.91

462.93

5771.31

2701.91

147.08 147.08

265.52 854.71

— 64.12

— 1 435.51

— 706.67

— 268.91

— 462.93

10900.4516671.75

3256.46 5958.37

(0.9)

(5.1)

(0.4)

(8.6)

(4.2)

(1.6)

(2.8)

(100.0)

(35.7)

Source: MOFA(1997c).
Note: Figures in this table include aid for Eastern Europe and countries that graduated from ODA recipient
status. Because of rounding, the figures do not necessarily add up to the totals. BHN, basic human need;
IMF, International Monetary Fund; NGO, nongovernmental organization; USD, United States dollar.
a Administrative expenses include raising costs awareness.
6 NGO assistance includes that to private international institutions.
c Grants to aid structural-adjustment efforts (nonproject grants), as well as Grant Assistance for Grassroot
Projects and expenses for refugee assistance.
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Appendix A12. Allocation of general account ODA budget by ministry in fiscal years 1997
and 1998.

Ministry

Prime Minister's Office

National Police Agency

Management and Coordination Agency

Economic Planning Agency

Science and Technology Agency

Environmental Protection Agency

National Land Agency

Ministry of Justice

Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Ministry of Finance

Ministry of Education, Science, Sports and Culture

Ministry of Health and Welfare

Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

Ministry of International Trade and Industry

Ministry of Transportation

Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications

Ministry of Labour

Ministry of Construction

Ministry of Home Affairs

1997
(million
JPY)

7

146

1 826

8869

692

711

65

607

585 094

441 902

48248

8274

9968

55830

941

917

3753

793

29

1998
(million
JPY)

0

127

1635

1009

554

558

52

551

556 789

367 883

44920

8182

8476

50845

840

820

3316

709

0

Source: Kokusai Kaihatsu (1998).
Note: The 1997 DAC exchange rate was 121 JPY = 1 United States dollar. JPY, Japanese
yen.
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Appendix A13A. Organizational structure of JICA.

Office of the President

Office of Evaluation and Post
Project Monitoring

Finance and Accounting
Department

General Affairs

Overseas Offices General
Management

Information and Systems
Management

Public Relations

Legal Affairs

Personnel

Wage and Allowance

1st Budget

2nd Budget

Accounting Settlement

Property Management

(continued)

President

Senior Vice-
President

Vice-
President

Ge;neral Affairs departmentr Securty amanagement

Personnel Department Welfarea and labor relation

accounting
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Appendix A13A continued.

Project Formulation Study
Department

Planning

1st Regional

2nd Regional

Environment, WID and Other Global
Issues

Migration Affairs

Joint Cooperation Promotion

1 st Project Formulation Study

3rd Project Formulation Study

Administration

3rd Contract

Administration

1st Training

3rd Training

Youth Invitations

(continued)

2nd trainging

Planning Department 3rd reguibak

2nd project formaulation study

procurement department

1st contract

2nd contract

Training aoofar department
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Appendix 13A continued.

Experts Assignment Department

Social Development Study
Department

Social Development Cooperation
Department

Medical Cooperation Department

Secretariat of Japan Disaster
Relief Team

Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries
Development Study Department

Technical Personnel

1st Experts Assignment

2nd Experts Assignment

3rd Experts Assignment

Planning

1 st Development Study

2nd Development Study

Planning

1 st Technical Cooperation

2nd Technical Cooperation

Planning

1st Medical Cooperation

2nd Medical Cooperation

Administration

Relief Coordination

Planning

Agricultural Development Study

Forestry and Fisheries Development
Study

Financial Cooperation

(continued)
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Appendix 13A continued.

Agricultural Development
Cooperation Department

Forestry and Fisheries

Department

Mining and Industrial Development
Study Department

Mining and Industrial Development
Cooperation Department

Grant Aid Project Management
Department

Grant Aid Project Study
Department

Livestock and Horticulture

Planning

Fisheries Cooperation

Planning

Energy and Mining Development
Study

Planning and Fnancial Cooperation

2nd Technical Cooperation

Planning

1st Project Management

3rd Project Management

Follow-up

Coordination and Appraisal

2nd Project Study

(continued)

Areicufua techno coopporate

Deve;lompmen tcooperation Forestry cooperation

Industraial Developmet study

1st Technical copperation

2nd project management

1st project study
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Appendix 13A concluded.

Secretariat of Japan Overseas
Cooperation Volunteers

1st Recruitment

2nd Recruitment

3rd Recruitment

1 st Overseas Assignment

2nd Overseas Assignment

3rd Overseas Assignment

Career Consultation

Source: CIDA-JICA (1997).

Appendix A13B. List of JICA overseas offices.

Asia

Bangladesh

Cambodia

China

India

Indonesia

Laos

Malaysia

Mongolia

Myanmar

Nepal

Pakistan

Philippines

Singapore

Sri Lanka

Thailand

Central and South America and the Caribbean

Argentina

Bolivia

• Santa Cruz

• La Paz

Brazil

• Sao Paulo

• Belem

Chile

Colombia

Dominican Republic

Honduras

Mexico

Panama

Paraguay

Peru

(continued)
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Appendix A13B concluded.

Viet Nam

Middle East

Egypt
Jordan

Palestine

Saudi Arabia

Syria

Turkey

Africa

Ethiopia

Ghana

Ivory Coast

Kenya

Malawi

Morocco

Nigeria

Republic of South Africa

Senegal

Tanzania

Tunisia

Zambia

Zimbabwe

Oceania

Australia

Fiji

Papua New Guinea

Western Samoa

Others

Austria

France

United Kingdom

United States

Source: JICA (1995)
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Appendix A14. Organizational structure of MOFA.

Minister's Secretariat

Cultural Affairs
Department

Consular and
Migration Affairs

Department

Foreign Policy Bureau

Multilateral
Cooperation
Department

Asian Affairs Bureau

North American Affairs
Bureau

Latin American and
Caribbean Affairs

Bureau

European and
Oceanian Affairs

Bureau

Middle Eastern and
African Affairs Bureau

Economic Affairs
Bureau

Aid Policy Division

Overseas Disaster
Assistance

Division

Non-
Govemmental
Organization
Assistance

Division

Research and
Programming

Division

Evaluation
Division

Multilateral
Cooperation

Division

Technical
Cooperation

Division

(continued)

Staff Secretary for
Foreign Affairs

Vice-Minister for
Foreign Affairs

Minister of
Foreign Affairs
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Appendix A14 concluded.

Source: CIDA-xlICA 1997.

Economic Cooperation
Bureau

Development
Cooperation

Division

Treaties Bureau Loan Aid Division

Intelligence and
Analysis Bureau Grant Aid Division
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Appendix A15. Organizational structure of MOF.

Minister's Secretariat

Ministry of Finance

Financial Inspection
Deparment

Budget Bureau

Tax Bureau

Customs and Tariff
Bureau

Financial Bureau

Securities Bureau

Banking Bureau

Insurance
Department

International Finance
Bureau

Mint Bureau

Printing Bureau

Customs Training Institute

Center of Customs
Laboratory

Insitute of Fiscal and
Monetary Policy

Accounting Center

National Tax Administration
Agency

Director-General's
Secretariat

Taxation Department

Collection Department

Examination and Criminal
Investigation Department

National Tax Tribunal

National Research Institute
of Brewing

National Tax College

Regional Taxation Bureaus

Okinawa Regional
Taxation Office

(continued)
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Appendix A15 concluded.

Local Finance Bureaus

Fukuoka Local
Finance Branch

Bureau

Custom Houses

Okinawa Custom
House

Source: IAM(1994).

Local Finance
Offices

Local Finance
Offices
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Appendix A16. Organizational structure of EPA.

Economic Planning Agency

Director-General's
Secretariat

Coordination Bureau

Social Policy Bureau

Price Bureau

Planning Bureau

Research Bureau

Economic Research
Institute

Source: IAM (1994).



Appendix A17. Organizational structure of OECF.

President, Chair of the
Board

Senior V\ce President,
Deputy Chair of the Board

V\ce President, Member of
the Board, Auditor

Special Advisor to the
President (Development

Finance)

Special Advisor to the
President (Planning and

Personnel Affairs)

Secretarial Office

Coordination Department Planning and
Administration Division

Project Coordination
Division

Co-financing and
Overseas Offices

Administration Division

Public Relations
Division

Personnel Division

Planning and coordination of specific
issues in development finance assigned by

the President

Planning and coordiantion of personnel
affairs and other specific issues assigned

by the President

Secretarial activites

Planning and overall coordination of
OECF's activities

Planning, coordination, and legal affairs
concerning loans and equity investments

Planning and coordination of cofinancing
with other donors and administration of
OECF representative offices' activities

Planning and coordination of public
relations

Personnel administration



Accounting Department

Loan Management and
Information Systems

Department

Contracts Division

Budgeting Division

Accounting Division

1st Loan Management
Division

2nd Loan Management
Division

Information Systems
Division

Supplying office equipment and materials

Drawing up OECF's operational budget
and financial planning

Drawing up OECF's administrative budget
for operational activities, settlement of

accounts, receipt of cash and other
receivables

Planning and coordination of loan
administration and disbursement of loans

Planning and coordination of loan
repayment administration and repayment of

loans

Statistics, rationalization of OECF's
activities, and development and

maintenance of electronic data-processing
systems

(Continued)
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Operations Department I

Operations Department II

1st Division

2nd Division

3rd Division

4th Division

1st Division

2nd Division

3rd Division

4th Division

Loans to the governments of Thailand and
Myanmar

Loans to the governments of Indonesia
and Malaysia

Loans to the governments of the
Philippines and Oceanian countries

Loans to the governments of Viet Nam,
Laos, and Cambodia

Loans to the governments of Korea, China,
and Mongolia

Loans to the governments of India and
Bhutan

Loans to the governments of Sri Lanka and
Bangladesh

Loans to the governments of Pakistan,
Afghanistan, and Nepal



Operations Department III

Operations Department IV

Project Development
Department

1st Division

2nd Division

3rd Division

1st Division

2nd Division

3rd Division

Project Planning
Division

Project Monitoring
Division

Loans to the governments in the Middle
East (including Egypt) and Eastern Europe

Loans to the governments in Central Asia,
Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia

Loans to the governments in Africa
(excluding Egypt)

Loans to the governments in Latin America
and the Caribbean

Private Sector Investment Finance for
mining and manufacturing projects in

developing countries

Private Sector Investment Finance for
projects in sectors other than mining and

manufacturing in developing countries

Planning and coordination of financial and
technical-assistance cooperation

Monitoring and planning of follow-up
actions related to development projects

(continued)
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Project Development
Department

Technical Department

Environment and Social
Development Office

Project Planning
Division

Project Monitoring
Division

1st Technical Division

2nd Technical Division

3rd Technical Division

Environment and
Social Development

Division

Planning and coordination of financial and
technical-assistance cooperation

Monitoring and planning of follow-up
actions related to development projects

Technical appraisal and supervision of
development projects for transportation,
telecommunications, waterworks, and

social services

Technical appriasal and supervision of
development projects for mining,

manufacturing, and power

Technical appraisal and supervision of
development projects for agriculture,
forestry, fisheries, irrigation and flood

control

Planning, coordination, and studies of
environmental and social aspects of

development projects



Environment and Social
Development Office

Research Institute of
Development Assistance

(RDIA)

Environment and
Social Development

Division

Senior Economist,
Development

Assistance Studies

Senior Economist,
Macroeconomic

Studies

Senior Economist,
Sector Studies

Director, Post-
Evaluation

Planning, coordination, and studies of
environmental and social aspects of

development projects

Planning and coordination of economic
studies and research on economic

cooperation

Macroeconomic studies of developing
countries

Sector studies of developing countries

Post-evaluation of development projects

(continued)
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Overseas Representative
Offices

Bangkok
Jakarta
Manila
New Delhi
Beijing
Kuala Lumpur
Dhaka
Istanbul
Colombo
Hanoi
Paris
London
Nairobi
Cairo
Washington, DC
South America
Regional Office
(Rio de Janeiro)

Source: OECF (1998).
Note: OECF, Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund.



Appendix A18. Japanese organizations and institutions involved in ODA (project identification and other activities).

Organizations and institutions
(telephone/fax)

Authorizing ministry or agency

MOFA MOHW MAFF MITI MOC MOE MOT MOL EPA EA

Government organizations

IDE (03-3353-4231/03-3226-8475)

JEC (03-5251-1017/03-3592-5056)

JICA (03-5352-5311/03-5352-5150)

OECF (03-3215-1419/03-3215-1307)

Private and nonprofit institutions

APDA (03-3581-7770/03-3581-7796)

AOTS (03-3888-8211/03-3888-8264)

APIC (03-5423-0571/03-5423-0576)

AICAF (03-3263-7377/03-3234-5137)

ECFA (03-3593-1171/03-3595-2489)

FASID (03-5226-0301/03-5226-0023)

FFEE (03-3234-0111/03-0237-8610)

IDCJ (03-3630-6911/03-3630-8120)

I EC A (03-3263-4821/03-3230-4030)

IMAJ (03-3502-3051/03-3502-3053)

(continued)
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Organizations and institutions
(telephone/fax)

Authorizing ministry or agency

MOFA MOHW MAFF MITI MOC MOE MOT MOL EPA EA

IMFJ (03-432-3175/03-432-3175)

ITDU (03-5269^771/03-5996-3510)

JCCME (03-3237-6721/03-3237-8018)

JFEO (03-3279-1411/03-5255-6255)

JIIA (03-3503-7261/03-3595-1755)

JICE (03-5322-2500/03-5322-2520)

JICS (03-5322-5900/03-5352-5991)

JOFCA (03-5689-3435/03-5689-3439)

JPHA (03-3503-6968/03-3503-6975)

JTCA (03-3501-1462/03-3501-1466)

JANIC (03-3294-5370/03-3294-5398)

JNA (03-3400-8331/03-3400-8336)

JOICFP (03-3268-5875/03-3235-7900)

MEI (03-3591-0955/03-3591-0957)

OISCA (03-3322-5161/03-3324-7111)

OADA (03-3478-3508/03-3401-6048)



OCDI (03-3580-3271/03-3580-3657)

OFCA (03-3578-9301/03-3578-9303)

OVTA (043-276-7236/043-276-7280)

PREX (06-441-2650/06-441-2640)

Source: FASID (1994).
Note: AICAF, Association of International Cooperation of Agriculture and Forestry; AOTS, Association for Overseas Technical Scholarship; APDA, Asian
Population and Development Association; APIC, Association for Promotion of International Cooperation; EA, Environment Agency; ECFA, Engineering
Consulting Firms Association, Japan; EPA, Economic Planning Agency; FASID, Foundation for Advanced Studies on International Development; FFEE,
Foundation for Earth Environment; IDCJ, International Development Center of Japan; IDE, Institute of Developing Economies; IECA, International
Engineering Consultants Association; IMAJ, International Management Association of Japan, Inc.; IMFJ, International Medical Foundation of Japan; ITDU,
International Tourism Development Institute of Japan; JANIC, Japanese NGO Center for International Cooperation; JCCME, Japan Cooperation Center
for the Middle East; JEC, Japan Environment Corporation; JFEO, Japan Federation of Economic Organizations (Keidanren); JICA, Japan International
Cooperation Agency; JICE, Japan International Cooperation Center; JIGS, Japan International Cooperation System; JIIA, Japan Institute of International
Affairs; JNA, Japanese Nursing Association; JOFCA, Japan Overseas Forestry Consultants Association; JOICFP, Japanese Organization for International
Cooperation in Family Planning; JPHA, Japan Port and Harbour Association; JTCA, Japan Transport Consultants Association; MAFF, Ministry of
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries; MEI, Middle East Institute of Japan; MITI, Ministry of International Trade and Industry; MOC, Ministry of Construction;
MOE, Ministry of Education, Science, Sports and Culture; MOFA, Ministry of Foreign Affairs; MOHW, Ministry of Health and Welfare; MOL, Ministry of
Labour; MOT, Ministry of Transportation; OADA, Overseas Agricultural Development Association; OCDI, Overseas Coastal Area Development Institute of
Japan; OECF, Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund; OFCA, Overseas Fisheries Consultants Association; OISCA, Organization for Industrial, Spiritual
and Cultural Advancement International; OVTA, Overseas Vocational Training Association; PREX, Pacific Resource Exchange Center.



Appendix A19. Transition of MAFF ODA budget, 1991-96.

Calendar year (million JPY [%])

1 . Minister's Secretariat

Expenses for construction of databases for global environmental
cooperation

Expenses to hold the eighth meeting of the countries involved in finalizing
the Washington Treaty

Expenses for promoting agriculture, forestry, and fisheries, reflecting global
summit in Asian region

2. Economic Affairs Bureau

Expenses for acceptance of trainees in agriculture, forestry, and fisheries

Expenses for exchanges of overseas technologies

Expenses for promoting cooperation among overseas agricultural
cooperatives, etc.

Expenses related to FAO, etc.

Expenses for promoting improvements in overseas information on food and
agriculture, etc.

Trust expenses for surveys on overseas agriculture and forestry
development cooperation problems, etc.

1991

26

—

26

—

1211

20

33

33

600

252

270

1992

23

23

—

—

1 302

20

33

43

604

281

317

1993

32

23

—

9

1 388

20

33

43

620

296

372

1994

32

23

—

9

1 458

20

35

43

644

306

404

1995

32

23

—

9

1 517

20

35

43

652

323

440

1996

33

23

—

10

1 574

20

35

43

652

357

453

Others 4 4 4 4 4 1 4



3. Statistics and Information Department 18 19 19 20 20 21

Expenses for development of guidelines for preparation of agricultural 18 19 19 20 20 21
statistics in developing countries

4. Agricultural Structure Improvement Bureau 660 818 954 1073 1190 1308

Expenses f o r development o f environmental protection measures against
desertification and others

Subsidy for preliminary surveys on overseas agricultural development, etc. 159 169 185 212 253 277

Subsidy for development surveys on overseas agriculture 489 630 732 769 801 833

Trust expense for overseas agriculture and fisheries cooperation problems 13 16 33 88 131 190

5. Agricultural Production Bureau 101 111 114 120 128 136

Promotion project for training leading farmers from ASEAN and other areas 79 84 85 — — —

Expenses f o r promoting systematization o f overseas technical cooperati
in agricultural-extension activities

Sophistication project for technical cooperation in overseas agricultural 14 14
production

Expenses for promoting technical cooperation in agriculture for global — — 16 20 20 20
environmental conservation

Expenses for promoting international exchange among rural women 8 9 9 10 11 12

Fostering of leading overseas farmers in agricultural cooperation — — — 86 88 94

(continued)

3 5 5 5 8

4 4
4 4 4



Appendix A19 continued.

Calendar year (million JPY [%])

1991

Urgent measures of agricultural machinery in overseas technical —
cooperation

6. Livestock Industry Bureau 31

Promotion project for technical cooperation in livestock industry 31

Trusted basic study of promoting appropriate use of grassland —

7. Food and Marketing Bureau 30

Expenses for smoothing overseas cooperation in food-industries technology 30

Expenses for overseas cooperation in food marketing —

Expenses for promoting technical cooperation in the environmental and —
preventative measures against pollution in food industries

Environmental-improvement promotion and support for overseas food —
processing producers

8. Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries Research Council Secretariat 71 1

Expenses for international exchanges on biotechnology 4

Expenses needed for promotion of tropical agricultural research 707

Expenses for supporting genetic-resources preservation in developing —

1992

—

33

33

—

35

30

5

—

—

772

4

767

—

1993

—

36

36

—

41

30

8

4

—

842

4

819

18

1994

—

40

36

4

44

30

8

—

6

898

4

875

18

1995

5

43

39

4

48

30

8

—

10

967

—

949

18

1996

6

46

39

7

51

30

8

—

14

1 022

—

1000

—

Joint study on biological genetic resources in developing countries — — — — — 22

countries



9. Food Agency

Promotion project for grain post-harvest technical cooperation

Technical cooperation promotion project on grain-inspection technique

10. Forestry Agency

Expenses for promoting overseas forestry cooperation services

Expenses of holding a meeting of Senior Foresters to Manage Green Earth

Expense of holding a meeting for promoting tropical forest conservation by
senior forester

Expenses for promoting technical cooperation in overseas agriculture

Holding meetings to promote demonstration project (model forest) for
sustainable forest management

11. Fisheries Agency

Expenses for international fishery-promotion cooperation projects

Expenses for loan funds of international fishery cooperation services

Other expenses

23

23

—

410

385

21

—

4

—

5197

5184

3600

13

25 26 27

25 26 27

— — —

534 624 718

499 582 672

— — —

21 21 21

14 20 24

— — —

5356 5517 5627

5343 5504 5614

3 600 3 600 3 600

13 13 13

27

—

27

798

749

—

21

28

—

5682

5669

3570

13

27

—

27

876

824

—

—

30

22

5730

5717

3541

13

(continued)
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Total

Comparison with the previous year

Development Department grants

Development Department contributions

Total

Comparison with the previous year

Source: AICAF (1996).
Note: ASEAN, Association of Southeast Asian

Calendar year (million JPY [%])

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

8418 9027 9592 10056 10453 10824

(107.3) (107.2) (106.3) (104.8) (103.9) (103.5)

15252 16356 17514 18504 18906 9752

53 53 26 — — —

15305 16409 17540 18504 18906 19752

(106.5) (107.2) (106.9) (105.5) (102.2) (104.5)

Nations; FAO, Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations; JPY, Japanese yen.
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Appendix A20. Main implementing organizations for cooperation in agriculture, forestry, and
fisheries.

Name of organization Details of services

Japan International
Cooperation Agency

Overseas Economic
Cooperation Fund

Japan Export-Import Bank

Japan Agricultural Land
Development Agency

Overseas Fishery Cooperation
Foundation

Association for International
Cooperation of Agriculture and
Forestry

Japan FAO Association

Institute for the Development
of Agriculture Cooperation in
Asia

International Development
Center of Japan

Asian Population and
Development Association

Overseas Agricultural
Development Association

Agricultural Development
Consultants Association

Japan Overseas Forestry
Consultants Association

Government-based technical cooperation (acceptance of
trainees, dispatch of experts, provision of materials and
equipment, project-type technical cooperation, development
surveys, etc.), services related to promotion of grant aid,
investment and financing for development and emigration
service, etc.

Project-type yen loan, commodity loan, bridge loan, etc.

Export-import finance, supplementation of finance to general
finance organizations through overseas investment and
finance, and recommendation for this overseas investment
and finance

Development surveys on agriculture in developing countries
mainly by trust of JICA, collection and offering needed
information, and other services

Training, recruiting, and dispatching experts; acceptance of
trainees; loans to Japan's legal persons; information-
collection service, etc.

Information collection and research survey on developing
countries, exchange of agricultural technologies with the East
European countries, backup support to international
cooperation experts and NGO activities, training of overseas
agricultural cooperation experts, etc.

The substitute organization for the FAO domestic committee
in Japan, which has publishing services to offer international
information on agriculture, forestry, and fisheries, manages
FAO's library, holds the World Food Day symposium, and
reports on international conferences, seminars, meetings,
etc.

Training and survey service needed for development of
agricultural cooperatives, information-collection service, etc.

Planning, survey, research, etc., of total development
projects of developing countries

Survey, etc., of rural population and agricultural development
in Asian countries

Guidance and advice to overseas agricultural development
projects by private enterprises, etc., and survey and research
on overseas agricultural development cooperation

Technical survey and information gathering, etc., on
overseas agricultural development

Basic survey and technical survey on overseas forestry
development and overseas forestry development cooperation
service for JICA

(continued)
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Appendix A20 concluded.

Name of organization Details of services

Japan-China Association
Exchange for Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries

Japan-China Association on
Economy and Trade

Japan Agricultural Exchange
Council

Overseas Fisheries
Consultants Association

Japan Association for
Agricultural Technology
Exchange in Asia

Acceptance of leading young farmers from China, exchange
of science and technology, joint survey (with China) on
agriculture, forestry, and fisheries, and information collection
regarding Chinese agriculture, forestry, and fisheries

Exchange service of economy, personnel, and technologies,
economic survey between Japan and China, information
service, etc.

Dispatch of Japanese agricultural trainees and acceptance of
overseas agricultural trainees, mainly from ASEAN countries,
etc.

Survey and information collection regarding overseas
fisheries development

Survey and research with the aim of promoting acceptance
of Chinese leading experts for training, dispatch, and
exchange of agricultural experts and exchange of agricultural
technology

Source: AICAF (1996).
Note: ASEAN, Association of Southeast Asian Nations; FAO, Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations; JICA, Japan International Cooperation Agency; NGO,
nongovernmental organization.
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Appendix A21A. Organizational structure of Keidanren.

President and Director General
Uchida Kozo

Senior Managing Director
Wada Ryukoh

Managing Director
Fujiwara Katsuhiro

Executive Counselor
Ohta Hajime

Managing Director
Nakamura Yoshio

Managing Director
Tachibana Hiroshi

Executive Counselor
Ohta Hajime

Social Affairs Bureau
Director

Tanaka Kiyoshi

General Administration
Bureau Director

Ike Makoto

Keidanren Kaidan and
Guset House

Management Bureau
Director

Anzai Yoichi
Deputy Director

Ito Hideshi

International Relations
Bureau Director

Shimamoto Akinori
Deputy Director

Ebe Susumu

Economic Policy
Bureau Director
Kadota Hiroshi

Industrial Affairs
Bureau Director

Nagamatsu Keiichi

Global Environment
Bureau Director

Kadowaki Michimasa

Source: JFEO (1998a).
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Appendix A21B. Officers of Keidanren.

Position Name Affiliation

Chair Imai Takashi

Vice Chairs Nasu Shoh

Itoh Josei

Higuchi Hirotaro

Kumagai Naohiko

Furukawa Masahiko

Kitaoka Takashi

Tsuji Yoshifumi

Kanai Tsutomu

Maeda Katsunosuke

Suzuki Toshifumi

Ohga Norio

Chair of the Board Sekimoto Tadahiro
of Councillors

Vice Chairs of the Kawakatsu Kenji
Board of Councillors

Katada Tetsuya

Morishita Yoichi

Yonekura Isao

Idemitsu Yuji

Fukuhara Yoshiharu

Hashimoto Toru

Maeda Matabee

Okuda Hiroshi

Representative Director and Chair of the Board
of Directors, Nippon Steel Corporation

Chair, Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc.

Chair, Nippon Life Insurance Company

Director, Corporate Adviser, Asahi Breweries,
Ltd

Chair and Executive Director, Mitsui & Co., Ltd

Chair of the Board, Mitsubishi Chemical
Corporation

President and Chief Executive Officer,
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

Chair, Nissan Motor Co., Ltd

President and Representative Director, Hitachi,
Ltd

President and Representative Director, Toray
Industries, Inc.

President and Chief Executive Officer, Ito-
Yokado Co., Ltd

Chair and Representative Director, Chief
Executive Officer, Sony Corporation

Chair of the Board, NEC Corporation

Senior Advisor, Sanwa Bank, Ltd

Chair of the Board, KOMATSU, Ltd

President, Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.,
Ltd

Counselor, ITOCHU Corporation

Member of the Board and Executive Advisor,
Idemitsu Kosan Co., Ltd

Chair and Chief Executive Officer, Shiseido
Co., Ltd

Chair of the Board of Directors, Fuji Bank, Ltd

Chair and Representative Director, Maeda
Corporation

President, Toyota Motor Corporation

Source: JFEO(1999a, b).
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Appendix A22. Organizational structure of ECFA.

General Assembly

Board of Directors

Administration

General
Administration and

Finance

survey Missions

Mediation of
Consulting Activities

International
Cooperation with

Organizations

VIP Prnnrams

Public Relations

Supporting Task

Policy Making

Human Resource
Development

Information and
Documentation

Regular Members

Working Groups
Study Groups

ECFA Japan Development
Institute

Development Policy
and Strategy

Integrated Regional
Development

Environment and
Development

Social Development

Official Development
Assistance Study

Source: ECFA (1995).

Auditory

Steering Committee

ODA Cooperation
Promoting
Committee

Loan Guarantee
Activities
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Appendix A23. Organizational structure of the Toyota Foundation.

Board of Directors

Board of Trustees

Foundation Staff

President Shosaburo Kimura

Managing Director Chimaki Kurokawa

Secretary Chimaki Kurokawa

General Manager Naomichi Kamezawa

Program Division

National Divsion

International Division

General Affairs and Accounting Division

Grant Administration Division

Source: Toyota Foundation (1999).
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Appendix A24. NGOs that received project subsidies in fiscal year 1996.

Recipient

Action for Mangrove Reforestation

Adventist Development and Relief Agency

AEF International

Africa Children Education Fund

Africa-Japan Forum

Asian People's Exchange

Asian Volunteer Network

Association for Promotion of International
Cooperation

Association for Sending Picture Books to Laos

Association of Medical Doctors of Asia

Association to Aid Refugees, Japan

Atsuhito Nakata Memorial Foundation Charitable
Trust

Bridge Asia Japan

Committee for Promotion to Innovate Japanese
People by Educational and Cultural Contact

Core Kobe

Cultural Aid Project for South East Asia

Desert Planting Volunteer Association

Don Bosco Overseas Youth Volunteers Group

Echo Club International

Foundation for the Support of the United Nations,
Inc.

Friends International Club's Organization

Gifu Research Foundation Japan

Project(s)
supported by the

subsidy

Environmental
conservation

TTDC

HRD; medical
care; IVCS

HRD

TTDC

ILE

IVCS

TTDC

HRD

Medical care;
TTDC; IVCS

WSRA; medical
care; ILE; PACT

Nagoya
Preventive
Medical Institute
medical care;
IVCS

IVCS

AFVD

Health and
hygiene; ILE

WSRA

Environmental
conservation

III; ILE

WSRA

WSRA

HRD

AFVD; ILI

Project area

Ecuador

Malaysia

Somalia, Tanzania, Uganda

Kenya

Japan

Indonesia

Thailand, United States,
Viet Nam

Laos

Cambodia, Croatia, Djibouti,
India, Japan, Mozambique,
Nepal, Zaire

Bosnia, Cambodia, Croatia,
Herzegovina, Tanzania,
Viet Nam

Paraguay

Indonesia

Rwanda

Cambodia

China

Papua New Guinea, Solomon
Islands

Ghana

Cambodia

India

China, Nepal

(continued)
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Appendix A24 continued.

Recipient

Global Rainbow Ship

Global Voluntary Service

Green Earth Center

Ikuei Overseas Volunteers

India-Japan Maitri Association

Institute of Cultural Affairs

International Angel Association

International Association for Human Development

International Association for the Sensitization of
Cancer Treatment

International Association for the Visually Impaired

International Movement Against All Forms of
Discrimination and Racism Japan Committee

International Social Service Japan

International Youth Foundation

Japan Anti-Tuberculosis Association

Japan Asian Association and Asian Friendship
Society

Japan Association for Greening Deserts

Japan Association for Tropical Medicine

Japanese Association of University Women

Japan Bangladesh Cooperation Fund Sakura
Family Home

Japan-China Medical Association

Japan Crime Prevention Association

Japan Dental Mission in Southern Pacific

Japanese Cleft Palate Foundation

Project(s)
supported by the

subsidy

Medical care

WSRA

Environmental
conservation

Medical care;
IVCS

HRD

AFVD; HRD; ILI;
TTDC

WSRA

HRD

Medical care

HRD

TTDC

Medical care

TTDC

Medical care

ILE

TTDC

Health and
hygiene

TTDC

HRD

Medical care

ILE

Medical care

Medical care

Project area

Pakistan

Philippines

China

Indonesia

India

Colombia, Japan, Peru,
Venezuela

Bangladesh

El Salvador

India

Thailand

Japan

Viet Nam

Philippines

Nepal

India, Philippines

Japan

Indonesia, Myanmar

Japan

Bangladesh

China

Mongolia

Vanuatu

Myanmar, Viet Nam

(continued)
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Appendix A24 continued.

Recipient

Japanese NGO Center for International Cooperation

Japan International Volunteer Center

Japan International Volunteer Center Yamagata

Japan Junior Chamber Inc.

Japan Medical Foundation for Vanuatu

Japan Palestine Medical Association

Japan Silver Volunteers

Japan Sotoshu Relief Committee

Japan-Vietnam Cultural Association

Japan-Vietnam Culture Association Foundation

Kaihatsu Kyoiku Kenkyujo

Kansai NGO Council

Konkokyo Peace Activity Center (KPAC)

Lang Tang Foundation Society

Medical Exchange Center between Japan and Viet
Nam

Mikono International

Mikono TAG

Mustang Development Service Association

Negros Campaign Aichi

Nicchu Izoku Yuko Kyokai

Nippon International Cooperation for Community
Development

Nippon Medical School Society for the Study of

Project(s)
supported by the

subsidy

TTDC; IVCS

AFVD; HRD; ILI;
TTDC; medical
care

Medical care

Medical care

Medical care

PAGT

IVCS

HRD; ILI

HRD; IVCS

HRD

WSRA

TTDC

HRD; health and
hygiene

HRD

Medical care

PAGT

AFVD; PAGT;
IVCS

AFVD; IVCS

AFVD

Environmental
conservation

AFVD; WSRA;
ILI

Medical care

Project area

Japan

Cambodia, Ethiopia, Palestine,
Thailand, Viet Nam

Philippines

Nepal, Vanuatu

Vanuatu

Palestine

Cambodia, Laos, Thailand

Viet Nam

Viet Nam

South Africa

Japan

Philippines

Nepal

Viet Nam

Mozambique

Kenya, Tanzania

Nepal

Philippines

China

Jordan, Viet Nam

Thailand
Medicine in South-East Asia

(continued)
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Appendix A24 concluded.

Recipient

Project(s)
supported by the

subsidy Project area

Organization for Industrial, Spiritual and Cultural
Advancement International

Omura City Japan-China Exchange Research
Society

Overseas Collaboration for the Endomo-lnfectious
Diseases

People's Forum on Cambodia, Japan

Peshawar-kai

Plan International Japan

Save the Children Japan

Shapla Neer-Citizen's Committee in Japan for
Overseas Support

Society for Promoting International Education for
Children

Environmental
conservation;
IVCS

AFVD

Sri Lanka

China

Health and
hygiene

TTDC

Medical care

Environmental
conservation

Viet Nan-

Japan

Pakistan

Ecuador

Health and Philippines, Thailand, Viet
hygiene; medical Nam
care; ILI

HRD; health and Bangladesh
hygiene

HRD Bhutan, India, Nepal

The Spirit of Chiyoda

Tea Ceremony Ogasawara Ryu Zuihoan

Third World Shop Fund

Umemoto Memorial Service Group for Lepra

Wildbird Society of Japan

Yomiuri Light and Humanity Association

WSRA

AFVD

Medical care

Medical care

HRD

Medical care

Palau

China

Sri Lanka

Thailand

Philippines

Palau

Source: MOFA(1997b).
Note: AFVD, agricultural or fishing-village development; HRD, human-resource development; ILE,
improvement of living environment; ILI, improvement of local industries; IVCS, International Volunteer
Compensation Scheme; PAGT, private-aid goods transportation; TTDC, technology transfer for
development cooperation; WSRA, women's self-reliance assistance



Appendix A25A. Subsidies to NGO projects (classified by type of project).

Type of project

Agricultural and fishing-village development

Work-force development

Women's self-reliance assistance

Health and hygiene

Medical care

Improvement of local industry

Improvement of living environment

Environmental conservation

Private-aid goods transportation

Transfer and extension of appropriate
technology for development cooperation
projects

Projects to promote transfer and diffusion of
technologies suitable for development and
cooperation

International volunteeer-compensation
scheme

Total

Snnrnp- MDFA M997rl

Fiscal year (1 000 JPY)

5080 26500 9524 8800 7467

41788 17400 40762 49348 57878

3410 9500 26367 23900 6874

23992 49900 78120 85856 154729

40500 46778 51431 71381

8314 15300 12270 31800 35400

29600 22425 15272 0

1 1 300 34 360

82584 188700 236246 277707 368089

1994

26800

101 500

8400

174 113

79400

21 000

4300

11 000

19200

4078

449 791

1995

39566

1 1 1 893

39510

21 056

227 386

46144

42980

29000

20100

46757

6128

630 520

1996

38479

145845

28500

19791

218838

75951

33168

35101

15696

1 1 1 654

86085

7751

816859

1989 1980 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
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Appendix 25B. NGO project subsidies by region, 1996.

Source: MOFA(1997c).



APPENDIX B

OFFICIAL DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE
PROCESSES

Appendix B1: Procedure for implementing loans and equity
investments

The corporation making the request consults with the Overseas Economic Cooper-

ation Fund (OECF).

The corporation's application for a loan or equity investment, or both, must

include information such as project details, feasibility study, financial plan, and

details about the corporation.

OECF conducts a fact-finding mission.

OECF appraises the application.

An agreement is signed between the corporation and OECF.

The loan or equity investment is made.

Appendix B2: Loan procedure for project loans

Official loan request
Usually, a country requests a loan by submitting a document to the Japanese gov-

ernment via the Japanese embassy. Sometimes the request is made when high-

level Japanese officials visit the developing country or vice-versa. If Japan is

being asked to cofinance a project with the international financial institution (DPI),

the loan request may also originate from the IFI. The request must be accom-

panied by a feasibility study (or its equivalent).

Examination and appraisal of the project

The loan request is studied by the Economic Planning Agency (EPA), Ministry of

Foreign Affairs (MOFA), Ministry of Finance (MOF), Ministry of International

Trade and Industry (MITI), and OECF. The request cannot be accepted if it serves

a military agenda or if it is for luxury or consumer goods, ocean liners, or aircraft

(they are too profitable to be eligible for official development assistance [ODA]
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loans). The project is evaluated to ensure that it meets the criteria for a project

loan by examining:

• The priority and importance of the project within the development plan

of the recipient country;

• The contribution the loan can be expected to make to the implementa-

tion of the project and to the improvement of relations with Japan;

• The feasibility reports; and

• The stage of the project.

Dispatch of survey team (if necessary)

If more information is required to confirm the feasibility of the project, the Japan

International Cooperation Agency (JICA) may dispatch a survey team to the recip-

ient country (as part of technical cooperation), and the Japanese government may

send a mission to consult with the government requesting the loan. The ministries

concerned may attend OECF or government missions if necessary.

OECF's project appraisal
OECF dispatches an appraisal, fact-finding mission, and that mission meets of-

ficials from the government of the potential recipient country and the project's

executing agency. The mission also studies the project site and the country's mac-

roeconomic situation (for example, its ability to repay a loan) and conducts a de-

tailed examination of the economic, financial, institutional, and technical aspects

of the project. If the appraisal reveals that the project requires additional study,

OECF may provide Special Assistance for Project Formation (SAPROF). When

a country lacks financial, technical, or other resources for detailed project plan-

ning, OECF can carry out a SAPROF study to assist the country in planning the

project. Beginning in August 1997, projects for which ODA loans are requested

have been subject to OECF environmental guidelines (OECF 1995). From 1997,

SAPROF has also been applied to candidate projects for the Private-Sector

Investment Finance Scheme on proposed projects for the private sector.
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Consultation between MOFA, MOP, EPA, and MITI (and other ministries

concerned, when necessary)

The ministries concerned receive the results of OECF's appraisal and jointly

decide on the type of loan, amount, interest rate, and repayment period.

Prior Notification

Either MOFA or an ambassador pledges the loan amount, its terms, and its con-

ditions to the recipient country. The decision to loan the funds is announced at an

international conference or through the Japanese embassy (this is called Prior

Notification).

Exchange of Notes

After the two governments have reached an agreement on the amount, terms, and

conditions of the loan, MOFA proposes a draft Exchange of Notes to Cabinet for

approval. The Exchange of Notes confirms the agreement and is signed by MOFA

or a Japanese ambassador and the government of the recipient country. At this

point, the government ceases to be directly involved, and OECF is responsible for

the loan project.

Fact-finding by OECF

The recipient country provides OECF with an implementation plan for the project.

This is called the Implementation Program and is based on the feasibility report.

OECF confirms the feasibility of the project by examining the feasibility report
and Implementation Program and sometimes by conducting a field study. If any

problems are found, OECF will make recommendations during the Loan Agree-

ment negotiations.

Loan Agreement

OECF sends a Legal Questionnaire to the recipient country to get legal in-

formation regarding loans in that country. OECF negotiates the contents of the

Loan Agreement with the recipient and writes a draft Loan Agreement. The Loan

Agreement represents OECF's commitment to financing a project; it outlines the

amount and conditions of the loan and the procedures for procurement, project

implementation, and disbursement. It is signed by OECF and the executing agency

of the recipient country.
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Procurement of goods and services

If the loan covers consulting services, the recipient selects the consultants ac-

cording to procedures agreed on with OECF, using an internationally recognized

method. The recipient procures the necessary materials, equipment, and civil

works, using international competitive bidding in accordance with OECF's pro-

curement guidelines. Purchasing contracts require OECF approval (confirmed with

a Notice of Approval of Contract), but contracts for services do not require this.

Project implementation

OECF disburses the loan to the contractor as requested by the recipient country

in proportion to the progress it has made in implementing the project (that is,

funds are disbursed as needed). The execution of the project is essentially the

responsibility of the borrower. However, OECF monitors its implementation and

receives periodic progress reports from the recipient. If necessary, OECF dis-

patches staff from the overseas offices or headquarters to advise the recipient. If

additional surveys or measures are required to ensure that the project is successful,

OECF may provide Special Assistance for Project Implementation (SAPI). Under

SAPI, detailed advice and recommendations are offered during implementation.

OECF hires consultants for SAPI.

Completion of the project

The project normally takes several years to complete.

Evaluation of the project

The recipient operates and maintains the project after completion. However, OECF

monitors the completed project and advises the recipient, if necessary. OECF or

a third party evaluates the project after completion. On request from the borrower,

OECF may provide Special Assistance for Project Sustainability (SAPS), a study

to identify problems and propose solutions. OECF hires consultants for SAPS.

Appendix B3: Procedure for acceptance of trainees to train in
Japan

In the case of group training offered by JICA, each country is given a copy of the

catalogue of courses offered by JICA and an indication of the number of trainees

they can send. If necessary, special courses may be arranged.

The potential recipient country presents a request to the Japanese embassy.
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The request is given to JICA.

JICA follows MOFA's policy to decide whether to accept the request.

Training

The training is conducted by members of the relevant ministries and government

agencies, public-interest corporations, universities, research institutes, hospitals,

or enterprises. In particular, JICA contracts for training in high technology. The

Japan International Cooperation Centre (JICE) provides administrative support to

JICA (for example, JICE orients trainees to Japan, coordinates with institutions

accepting participants, interprets, makes travel arrangements).

Appendix B4: Procedure for the dispatch of experts by JICA
The developing country sends its request for experts to the Japanese embassy.

The request provides information on, for example, the required background,

the proposed duties of the expert, the institution where the expert will be assigned,

and the number of experts required.

The Japanese embassy sends the request to MOFA, which forwards the

request to JICA.

JICA conducts preliminary studies to examine the background of the

request, the method of technology transfer, the type of instruction needed, and the

local conditions.

Expert candidates are selected
Usually, JICA's Expert Assignment Department will request relevant government

ministries or agencies, local-government bodies, universities, or private organiza-

tions to recommend candidates to serve as experts. When these organizations are

unable to provide candidates, JICA may make its own choice. Increasingly, JICA

has been selecting the expert candidate from a pool of people who are either reg-

istered with JICA's Institute for International Cooperation or have already been

hired as periodic JICA employees.

Once the best candidate is selected, his or her information is provided to

the recipient country. If the recipient country accepts the proposed expert, he or

she is sent to that country.
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Appendix B5: Procedure for provision of equipment and
materials related to the work of experts

The recipient country sends an unofficial request to the Japanese embassy.

MOFA prepares an implementation plan, and this is followed by an official

request from the recipient country.

JICA procures the equipment and materials, based on consultation with

MOFA.

MOFA and JICA may contract the Japan International Cooperation System

(JICS) to prepare the equipment specifications and purchase and deliver the equip-

ment. (Consult the section on JICS in Chapter 3.)

Appendix B6: Procedure for implementing project-type
technical cooperation

Formal request
The government of the potential recipient country presents a formal request for

assistance to the Japanese embassy. The request may arise from the implementa-

tion of grant aid or an ODA loan project, a project-formulation study by JICA, a

development study, or a basic study. The request is sent to MOFA.

MOFA, JICA, and the related ministries discuss requests and select which

ones to implement.

Preliminary and long-term studies by JICA

JICA conducts a preliminary study to examine the background and contents of the

requested cooperation, as well as the potential recipient's administrative systems,

and thereby determines the feasibility of the project. The sectoral ministries advise

and guide the survey teams and dispatch experts to the teams. Long-term studies

supplement preliminary studies by providing additional information about the

requested project. JICA then formulates a draft project-implementation plan.

Preparation

Through the Institute for International Cooperation, JICA trains Japanese experts,

decides on equipment, develops training materials, and makes plans to receive

trainees from the recipient country in Japan. JICA may convene a committee to

advise the experts and trainees, if necessary.
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Record of discussions is signed

JICA and the people responsible for project implementation in the recipient coun-

try discuss the conditions, scope, duration, and implementation of the cooperation

and sign the record of discussions. If the recipient country cannot provide a base

for the project, it will request grant aid for this purpose.

Project implementation

JICA dispatches experts, receives trainees from the recipient country, provides

equipment and materials, and conducts an interim evaluation of the project. JICA's

overseas offices monitor the progress of the project. The recipient country assigns

personnel to work on the project and learn from the Japanese experts, provides the

project base (buildings, land, and materials), and is responsible for the operating

budget.

Several systems are established jointly with JICA and the recipient-country

government to ensure the successful implementation of the project. The Project

Support Committee in Japan comprises people from the sectoral ministries, JICA,

and MOFA. It facilitates the recruitment of experts and secures training facilities.

The Joint Coordinating Committee comprises people from the recipient country

(the project manager and government members), and from Japan (people from

JICA, the project-team leader, and the project coordinator). This group makes

decisions on the operation and management of the project. If necessary, people

from the embassy and members of missions dispatched by JICA headquarters may

also participate.

In the final year of the project, JICA conducts a project evaluation at com-

pletion and may extend the duration of the cooperation or provide follow-up assis-

tance, if this is warranted. The cooperation usually lasts 5 years, but it can be

extended, based on the project evaluation conducted at the project's completion.

JICA also performs an ex post facto evaluation about 3 years after the project has

been completed, to determine whether supplemental cooperation is needed (for

example, dispatch of additional experts, provision of more equipment, or accep-

tance of additional trainees).

Appendix B7: Procedure for implementing development
studies

Request for cooperation

The potential recipient country sends an official request for a specific survey to

the Japanese government. Usually, the request is presented through the Japanese
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embassy, but in some cases it is presented when high-ranking government officials

visit Japan, or when project-finding teams are sent from Japan to the country in

question.

Preparation of implementation plan

MOFA accepts or rejects the request. MOFA consults with the ministries and

agencies concerned to form the basic policy and prepare the implementation plan

for the survey and sends instructions to JICA on preparing the survey.

Dispatch of preliminary survey team

JICA carries out a preliminary field survey to collect data and confirm information

to implement full-scale studies (for example, master-plan study, feasibility study).

The sectoral ministries may dispatch experts to the survey team. If a full-scale

survey is warranted, a conference is held with the executing agency of the recip-

ient country to reach an agreement on the framework of the survey. The contents

of the agreement are compiled as a Scope of Work, which is signed by JICA's

preliminary study team and the recipient. The Scope of Work outlines the scope,

contents, and methods of the full-scale studies.

Dispatch of full-scale survey team
The survey team, which comprises consultants contracted by JICA, conducts a

field survey based on the Scope of Work in cooperation with the government

authorities of the recipient country. The Japan Development Institute participates

in some of JICA's feasibility and design studies.

Writing and explanation of the report

The survey team returns to Japan to analyze field-study results and prepares a

report on the full-scale survey (for example, the master plan or feasibility study),

with guidance from JICA and input from the recipient country. JICA establishes

supervisory committees to check the progress and content of development studies,

and OECF often dispatches members to these committees.

The final report is handed over to the recipient country. The fact that the

study has been conducted does not automatically entail that the recipient country

can have access to financing from Japanese ODA to implement a project based

on the studies.
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Aftercare study

JICA conducts an aftercare study several years after the development survey.

Appendix B8: Procedure for requesting assistance from Japan
Overseas Cooperation Volunteers

General agreement and request for volunteers
The potential recipient country enters into a general agreement with the govern-

ment of Japan through the Japanese embassy (or JICA field offices if the country

has no Japanese embassy). Based on this agreement, the recipient makes a request

to the Japanese embassy for volunteers. The request states the number and techni-

cal fields of the volunteers. The request goes through MOFA to Japan Overseas

Cooperation Volunteers (JOCV). JICA field offices in recipient countries adminis-

ter volunteer services and JOCV projects, liaise and coordinate with institutions

in the recipient countries, and support JOCV activities.

Recruitment of volunteers

JOCV recruits the necessary volunteers twice a year, and volunteers are dispatched

three times a year. Volunteers are selected for their adaptability to diverse cult-

ures, communication skills, linguistic ability, enthusiasm, technical ability, and

suitability to the needs of the recipient country. They may come from various eco-

nomic groups, labour groups, private enterprises, or local-government bodies, and

they may lose their employment when they start to work for JOCV unless their

employers are willing, as part of their commitment to economic development, to

guarantee a return to employment at the end of the assignment. (See "Corporate

philanthropy," in Chapter 4.) JICA approaches the employers with requests to

allow the volunteers to retain their posts while volunteering overseas. Employers

are partially compensated for personnel and indirect expenses incurred during the

employees' absence.

Training of volunteers

Volunteers receive training before being dispatched to the developing country. All

volunteers receive 3 months of preservice training, which includes training in the

language, history, and culture of the recipient country and international affairs, as

well as information on international cooperation in general, JOCV, personal-health

care, and ways to adapt to the new country. They also receive 1 month of training

in the recipient country, which includes language training, an orientation to the
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country (by the field office), and assignment preparation. Long-term supplemen-

tary technical training, lasting about 1 year, is provided to those who lack some

of the necessary practical skills.

Assignment of volunteers

Volunteers are usually assigned for 2 years, as dictated by the agreement between

the Japanese and recipient governments. However, this term may be extended on

request by the recipient government and approval by the volunteer and the JICA

field office.

Appendix B9: Procedure for disaster relief
A request for aid is sent to Japanese diplomats in the affected country, either di-

rectly by the affected country or through international organizations.

The request is transmitted to MOFA.

MOFA consults with MOF and relevant government departments.

MOFA gives JICA a dispatch order for equipment and materials.

JICA supplies emergency aid equipment and materials and dispatches a

Japanese disaster-relief team or teams.

Appendix B10: Procedure for implementing grant aid for
general projects, fisheries, and culture

Official grant-aid request
The ministry of foreign affairs of the potential recipient country submits an of-

ficial grant-aid request to the Japanese embassy in the recipient country. The em-
bassy does a preliminary screening of the request and then sends it to MOFA.

MOFA examines the request

MOFA collects and studies information about the requested project and sends the

request to other ministries and agencies to allow them to examine the technical

feasibility of the project. MOFA decides on the type of further study required (that

is, preliminary study or basic-design study) and instructs JICA to conduct it.

Preliminary study (if necessary)

JICA may perform a preliminary study, when necessary, to prepare to conduct the

basic-design study. If the project is for equipment, JICS, being the procurement

arm for JICA and MOFA, prepares the list and specifications of the necessary
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equipment to ensure that it meets Japan's procurement requirements. If services

(that is, consultants) are required for the project, JICA and MOFA may enlist JICS

to develop the terms of reference, draw up the contract, and undertake related ac-

tivities, or it may contract directly with the suppliers.

Basic-design study

JICA dispatches a basic-design study team to determine whether the aid request

suits the developing country's aid requirements and is the most appropriate form

of aid; estimate the cost, scale, and effects of the project; ensure that the objec-

tives and expected results are clear; and write a proposal for the implementation

of the aid project. The study team usually comprises specialists from the ministries

concerned (depending on the type of project) and Japanese consultants selected by

JICA. A draft report is given to MOFA and the government making request. JICA

may dispatch a team to explain the draft report to the potential recipient govern-

ment before submitting the report to MOFA. The final report is submitted to

MOFA and the government of the potential recipient country.

If a basic-design study is not conducted, JICS conducts an aptness study

of the requested equipment in Japan.

The Japanese ministries and agencies concerned hold consultations.

MOFA appraises JICA's study report and determines the amount and type

of aid for each project. MOFA and the recipient government then negotiate a draft

of the Exchange of Notes.

Cabinet approves the request at a ministerial-level meeting.

However, Cabinet approval is not needed for cultural grant aid because the

amount is small; a report is given to Cabinet later.

The Exchange of Notes is signed by representatives from the Japanese

government (that is, the Japanese ambassador in the recipient country) and the

recipient government. This is Japan's official commitment to the aid. The Ex-

change of Notes covers details such as the objectives and content of the project,

amount of aid, time limit, method of payment, and obligations of the recipient

country.

Banking arrangements are made

The government of the recipient country opens an account with an authorized

Japanese foreign-exchange bank, where the Japanese government deposits funds

to pay the companies that provide services or equipment to implement the project.

The project cannot be implemented until the contract has been signed and the

banking arrangements are made (these steps occur concurrently).
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A Japanese company is contracted to execute the project

The government of the recipient country contracts a Japanese consulting firm to

execute the project (the consulting firm must be Japanese; however, it may hire

local or third-country nationals as subcontractors). The consulting firm prepares

the detailed project design, based on the basic-design study, and supervises con-

struction. To ensure consistency, JICA recommends that the recipient use the same

consultant that conducted the basic-design study to execute the project. A contract

is concluded with a Japanese consulting firm, which is verified by MOFA (if nec-

essary other ministries and agencies may be consulted).

Companies are contracted to provide goods and services for the
project

With the assistance of JICS, contracts for the necessary services (for example,

construction) and materials are made. The contracts for goods must be made with

a Japanese company or, if the Japanese government agrees, a company registered

in the recipient country. The procedure is as follows:

• Design and tender documents are prepared (they are reviewed by JICA,

which reports the results to MOFA);

• The documents are approved by the recipient;

• Preparation is made for tendering;

• Tendering and evaluation occur;

• The contract is drawn up (for example, a construction contract); and

• MOFA verifies the contract, and approves or rejects it.

Authorization to Pay is issued

The Government of Japan issues an Authorization to Pay for approved contracts,

whereby it authorizes the bank to make payment to the contractor. The company

requests payment from the bank. The bank then presents the request to the Japa-

nese government, which deposits the funds (yen) into the grant account opened by

the recipient at the designated bank.

Construction or procurement occurs, and disbursements are made.
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Once the bank pays the companies, the grant aid is finished. The project

cycle, from the Exchange of Notes to the final payment must be completed within

1 fiscal year from the time when Cabinet approves the project (unless this is

impossible as a result of unavoidable circumstances or the Diet approves an

extension).

Various forms of guidance and negotiations occur during the project

implementation.

For grant aid for general projects and grant aid for fisheries and increased

food production, JICA expedites the execution of the project because the recipient

may need assistance to complete the project cycle in 1 year. JICA explains grant-

aid procedures to the recipient, helps the recipient implement the project (for

example, advises on tendering, scheduling, contract writing), and liaises between

the recipient country and Japanese companies. If necessary, JICA sends a mission

to the recipient country to expedite the execution.

Evaluation of aid effects

After the project has been implemented, the government of the recipient country

operates and maintains the facilities or equipment and submits an annual report

to MOFA. Usually the aid effects are evaluated several years after the aid request

was received. JICA provides follow-up services to maintain the effectiveness of

projects funded by grant aid for general projects and grant aid for fisheries and

increased food production (by providing experts to help administer or manage

facilities, or both; spare parts; or follow-up survey teams). JICS conducts follow-

up surveys of equipment procured under grant aid and provides equipment

aftercare.

Appendix B11: Procedure for implementing emergency-relief
grant aid

The potential recipient country or a multilateral organization requests the relief.

MOFA determines the need, the amount, and the contents of the aid and

consults MOF regarding its implementation.

Cabinet decides whether to approve the request.

The Japanese embassy exchanges a note verbale with the recipient.

Aid is implemented, usually through the Japan Red Cross Society or a

multilateral organization. The main contractors for emergency-relief grant aid may

be non-Japanese nationals.
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After the implementation, the recipient reports the accomplishments of the

aid.

Appendix B12: Procedure for implementing grant assistance
for grass-roots projects

A local public body, research organization, medical organization, or NGO (local,

Japanese, or non-Japanese) operating in the country concerned sends an aid re-

quest to the Japanese embassy.

The Japanese embassy determines whether the body making the request is

eligible for aid and whether the aid is warranted. It also determines the content,

scale, and expected effects of the project.

The request, together with the embassy's assessment, is sent to MOFA for

approval.

The Japanese embassy and the requesting body sign a Grant Aid

Agreement.

This agreement outlines points such as the objectives and contents of the

project, the maximum amount of grant aid, and the conditions.

The recipient contracts for goods and services with a local supplier or

contractor and signs a procurement contract as soon as possible.

The supplier or contractor must be selected from among at least three local

candidates through price competition. The main contractor may be non-Japanese.

The recipient then presents the signed procurement contract and payment request

to the Japanese embassy, which verifies the prices of the goods and services (that

they are what is written in the contract) and provides the funds.

After the project has been implemented, the recipient submits a report to

the Japanese embassy, which verifies that the aid has been used appropriately.

Appendix B13: Procedure for implementing nonproject grant
aid to support economic structural adjustment

The Japanese government decides whether to approve the official request from the

potential recipient government.

The recipient and Japanese governments sign the Exchange of Notes.

The total amount of the grant aid is put into an account held by the

government of the recipient country in a Japanese foreign-exchange bank.

A third party procures items that contribute to the country's economic

structural adjustment. To ensure fairness in the procurement process, an impartial

third party procures the goods on behalf of the recipient. Examples of a third party
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for this purpose are the United Kingdom's Crown Agents, United Nations Office

for Project Services, and JICS.

Appendix B14: Procedure for implementing food aid
The potential recipient country requests food aid.

The request is examined by MOFA, and MOFA prepares a draft plan for

the distribution of the aid.

MOFA consults with MOF on the draft plan, and aid policy is then

determined.

The Japanese embassy notifies the recipient government that the aid is to

be provided (for example, the amount of aid, the type of grain), or representatives

of the Japanese government make a pledge during official visits to the recipient

country.

The recipient country concludes contracts to purchase aid grain from a

Japanese supplier.

The Japanese government pays the supplier of the grain.
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APPENDIX C

ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ADB Asian Development Bank

ADBI Asian Development Bank Institute

AfDB African Development Bank

AICAF Association of International Cooperation of Agriculture and Forestry

AOTS Association for Overseas Technical Scholarship

APEC Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation

APIC Association for Promotion of International Cooperation [MOFA]

APSDEP Asian and Pacific Skill Development Programme

ASEAN Association of Southeast Asian Nations

BHN basic human need

CGIAR Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research [Washington,

DC]

CIDA Canadian International Development Agency

CTF Consultant Trust Fund [World Bank]

DAC Development Assistance Committee [OECD]
DIDJ Infrastructure Development Institute-Japan

DKB Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank [Japan]

DMC ADB developing member country

EBRD European Bank for Reconstruction and Development

ECB Economic Cooperation Bureau [MOFA]

ECFA Engineering Consulting Firms Association [established and subsidized by

Mm]

EPA Economic Planning Agency [Japan]

FAO Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

FASID Foundation for Advanced Studies on International Development [Japan]

FDI foreign direct investment

FJJLP Fiscal Investment and Loan Program [Japan]

FINJPED Foundation for International Information Processing Education

GAGCP Grant Assitance for Grassroots Cooperation Projects [MOFA]
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GSI Geographical Survey Institute [Japan]

GPCA Grant Program for Citizen Activities [Toyota Foundation, Japan]

IBRD International Bank for Reconstruction and Development

ICRC International Committee of the Red Cross

IDA International Development Association

IDE Inter-American Development Bank

IDCJ International Development Center of Japan

IDE Institute of Developing Economies [Japan]

IDRI International Development Research Institute [an organization affiliated

with FASID]

IF AD International Fund for Agricultural Development [Rome, Italy]

IFI international financial institution

IFIC Institute for International Cooperation [JICA]

ELO International Labour Organization

IMF International Monetary Fund

ITTO International Tropical Timber Organization

IVCS International Volunteer Conpensation Scheme [MOFA]

JAIDO Japan International Development Organization, Ltd [one-third owned by

OECF]

JANIC Japanese NGO Center for International Cooperation

JCPD Joint Cooperation Promotion Division [JICA]

JCTC Japan Construction Training Centre

JDI Japan Development Institute [ECFA]

JDR Japan Disaster Relief team [JICA]

JETRO Japan External Trade Relations Organization [MOFA]

JEXJM Japan Export-Import Bank

JFS Japan Federation of Surveyors

JICA Japan International Cooperation Agency

JICE Japan International Cooperation Center [nonprofit corporation established

to coordinate JICA's training in Japan]

JICS Japan International Cooperation System [nonprofit organizations

established by MOFA]

JICWELS Japan International Corporation of Welfare Services

JOCV Japan Overseas Cooperation Volunteers [JICA]

JODC Japan Overseas Development Corporation [Japan]

JPY Japanese yen

JSF Japan Special Fund

KNCF Keidanren Nature Conservation Fund [Japan]

LDC less developed country
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LIC low-income country

LLDC least among less developed countries
LMIC lower middle-income country

MAFF Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries [Japan]

MEI Matsushita Electric Industrial

MIGA Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency

MITI Ministry of International Trade and Industry [Japan]

MNECDB Middle East and North African Develoment and Cooperation Bank

MOC Ministry of Construction [Japan]

MOE Ministry of Education, Science, Sports and Culture [Japan]

MOF Ministry of Finance [Japan]

MOFA Ministry of Foreign Affairs [Japan]

MOHW Ministry of Health and Welfare [Japan]

MOL Ministry of Labour [Japan]

MOPT Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications [Japan]

MOT Ministry of Transportation [Japan]

NEC Nippon Electric Company Ltd [Japan]

NGO nongovernmental organization

NTT Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation [Japan]

ODA official development assistance

OECD Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
OECF Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund [Japan]

OISCA Organization for Industrial, Spiritual and Cultural Advancement

International [Japan]
OOF other official flows

POSIVA Postal Savings for International Voluntary Aid [MOPT]

RIDA Research Institute of Development Assistance [OECF]

SAPI Special Assistance for Project Implementation [OECF]

SAPROF Special Assistance for Project Formation [OECF]

SAPS Special Assistance for Project Sustainability [OECF]

SEAFDEC Southeast Asia Fishery Development Center

SPF Sasakawa Peace Foundation [Sasakawa Heiwa Zaidan; Japan]

SSACF Sasakawa Southeast Asia Cooperation Fund [SPF]

UNCTAD United Nations Conference on Trade and Development

UNDP United Nations Development Programme

UNEP United Nations Environment Programme
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UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization

UNFPA United Nations Fund for Population Activities

UNHCR United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees

UNICEF United Nations Children's Fund

UNRWA United Nations Relief and Works Agency

USD United States dollar

WFP World Food Program
WHO World Health Organization

WID Women in Development
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